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MCA axe drops 

onTonyPowell 
!g director oVsi^yeari! Tony Powell, 
Powell, one of the ir 

ïriS'.xîxrss: not been tog fantastically for quite a 

citing MCA's failure to break acte! Powell, 49. says, Tfs the end of six 

Shops warned 
on Epson deals 
their contracte with Gallup^if0they want to remain a part of the officiai chart when Millward Brown takes over ite compilation on February 1. Gallup is installing ite own Epson 
ment which has been withdrawn for re-programming in time for the February 1 switch. But ite contract for these stop-gap machines features a two-month notice 
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if notice is late by 

System, starting February 1. 1994 must inform Gallup by November 30^ 
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Sony QC goads witness 
Sony launched a sustained attack on "Absolutely not, I resigned," said In his report Hunt accuses Sony of the credibility of George Michael's Hunt, who became a freelance market- failing to use ail available marketing expert witness Brad Hunt in the High ing consultant last year and submitted tools to create an awareness campaign 
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8 new full 12" mixes 
by todays leading 
remixers 
includes 
"EVERYBODYS FREE" 
"FAITH" 
"ARE YOU READY 
TO FLY" 
«LOVE BREAKDOWN" 
and the recent chart hit 
"DONT PLAY WITH ME" 

CÀPTAIN HOLLYWOOD PROJECT 
CAPTAIN 
HOLLYWOOD 
PROJECT 
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Featuring the hit single 
"MORE & MORE" 

Recently seen on Top of the Pops 

Also the Euro hits 
"ONLY WITH YOU" 

& "ALL I WANT" 

New single 
"IMPOSSIBLE" 

released early January 

LOVE is 
NOT SEX 

Available on 
Puise - 8 Records 
Distribution - Pinnacle Records 
Order now on 06898 96763 



Robert Abrahams The analysis in MW June 5, "Gloves olTas PRS me, published the day beforc the PRS members open n, ing held to discuss the Proms computer projccl fis 

NEWSFILE 

Album sales hit 

three-year high 
11 > VU ! 11 j iTi I j L' > Fil JI 

highest1 level1 for neari/Xè^years according to the latest BPI figures. 
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Epie s Charlton to go as A&R spins again 
The shake-up of the induatry's A&R CBS Records in 1982 but left in June Company Pi ' " " '    departments rantinues with ^ the 1985 to work for MCA. He rejoined CBS inJulyto bo 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ VIRGIN TAKES ON ONE FM IN CHART ROW -p5 

llboard déniés Gallup chart deal 
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Bsnimi Grâce under pressure Reacting well under adverse circumstances is a trick lhat ail of us battle te achieve sometimes. A prime example of someone who pulled il off with some aplomb last week was Tony Powell, the soon-to- be-former managing director of MCA Records. Despite knowing that virtually the entire room would be speculating about bis future and that he would be leaving the room and going directly ta negatiate bis severance. Powell turned up al last week's excellent Q Awards and behaved exactly as we are used to - with humour and with dignity. In Nick Phillips he has a worthy successor who bas proved himself a strong contender in the A&R stakes, and who will no doubt give back ta MCA the musical credibility it sorely needs. We wish them both well. 
Madness reigns at The Sunday Times Anyone from the music business reading last week's Sunday Times must bave suffered a dose of deja vu. 
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launched its silly but very damaging attack on CD pricing, its rival has happened upon the fact that most electrical goods are cheaper in the US than they are in theUK.Amazing. The paper goes on to suggest that this is evidence of 
video is shown during the Smash Hits and national press advertising and coi ndependent retailers will support the 

h l D b 5 when the the posi Poil Winners' Party, while trade TBD jnter display boxes for when ac release. suddcnl 
suffered a further blow earlier this month :ting managing director Rowland Evans dîed y after a short illness. 

What are we to expect next - an exclusive report on how food is cheaper in the States? And cars. And hôtel rooms. And furniture. In fact just about anything you careto mention. Sure, this kind of nonsense provides an inexhaustible supply of stories for the hard-pressed news editor, but isn't there anybody with any commonsense in the national press? Steve Redmond 
mm-.uuu 

Fredsinafix Pop Music. In its purestform, the most ephemeral of musical genres. With pop artists you are only as good or as popular as your last hit single. And in the current case of Right Said Fred that single wasn't a big enough hit and sa the album has, for the moment, bombed. It's an interesting case study. Right Said Fred came out of almost nowhere, had an enormous novelty hib and followed it, ta many people's surprise, by two other smashes and a hit album. (Atthis point 1 am reminded of when David Betteridge, then MD of CBS, made the correct décision to not follow up the Joe Dolce novelty hit Shaddup Ya Face). So what went wrong?The simple fact is that the single wasn't good enough. In retrospectyou would think a 

One FM chart rap 

sparks Virgin row 
On-air comraents made by Radio One deviated from it by describing bis impartial context, we will take further DJ Mark Goodier about the Virgin original remark as "jovial". action." Labatts Album Chart have fuelled a An enraged Campbell says, "[One Gerald Tyrell of Virgin's solicitors full-scale légal row between the two FM] are really taking the mickey. Not Harbottle & Lewis says GoodieFs ini- stations. only did they add the word 'jovial' tial comments about the Virgin chart As new One FM controller Matthew but followed it with some very hard sell were false and disparaging. Bannister attempts to counter the for the One FM chart, which destroys "It amounts to defamation. As every- muted response to the BBC station's the spirit of the thing." one knows, both charts have a common 

lefst^aïfalty made up'" ^ ^Ctae FM^pokesm^âSs, "What tepublifhfdl^ Pointing out that both the Virgin Mark said on Friday was inaccurate, Publishing on December 2. 
by Gatlup foTciN, Ca^phad claies he and that's an enjto it." ^ ^ ^ reviews^ofkey re'leases, profiles of top 

single with that amount of média coverage could hardly fail, but maybe that's the problem. Have Right Said Fred become more famous as celebrities than musicians? And we ail know what happens to celebrities who make records don't we? If they are no good they don't get a look in. Right Said Fred aren't the only ones, though. Bands such as James and the Wonderstuff built their followings gradually and broke through with classic hit singles. Their current albums don't have the hits (or at least they haven't faeen released yet), sa it's back to the fan base sales and a relatively quick slide down the charts. Is it the fault of A&R departments being too quick ta accept something that doesn't crack it? Or the pressures of multi-nationals with budgets and shareholders? Or is it (most likely in my view) that many pop acts have one great album in them, towards which they've worked ail their lives. And asking them ta repeat it 18 months after the first is far too much? Pop acts should take their time and gel it right. They havenolhingtolose. 
Jon Websler's cotumn is a personal view 
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One leading council member accuses was no référencé to this in Pi 

with extensive music business ety. "We ^d'toTondensfdO expenence for the chief executive's transcript into 80 column inchc posuflomadehis comments hcfore the impossible to represent everyb 

|4 Stock and Aitken 
senor comenacK 

lections nership wHh PWL chairman Pete 

ct8.The pie he works^thtn^Tfafure^hough 
ripts are together in the sunrner'of'lMl before the soci- Aitken split from the hugely successful pages of Stock, Aitken Waterman team for per- s. It was sonal reasona. The pair have helped cre- dy" ate more than 90 Top 40 hits since lOSL 
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Sony pulled plug 

on Michael album 

NEWSFILE 

Without Préjudice in the US dried up just two months after the album was released, George Michael's QC Mark Cran alleged in week. of Michael's action 
Columbia decided to "pull the plug" on the album in Noveraber 1990 because sales had reached only 1.8m units. The allégation came during the cross-examination of Columbia US vice président and général manager Fred Ehrlich, the first of three Sony execu- tives to give evidence last week. Ehrlich, who was followed in the wit- ness stand by Columbia's East Coast marketing vice président Jay Krugman, and its promotions vice prés- ident Bert Baumgartner, denied there was a move to scale down the market- ing and countered Cran's claim that 

0UTC0ME NOT EXPECTED BEFORE CHRISTMAS nesday Justice Jonathan Pa 
botwean Sony and artists Barbra Straisand, Billy Joël, Bruce Springstoen and Michael Jackson will be admissible as evidence to support George Michael's restreint oftrade case. Meanwhile a judgment on the case is not now expacted before Christmas. Verbal evidence atthe hearing, which started in mid-October. has taken longer 
events was disrupted when US witnesses were called early to allow theui to roturn home for Thanksgiving. 

for George Michael include the singer himself, his lawyerTony Russell, manager Rob Kahane, publisher and advisor Dick Leahy and US music marketing oxpert Brad Hunt. Sony has prcsented expert witness Tony Morris along with Sony US promotions executives Fred Ehrlich, Jay Krugman and Bert Baumgartner. At the beginning of this week Michael may return to the witness stand, along 

icelled a early as Christmas 1990. Charging Columbia's marketing department with failure to compensate for the singer's change in artistic direc- tion, Cran described the promotional 
launch as "derisory". However, Ehrlich rejected claims made eariier by Michael's manager Rob Kahane that Columbia agreed to spend £350,000 on TV advertising for the album, and said Columbia booked ads on MTV to support a three-page ad in ËUlboard when LWP was released. "Every George Michael fan would 
Mark Cran QC (far right) leads George Michael's légal team from the High Court last week. Cran repeatedlychallenged senior Sony US promotional staff on their efforts to support the singer's last album Listen Without Préjudice Volume 1, as well as its singles and Too Funky, the single from Aids charity album Red Hot&Dance.At one stage Cran accused Sony radio promotions chief Bert Baumgartner of providing "a very incomplète picture" to back his claims that ail stops were pulled ouf to push 
Michael's singles on US radio. Baumgartner 
respondedbysaying US radio programmers became extremely disenchanted" with Michael after he eancelled interviews and Promotional appearances d"ring 1990 and 1991. 

the first week of release through radio plays and reviews. The rest of the US did not need to know about it the day it 
"Columbia has a marketing strategy for the life of an album not just for the first week." Both Ehrlich and Baumgartner argued against Cran's suggestion that Freedom - the second single from LWP - was deliberately released early because Columbia was unhappy with the first, Praying For Time. "The rule of thumb is that you release the second single as the first one is peaking. That's what we did," said Baumgartner. Ehrlich said US radio stations had begun to play other tracks from the album and needed to be guided towards 

the next single. He also denied suggestions that the early release of Freedom harmed sales of Praying For Time. Cran claimed that Listen Without Prejudice's sales were just a quarter of predecessor Faith's, and that this was the resuit of poor marketing. Ehrlich said the 8m sales figure for Faith was "extraordinary", but he did not consider sales of nearly 2m for LWP a failure. Baumgartner added, "it was in the top \% selling albums that year, but did not do as well as Faith because Michael 

was no longer releasing upbeat, fun records, and eveiybody - particularly in US radio - was confused." 

Label to counter band writ Phonogram is set to defend a writ from Sixties R&B pioneersThe Pretty Things. Group founders Phil May and Dick Taylor allégé the Company has "wrongfulty deprived" them of income since 1976, when Phonogram bought bankrupt royalty collection Company The Pretty Things Ltd. A separate lawsuit was issued by the band's solicitors Kearns & Co on November 12 against EMI and Motown Records. The writ allégés non-payment of royalties from US releases in the Sixties which were handledby Motown. 
Israelis praise peace single K Foundation's Middle Eastem release of their single K Cera Cera (War Is Over If You Want It) has been praised by Israël! distributor NMC. "Everyone here has been very touched by the gesture," says international production manager Lior Suliman. The single has been available by mail-order through Israeli and Arab newspapers, and was released as a tribute to the Middle East peace plan. 
PolyGram fills Classics post PolyGram Classics has appointed Kate Jones as press officer for its Philips label, a post vacated by Paula Morris last month. Jones has for the last three years run Classical Communications, a PR firm which has been handling publicity and promotion for Collins Classics. Morris meanwhile is moving to the US to became head of press and marketing at the New York office of jazz and contemporary music label ECM. 
Haul nets record CD seizure More than 260,000 pirate Eluis Presley CDs bave been seized and destroyed in Switzerland after a raid mounted by BMG and the Swiss, German and Austrian branches of the IFPI. The pirate CD haul is believed to be the largest catch of one title - Elvis Presley's Movie Hits 1. BMG points out that the recent seizure of 72,000 South Asian cassettes took place in New York, not in Singapore. 

V 

^ ^ ^ WHIFF OF VICTORY IN CD PR1CING R0W - p6 

Rock ând roll this Christmas in style at one of London's favourile live music venues. The Borderline in the heart of the West End, can cater for up to 300 people and has a renowned réputation for great atmosphère. 

perii» 
well stocked bar, first dass DJ's and a prime location (just off Charing Cross Road). Dur terms are extremely reasonable (and sometimes there's even no hire fee!). Borderline 
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FRONTLINE 
Sixties star offers 

accountsaid plan 
Vétéran musician Peter Giles is plan- formed King Crimaon in 1969. Decca vice 

aBoth Mike Giles and Fripp relin- for manager Steve Dagger, to carry ont 

MTV forges link 
with EMIforLPs 

Lg fiX^it OfThXTom. ^ 

MMC ruling gives 

scent of CD cheer 

were net againstjhe public rçding. "The analogy holds^ in most 

ead of the BPI's public relations com- cheaply as possible. Just bec 

MULTIPLE CAMPAIGNS Andy's Records: Window displays and co-op TV campaigns for Tina Turner (Anglia) and Wet Wet Wet (Granada and Anglia); Windows for As Time Goes By, Full On Dance and Tom Petly. Boots: Promotions for ChristmasproductlCarols and Christmassongs). HMV: TV co-op ads for Barry Manilow, Bryan Adams and Full On Oance; album of the week - Guns N' Roses, single - Frank Sinatra and Bono, video - Wild Palms: The Dream Begins. John Menzies: Promotions for 30 CD and cassette box sels slarting at £12.99; albums of the week - Elton John, Bryan Adams, Eurythmies, TV albums - Smash Hits, singles- U2, M People, E17 and Village People. Our Price: TV ads for Rod Stewart (Carlton, Central, Anglia and STV) and Keep On Dancing (Carlton, Meridian and Central); ads in the NMEIor Guns N' Roses and Soul Asylum; 10% off selected computer games hardware. Tower Records: Mid price sale, CDs for £7.99 or two for £15; ad for Eurythmies in The Guardian. Virgin: Chrislmas campaign featuring window displays and price promotions on selected titles. 

■r -îm j 

Ciassic CD gongs 

Tube partners Jeels Holland and Paula Yatos will be reunited to host the final weekend of Channel Four's Laie Licence, the all-night music, film and entertainment slrand launched last weekend, The (ive week sériés ends on Docember 17-18, and features the first network showing of music programmes including Wizs atmospheric video (or Flowered Up's Weekenden Motorway, featuring music by The Art 01 Noise; and Hear And New Sampled, a documentary on the dovelopment ni jarz-rap 

show. Nominations for the 12 catégories, which will range from conventional areas such as opéra to best bargain buy and best recording of unusual réper- toire, will comprise releases featured on the magazine's monthly coverdisc, plus titles chosen bv Ciassic CD reviewers. 
► ► ► VENUES IN THE NINETIES: FACING UP TO NEW CHALLENGES- p29 ► ► ► 
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Patriot Games On Laser Oise. 
The Deadly Accurate Way To Watch A Movie. 
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RADIO 

PLUGGERS TAKE HEART 

FROM NEW ILR FOCUS 
As One FM revamps, commercial stations are increasingly hitmakers too. By Adrian Thrills When Heart's latest single WUlYouBe There (In The Moming) entered the officiai CIN chart two weeks ago at 26, it did so with little support from Radio One FM. As might be expected of a band who bave been enjoying consistent hits for well over a decade, Heart bave built a considérable fanbase which oan be relied on for early sales of any new release. Yet the radio promotions team at Capitol still regards Will You Be There as a "régional" hit - a single that bas charted largely as a resuit of a successful plugging campaign targeted at independent local radio. But it's not just the increased efficacy of niche marketing techniques which bas Shattered the old orthodoxy that One FM is the only route tp a chart position. The dance music boom has ushered in an era in which hits are created in the clubs and on specialist radio shows. And as new One FM controller Matthew Bannister appears intent on shilling the stalion's programming focus away from the mass market, many listeners may flnd their tastes being catered for more readily by ILR stations. The resuit, inevitably, is that the ILR network is beginning - finally - to create hits in its own right. Indeed the Heart single appeared in the Network Chart - where positions outside the Top 10 are decided partly on airplay levels - one week before entering the purely sales- based CIN chart. Nevertheless Capitol's head of promotions Malcolm Hill believes it is still impossible to say exactly what - or who - actually makes a record a hit. The singles chart at the moment is more volatile than ever," he says. "However, when a single is heavily supported by key ILR stations but gets no more than a handful of plays at Radio One, you're bound to conclude that it was ILR which broke it." And should One FM become as youth-orientated as many predict, ILR is likely to become the haven for "core" artists like Phil Coilins, Simply Red and Tina Tumer. The need to attract advertising, suggests Capitol's régional radio promotions 

m 

■j 
Heart's single Will You Be There charted largely as a resuit of a plugging campaign aimed at ILR 
manager Phil Barton, encourages ILR stations to programme established artists rather than new ones. But he hopes that a nationwide outlet can still be found for those acts unable to secure One FM airplay. "People who bought Beatles, Genesis, Pink Floyd and Stones records in the Sixties and Seventies are now in their forties and fifties," he says, They are a disenfranchised audience [who are] not catered for at Radio One." Such a concentration on proven talent holds wider 

implications for radio pluggers. Should ILR stations itinue to place little onus on 
pluggers fear that most will eventually adopt some form of gold format, and focus almost exclusively on classic hits. The Capitol team points to the recent Radiohead hit Creep as an example where an alternative rock act had received "in excess of a dozen plays for six weeks" at Radio One FM before most régional stations started to B-list it. Indeed as playlists operated by group-owned ILR stations 

bave grown more uniforra, specialist shows are even thinner on the ground. It is estimated, for example, that there are only 10 rock shows in the entire ILR network. Thus, to independent promotions companies such as Anglo Plugging, whose rester largely consiste of cutting- edge labels like Création and Nude, Radio One exposure is vital. Managing director Garry Blackburn believes the recent changes at the station will improve new acts' chances of airplay "[One FM] is far more 
THE BIG GROUPS WHO RULE THE AIRWAVES 

01 the liandful of companies which control the ILR network, none can match Capital Radio pic, whose temacles reach throughout UK commercial local radio. in London, Capital FM dominâtes the weekly share of listening with a slice, while Capital Gold has 8.5%, according to Ra jar's third quarter figures. Over recent months Capital has begun to ring tha changes in terms of programming and management throughout the Midlands Radio Group, which it acquired earlior this year. Midlands Radio is mode up ol BBMB FM, GEM AM, Leicester Sound FM (which has been leased to :o), Morcia FM, Trent FM INottingham), Trent FM (Derby) and XfraAM. Capital also has a 20% stake in Métro Radio, a chunk of Chiltern Radio, 50% of West Country Broadcosting and 50% of GWR, which in turn has a stake in Classic FM. In addition, Capital owns sales jouse Media Sales & Marketing. 

In the North-east, Métro Radio dominâtes through its opération of Métro FM, TFM Radio, Bradford's The Puise, Hallam FM in Sheffield, Viking FM in Huit, and AM channels Greater Yorkshire Radio and Great Notth 
Radio Clyde Group, whose improving (inancial performance has provided evidence of a revival in radio advertising, opérâtes Clyde 1 and 2, as well as Radio Forth FM, Max AM, Radio Borders FM, Central FM, Radio Tay and North Sound Radio. It also controls sales house Scottish Itish Radio Sales, whose 

In the North-west, Trans World Communications runs Piccadilly Key 103, Piccadilly Gold. Red Rose Rock FM, Red Rose Gold, Radio Aire FM, Magic 828, Red.Dragon and Touch AM, Based in Hampshire, Southern Radio pic provides a broad spread ol 
gold and pop programming through ilsconltol of Océan FM. Power FM, 

Southern FM, Invicta FM, Invicta SuperGold and South Coast Radio. Other large groups include the Swindon-based GWR Group - which opérâtes Brunei Classic Gold, GWR FM (East). GWR FM (West), Isle 01 Wight Radio, 2CR Classic Gold, 2CR FM, 210 Classic Gold, 2-TenFM - and Chiltern radio network, whose stations are Chiltern Radio AM & FM, Chiltern Radio (East) AM & FM, Galaxy Radio, Horizon Radio, Northants Radio AM & FM, Severn Sound AM & FM, Severn Valley, SuperGold and Hot FM. Smaller groups include: East Anglian Radio Group, which runs Radio Broadland in Norfolk and SGR- FM in Sulfolk; and Mid Anglia Radio, the owner of CN.FM 103, Hereward FM 102.7, KL.FM 96.7 and 1332 The World's Greatest Music Station. As a wing of publishing giant Emap, Emap Radio must be considered a growing force on the ILR network, through its ownership of Radio City and Kiss FM, as well as 
ils 25% stake in TWC! Paul Gorman 

says. "A few years ago, we would never have got a 10- minute record like Weekender by Flowered Up played on Steve Wright." Blackburn argues that an Imaginative approach to plugging more established acts to the new-look One FM can pay dividends too. Paul Weller's profile was heightened by bypassing traditional plugging routes and concentrating on interviews, documen taries and the new "live" slots on the Jakki Brambles show. But while many pluggers welcome One FM's current enthusiasm for new music, some are more reticent. Johnny Davis of independent pluggers Gut Reaction, who works with Right Said Fred, Crédit To The Nation and JTQ, says, "With ail the changes, there is still some confusion at Radio One. In contrast, the ILR stations, by staying very mainstream, have strong and cohérent daytime programmes." But, says Garry Blackburn at Anglo, a well-orchestrated plugging campaign should involve both national and local radio - though not necessarily at the same time. "Of course, records can make the Top 30 without being played on Radio One, and so local stations have a part to play," he says. "But we find that is generally towards the end of a campaign, when you need local radio support to move a record into the Top 10." And yet few record labels now employ more than two régional pluggers at most, and expect them to do much of their business over the téléphoné from head offices in London. Meanwhile, in the wake of the changes at Radio One, it is hoped that a meeting between major label pluggers and new controller Matthew Bannister scheduled for the end of this mouth (MW, November 20) will clear up confusion about One FM's future programming policy, and reaffirm the BBC station's status as the most important card in any national radio plugger's pack. Otherwise record labels which already spend huge amounts of money on radio plugging may well be forced to radically rethink promotional stratégies. 
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GUT REACTION PLUGGING 
THE COMPLETE PICTURE 

FOR DETAILS ON ALL OF OUR PROMOTIONAL 
SERVICES CALL OUR PROMOTIONAL TEAM: 
GUY HOLMES, JOHNNY DAVIS, CAROLINE 
LEWIS, JOE BENNET, STEPHEN TANDY, JUSTIN 
OLIVER, LEAH MANN, MARK MARCHETTO 
& MADELAINE SMITH. 



m m 

071-482 5272 
MANCHESTER: 061-237 3541 

INBETWEEN PR COMPANIES, 

PLUGGE^iDREGIOl RADIO 

YOUR DANCE RELEASES 

MSSINGOUT!!? 

IT'S ABOUT TIME SOMEBODY 
PLUGGED THE GAP! 

POWER PROMOTIONS 
TEL: 071 624 9622 
FAX: 071 328 1449 

RADIO 

Newspirit of r;3 

Commercial radio is in confidently predicting a larger sli c 
f t's been 20 years si: ethe 

X station began broadcasting in the UK. In those two décades, the growing ILR network and national stations like Classic FM, Atlantic 252 and Virgin 1215 bave, according to the most recent Rajar figures, clawed more than 40% of UK listeners away from the once all- powerful BBC. Yet, even though it is estimated to deliver nearly 25m listeners a week, commercial radio is still considered to be the UK's "little league" advertising médium - the local stations in particular being deemed too parochial and callow to pitch against the "big boys" of TV and national and local press. On the face of it, of course, the ILR network may appear to be little more than a loose assortment of 130-plus competing stations. But the reality is somewhat différent. Commercial radio in this country is controlled by a handful of companies (see panel, page 8) which are ail dedicated to increasing the medium's share of UK total advertising spend beyond the still to be breached figure of 

□ 

Midas touch: Richard Park's Gold format at Capital has been widely en1" 

3%. Of the groups which control the destinies of most local commercial stations, London's Capital Radio is by far the most prominent and influential. But of growing stature around the UK are 

Métro in the North-east, Radio Clyde in Scotland, Trans World Communications in the North-west and Wales and Southern Radio pic in the South-east. "Métro is the best run of ail the régional groups," says analyst Mark Davies-Jones of Smith New Court, which this summer recommended investors buy into Capital Radio and Métro Radio. "It has good management, matched by audience figures which can daim a reach of more than 40%. Clyde 

deserves its place at the top too since it is well-established in local communities, while Trans World appears to have turned the corner now that flamboyant owner Owen Oyston has taken a backseat," The rest of the ILR patchwork quilt is made up of companies such as GWR Group and Chiltem Radio in the South and South-west and Emap Radio, which has a 25% stake in Trans World and owns London's Kiss FM and Liverpool's Radio City. But there are others taking 
CRAVEN S CAPITAL GAINS SHOWS POWER OF RADIO Beverley Craven is an artist whose success is iirmly linked to indépendant radio, and her label 

stations play a full rôle alongside other média in marketing campaigns. Craven, who publicly tbanked Capital Radio for its support when she won the Brits newcomer Irophy lastyear, was among the first artists to feature on a Capital promotional 
Attracted to the album when il was first released. Capital programming controller Richard Patk gave Creven initial aitplay even though sales were iow and neither of her singles, Promise Me nor Woman To Woman, had chartod on first issue. "The promotional weekend 

Craven: success linked to ILR 
The album, which spenl 33 weeks in the charts, eventually went double platinum and peaked at nuraber three. Both singles bocame hits when they were raissued. Now Epie has relurned to the 

says Epie marketing manager Kit Buckler. "The audience returns were so good (bat we went on to slot in an appearance on Wogan and repromoto the album using national and régionalpress." 

Cravon's latest album. Love Scenes, and new single Mollies Song. Buckler points out, "One FM doesn't seom to go nalurally with her tracks - il seems to find Beverley difficult to format, whoreas commercial 

A Beverley Craven Day on Capital last month was foliowed by a two- day promotion on tbe Midlands station BRMB over the weekend of 0ctober3Dto 31. The London station featured songs from both albums, highlighted the new single and organised a compétition, with tickets to Craven's Royal Albert Hall concert in December as prîtes. "We have TV ads on Central in mid-November and we may well return to local radio with anolher promotion," says Epie s Buckler. Epie bas used similartaclics to promote the Sloepless In Seattle soundtrack, with a promotional weekend on Piccadilly Radio. "Apatf from tho fact ifs not getting coverage on Radio One, ils very difficult to promote a soundtrack on TV, because viewers see the visuels and consider the film only. Radio is much better suited to the task," adds Buckler. 
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itSîo attracts advertisers 
jce of the total advertising spend with new stations bolstering its fortunes, says Paul Gorman 

the IRL network 
a long-term aim at the airwaves and keen to benefit from the Radio Authority's regular dispensation of 

régional licences. One such Company is Chris Wright's Chrysalis Group, which already holds an 18.7% stake in Métro Radio, Aller failing to win licences in the North-west and London, Chrysalis's perseverance finally paid offlast month when ils Heart FM gained the newly-created West Midlands régional licence. In tenus of musical output, however, most ILR stations have taken an unashamed lead from Capital Radio programming controller Richard Park, whose Gold format has been replicated throughout the network. Park's name commands almo^t universal respect as the first to spot the value of the formats - although there are those who question a total rehance on an "over scientific" approach towards creating playlists. Indeed, Capital Radio managing director Richard Eyre attributes the group's strength to its ability to meet local musical tastes. 

"Our perspective is the 
serve," he says. "That's why commercial radio can be such an efficient advertising médium. It delivers locally." But while most ILR broadcasters undoubtedly benefit from close régional links, their parent companies ail try to présent a unified, national front. "There used to be an Anglo- Saxon mud-hut philosophy within ILR, but it has started to diminish over the last two years," says Eyre, whose Capital Radio and its multi- 
according to Smith New Court, carved itself a 30% slice ofall ILR revenues. The recession hit stations hard and, says Eyre, the radio industry suffered "a gruelling time during which profits were eut back dramatically". This has led to a growing spirit of co-operation between the various controlling groups, typified by the formation in 1992 of a generic marketing body, the Radio Advertising 

Bureau. Furthermore. Eyre regards Capital's National Network Radio - launched this year specifically to encourage blue- chip advertisers to buy ads across the network at a single sales point - as part of an "evangelical" i 
optiraistic as Eyre. Detractors point out that radio's 2.8% slice of ail UK display advertising still trails a long way behind the 60%-plus taken by ail press and around 30% by TV. Surprisingly, considering the music-friendliness of radio, major record companies adopt the attitudes of non- music business advertisers, and downgrade ILR to somewhere below outdoor poster sites and above cinéma - even though they are fully aware that a typical radio cost-per-thousand of £1.30 compares favourably with TVs £4.05. "Radio is so cost-effective," says an insider at an agency 

working for two major labels. "You'd have to spend at least £150,000 on télévision in London, say, before the advertising of a record became effective. The same level can be reached with just £10,000 on radio. Nevertheless, most of our music clients contribute just 5% of their budgets to commercial radio." On the other hand, the high-profile launches of Virgin 1215, Classic FM and Atlantic 252 over recent years have created a buzz around specialist radio, while the dance boom, and the rise of taste-making stations such as Kiss FM and Choice FM has led smaller labels to take radio advertising very seriously indeed. Passion Music's dance imprint Elevate, for instance, is currently promoting its Fusion Phew compilation through Kiss FM, Choice FM and a package of between five and 10 ILR stations. Passion international sales manager Anne Matura says that the 12-year-old >■ 

-mm 

"AT LAST, A CREATIVE REGIONAL 
RADIO PROMOTIONS COMPANY" 

Tilly Rulherford. PWL 

More than just a mailing service. Contact Jo Milloy or David Prever 

Q. cto- t&e&e lecondb 
tuzve ût eammaa ? 

Oh Carolina SHAGGY 
Living On My Own 
FREDDIE MERCURY 

BOOM! Shake The Room 
JAZZY JEFF AND FRESH PRINCE 

A. cM yat fa 

(and for Régional Radio — 
they AU used PUSH & PLUG) 

For more information 
call Richard 

0742 670351 !!! 
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>company bas been drawn to commercial radio in the past 12 months by "reasonable rates", and the fact that narrowcasters such as Kiss can deliver the goods. "We get a two-week campaign which allows us to dip into their biggest shows - the bigger-than-cult shows which listeners tape if they aren't around to hear them liveshe says. Budget labels find radio similarly attractive. Telstar regularly buys time on Capital, while Dino is currently pushing the latest Energy Rush volume, Safe Six, with a three-week campaign on Kiss FM and a two-week roll out on Atlantic 252. "We get very good rates and retums from Atlantic," says Dino sales and marketing manager Mario Warner, who nonetheless emphasises that the label remains sélective about radio promotions. "TV still takes 97% of our ad budgets," he adds. Commercial radio may be cost-effective to some, but many London-centric ad agencies consider it too 

"Radio generates less money, glamour and glory for agencies than TV," claims Mark Davies-Jones. "It's not in the agencies' interests to push radio as a médium and, 

Fflii 

Specialist stations such as Kiss FM attracts labels like Dino (left) and Passion's Elevate imprint 
as a resuit, they get a low- quality creative input, usually from the younger staff." Paul O'Grady of Sony's agency DPA accepts that it's easier to create a successful TV campaign than a radio one, but réfutés the général 

"Record companies are using radio promotions more and more. Capital has scored heavily in this area and our 

involvement is increasing too," he says. "Recent exaraples înclude a Beverley Craven weekend on BRMB and Atlantic 252 tie-ins for Paul Young, Mariah Carey and Michael Bolton. 'The beauty of radio is that records receive full endorsement, which doesn't happen with other média. DJs will mention forthcoming promotions and a station's 

enthusiasm can help tum a new release into an event." O'Grady also believes that more stations mean greater listener choice, and greater opportunities for music programmers and advertisers alike. A rival ad executive pinpoints this "radio révolution" as ILR's greatest selling point. Tt isn't a myth. Look at London three or four years ago - the only stations 

were Capital and LBC," he says. "Now there's Jazz FM, Kiss FM, Melody and the forthcoming London Country Radio AM. XFM looks as though it stands a good chance next year. And then there's Classic FM, Virgin 1215 and Atlantic 252 too." Capital's Richard Eyre says that, like any self-respecting 20-year-old, ILR is entering maturity, with troubled adolescence far behind. "There's no reason why we can't achieve the RAB target of increasing radio's share of advertising to just under 5% by 1996," he says. "In continental Europe, radio has a 6% slice and in the US it stands at 10%." What Eyre dutifully ignores is the fact that the progress of US and European commercial broadcasters is not hindered by a dominant state broadcaster like the BBC. But as long as One FM remains in its current state of flux, facing possible privatisation or disbandment when its charter is renewed in 1996, ILR will continue to benefit. However, new controller Matthew Bannister is working hard to secure his station's future as a public entity into the next millennium. And that could yet stunt ILR's vision of a blooming 
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• Virgin celebrates as Meat Loaf leads market • Warner revives Doobies | SALES AWARDS 

Beatles: 1S62-66 (x2); The Beatles: 1967-70 {x2); Meat Loaf: Bat Out Of Hell II - Back To Hell; Brya So Far So Good; Diana Ross; One Woma 
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WEEK TO SPREAD 
YOUR SEASONAL 
MESSAGE AND HELP 
RAISE MONEY FOR 
NORDOFF-ROBBINS. 

Z Buisicweek 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL THE 

AD. DEPARTMENT ON 
071 6203636 



A D F O C-U S 

E-XPO-S-U-R-E 
AIRING THIS WEEK 

Big Screen Classics, a compilation of 21 movie thèmes performed by the Royal 
TV advertised for two weeks by Dino from next Monday. Ads will run in the Meridian, London, HTV, STV, Grampian. Granada and Border régions on ITV and Channel Four. Mary J. Blige's What's The 411 Remix album, released next Monday through MCA, will be press advertised in The Voice, Blues & Soul. Time Ont and the national press. There will also be a 

Blues Brother, Soul Sister, Dino's chart-topping compilation, will be repromoted from next Monday with a national TV campaign running for three weeks on ITV and Channel Four. There will also be radio ads on Kiss FM, Jazz FM, Capital and Atlantic 252. Window displays will run with 250 independents retailers and key multiples. 100 Vr Dance Vol 3, Telstar's compilation of current dance hits, will be nationally TV advertised on Channel Four and ITV for two weeks from its release next Monday. The campaign will run through Christmas and into the New Year, followed by régional TV ads. There will also be in-store displays with HMV, Our Price, Boots and Menzies, where the release is album of the week. Radio ads will appear on Capital and Kiss FM. Etemars Always And Forever, released next Monday by EMI, will be backed by national TV ads on Channel Four and régional slots in the Central and London 
release. Press ads will run in Blues & Soul, Echoes, Smash Hits, Just 17 and BIG!, and there will be a mail-out to Eternal's 15,000- strong database. In-store, the album will be promoted by HMV, Menzies and Boots while Our 

hîHEIBESJMO.E 

Thisyear's Seventies ravivai culminâtes next Monday when Arista brings eut The Best 01 The Village People. an album that's already being billed as the Christmas party essential no-one should be without With the single YMCA clocking up 70.000 in pre-sale orders. Arista is anticipating huge demand from both new and old fans. Record company: Arista/Bell Media agency/executive: Target/Steve Gill Product manager: Simon Jones TV: A national, one-week co-op campaign with Our Price on Channel Four starls on Oecember 6, with further ads from December 20 running through Christmas. The band will be promoting the album with appearances on 18 UK TV shows. Press: A co-op ad with Virgin will run in Gay Times and there will be solus ads in the Daily Express, Daily Starand the Guardian. Posters: A national campaign in conjonction with HMV will run from release. In-store: Chatt headers cards will be on display in Menzies and there will be window displays with Our Price. Target audience: Mass market. 
window displays. Independents are running a spécial promotion with the prize of a personalised CD. The album will be promoted at the Future Entertainment exhibition at Olympia and at the Clothes Show Live exhibition, where the band will be modelling. Fusion Phew, a compilation of soul and jazz fusion tracks, will be advertised on Jazz FM, WNK and selected specialist régional radio programmes by Elevate Records, 
Monday. There will also be a press campaign in Blues & Soul, Echoes and Soul Trader. Heart's Desire Walks On, out on 

will also be a mail-out to rock clubs and to Capitol's rock 
promoted by HMV, Virgin, Our Price. EUK and independents. Mctallica's Live Shit Binge & Purge box set will be released next week by Phonogram, which is packaging the three-video, three- CD set in a specially designed replica flightcase complété with a î full colour booklet, a landaco V of the t m their San 

limited édition and Phonogram anticipâtes it will sell well into 1994. It will be advertised in the heavy métal press and nationwide in-store displays. The Monterey Festival, Castle Communications' second release in its four-CD book sériés featuring artists including Jimi Hendrix, The Who, Janis Joplin and Otis Reading, is out next Monday and will be advertised in Q, Record Collector, Mojo, The Guardian, Sunday Times and Independent on Sunday. The Ramones Acid Eaters, a compilation of Sixties psychedelic cover versions, will be released next Monday through Chrysalis with press ads in Kerrang! and the NME. There will also be a co-op ad with HMV in Vox. Radio slots will run for two weeks on XFM and there will be displays with selected independent retailers. The Best Of The Rolling Stones, released today by Virgin, will be TV advertised for two weeks in the Central, HTV, STV, WTV, Grampian, Meridian and London régions, It will also be advertised on BSkyB. Tower 
display with Stones memorabilia supplied by the Hard Rock Cafe. Our Price, HMV and Woolworths will also feature the album in theii Windows. In-store, it will be promoted by Virgin, Smiths and 
will run nationwide for two weeks and there will be press ads in Q, Vox, Mojo. The Sun, Observer, Times and Mail On Sunday. St. Eticnne's It Takes A Whole Lot Of People To Stand Alone - a compilation of remixes and A and B sides from the band's last two albums - will be released next Monday through Création, which 

compilation of previously unreleased mixes from artists such as Horace Brown and Mary J Blige, will be press advertised in Blues & Soul, Touch, Record Mirror and Echoes from next Monday. There will also be radio ads on Choice and Kiss FM. Compiled by Sue Sillitoe: 071-228 6547 
PR0M0S IN PRODUCTION 

FKW 
GABRIELLE 
G0 WEST 
ROBERT PLANT 
CHRIS REA 
UB40 
WET WETWET 

WalkingOnAir 
Seize The Day 
IWish 
We Close Our Eyes'aa IfIWasA Carpenter Expresse Logic 
Bring Me Your 

COMMISSIONER Maggie Maloney for DIRECT0R Gaynor O'Flynn PR0DUCER Jill Rees for Panic Productions 
RELEASE DA1 November 29 

Robin Dean forA&M Zanna Deirdre Allen for November 29 
Sharon McPhilemy for PWl Peter Sherrard James Haworth for Decent Exposure November 29 
Sarah WilIsforGol Dises Max & Diana Chris Symes for Propaganda Films November 29 
Margot Quinn for Chrysalis Godley&Creme Lexi Godley for Medialab November 22 
Tom Bird for Fontana Dick Buckley Catherine Fmkenstedt forSqueakPictures Oecember 6 
Maggie Maloney for East West Dave Parvin David Lyons for Limelight November 29 
Carole Burton-Fairbrother for Virgin KeirMcFarlane Tom Lowe for Palomar Pictures November 29 
Tom Bird for Vertigo Pedro Romhanyi Steven Elliot for s 011 Factory December 27 

E CONCEPT Raw black and white band performance. Amid billowing "heavenlv" clouds the band are tempted by a sultry devil. Shot in a steam muséum and featuring boxer Nigel Benn A funky version of Cinderella with The Posse members as the ugly sisters A compilation of past promos edited byflmWoodall Shot in Ohio with Plant haunted by the ghost ofabeautifulgirl Band performance against the fug of an expresse machine 
Shot in Rome onabuspacked with Fellini-esque characters. Lost in space with Barbarella. 

Children In Necd, Friday November 26, BBC1: 7-9pm and 9.30pm-2am. BBC TVs 14th fund-raising marathon features a host of performers including Take That, East 17, Bad Boys Inc (pictured), Paul Young, Sinit Craig McLachlan. 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 22 

Olr Shamen, ITV: 12.30-1.30am (régions vary) 
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 23 

Mica Paris, ITV: 8.30-9pm 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 24 
OPebble Mill with Toyah, BBC1; 12;i6-12.55pm OMichael Jackson's Moonwalker features concert footage and promo clips, BBC1: 7-8.30pm ODes O'Connor Tonight featuring Kim Wilde and Bad Boys Inc, ITV; 8-9pm 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 25 ■n M TVs Gre i!l featuring cc from Tina Tumer, MTV: 9-10pm 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 26 
OPebble Mill featuring the Bee Gees, BBC1:12.15- I2.55pm OThe Word with Stakka Bo and The Pharcyde, Channel Four: U.10pm-12.10am OTXT featuring WUdheart, Whycliffe, Salad and Vivienne McKone, LWT: 3- 
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 27 
OLivc And Kicking featuring East 17, BBC1: 9am-12.12pm Capital FM Coca-Cola 
featuring Van Halen, Alice Coopcr and Guns N* Roses, Capital FM: 7-8pm (régions vary) OBPM from Exposure in Nottingham features Babyface, ITV; 2.30-3.30am (régions vary) 
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 28 

Take That, BBC2:11.45am-12pm f^-vrhc Crowded Housc DIY «a Doc profiles Crowded House, Radio 1FM; 7-8pm 
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MICHAEL CRAWFORD 

performs A 

ATOUCH OF MUSIC IN THE NIGHT™ 

Micbael Crawford's new album and first 
ever music video. 

A Touch of Music In The Night is the brilliant new album and video from Michael Crawford, ivhich bas already achievedgotd status in the USA andplalinum status in Australia. 
Major Promotional Campaign includes:- 

\ * A high impact NATIONAL TV CAMPAIGN running righl up | to Christmas. 
PR campaign including:- 

- Des O'Connor Show - Nov 24th 20 minute interview with Michael performing material from the new album/video. (Approx audience ratings: 12 million) 
- GMTV - Nov 24th, 25th & 26th On three consécutive mornings GMTV will broadcast an exclusive interview and performances from the new album/video. , (Approx audience ratings: 2 million per day) 

- Album ofthe week on Radio 2 including a Gloria Hunniford Spécial - 17th November. 
Il \ * Plus much much more national TV, Sjm Radio and Press to follow, running i c—   right through to Christmas. 

TVE 1060 

Order now from BMG teles aie s 
on 021 500 5678, 

or Terry Blood Distribution 
and S. Gold & Sons Ltd. Album : STAR2676 

Cassette : STAC2676 
CD ; TCD2676 

Michael Crawford's last album has sold in excess of 
double platinum in the UK — SO DON'T MISS OUT! 1 
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BothSidcsOfThe Story 63 
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Power (The E Smoove Remixesl. AO 
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j As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 
Fisherman's Qrotto 

jasmuraiB 
Tjip-ïîouse mixes by Ashley Beedlc   Q Qui next wech. l—L 

SNOOP DOGGY DOGG 
'WHAT'S IVIY NAME?' 

EXCLUSIVE UK SINGLE ^ 
agicû «i. 



T O P 7-5 A L B U M S Bit 
1 | ArtsKProducer) Lab8VCD'"cIssMoyl 
n BAT OUTOFHELLII 11!3 BACKTOHELL*:; M m MeatLoaf(Steinman) VlrginCDV2710/TCV2710A72710|E| 

23 2 SO FAR SO GOOD * A&M 5401572(F) Bryan Adams (Adams/Clearmountain/lango) 5401574/5401571 
3 2 BOTH SIDES ★ Virgin CDV 2800 (El Phil Coilins (Collins) TCV28(XI/V28tl0 /I IwiWlTHEONETHING Columbia4743552(SM) ^ 1 1 Michael Bolton (Foster/Bolton/Lange/Afanasieff) 4743554/4743551 

5 ONE WOMAN - THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION ★ Diana Ross (Various) EMICDONE1/TCONE1/ONE1 (El 
6 7 6 EVERYTHING CHANGES ★ RCA74321169262(BMGI TakaThat (Various) 74321169264/- 
7 4 2 END OF PART ONE (THE1R GREATEST HITS) Pnàus Org WetWelWet (WetWetWet/Various! 5184772/5184774/5184771IH 
8 , 42 SO CLOSE ★ A&M 5400342 |F| Dina Carroll (Lowis/Mackintosh/Cole/Clivilles) 5400344/5400341 
9 , 12 MUSIC BOX# Columbia4742702(SM) Mariah Carey (Carey/Afanasieffl 4742704/4742701 

26 ^ 
PaisleyPark 9362454352 |W) 53 5 COME ON FEEL THE LEMONHEADS 0 Marte 7567825372m 

28 
29 

31 * I Jam (O'Brien/Pearl Jam) 
a 32 - 

34 7 ACES AND KINGS - THE BEST OF... •chrysaiis (E) 
35 3 

10 36 ^ 
37 ^ 

12 Capitol CDEST 2218 |E) 38 IM] THE PIATINUM COLLECTION a, 
13» 39 3 
14 8 TCEMD 1047/EMD 1047 40 ' 
15 

> ** Adam Faith (Courtney) 
18 
19 4509943114/4509943111 a 45 58 

20 3 46 3^ 
74321166784/74321166781 

22 m ^ ^48 - 
23 3 
24 -3 50 « 

z25 3 

TOP COMPILATIONS 
lO^ 

n NOW THATS WHAT1 CALL ^ MUSIC! 26 Various EMI/Virgin/PolyGram CDNOW 26ffCN0W 26/NOW 26 (El 
11 - 2 THE ALL TIME GREATEST HITS OF DANCE Various TelstarTCD 2679/STAC 2679/- (BMG) 

UJ 12 5 NOW DANCE - THE BEST OF '93 • Various EMI/Virgin/PolyGram CDNOD10/TCN0D 1Û/N0D10 (El 
2 , 4 BEST OF DANCE'93 • TelstarTCD2662{BMG) Various STAC 2662/STAR 2662 13 » 3 REGGAE 93 • PolyGramTV/lslandCIDTV7(F| Various ICTTV7/- 
3 3 2 BEST DANCE ALBUM IN THE WORLD...EVER! 2 • Various Virgin VTDCO 22/VTDMC 22/- (El 14ES 51 AS TIME GOES BY DinoDINCD77(PI " Various DINMC77/- 
4 9 2 THE VERY BEST OF DISNEY pick™ckDiscD47i(PKi Various DISMC 471/- 15 . NOW! 1993 • EMI/Virgin/PolyGram CDNOW 1993(E) Various TCNOW1993/- 
5 FULL ON DANCE '93 Cookie JarJARCDIO(F) UlilJ Various JARTC 10/- 16 - „ 100% DANCE VOL 2 ★ TelstarTCD 2681 (BMG) Various STAC 2681/STAR 2681 
6 5 3 THE GREATEST HITS OF 1993 Various TelstarTCD 26621/STAC 2663/STAR 2663IBMGI 17CS JJ IT TAKES TWO - LOVE'S^GREMEST DI^ETS^, 
7 2 2 HITS 93 VOL 4 TelstarCOHITS934(BMG) Various MCHITS 934/LPHITS 934 18 6 2 THE GREATEST LOVE VI - WimOVE FWJM.^^ 
8 8 53 THEBODYGUARD(OST)*4 Various Arista 07822186992/07822188994/07822186991 (BMG) 19 14 6 THE SINGER AND THE SONG 0 VîiginVTDCO^UEl 

20 [ ■ IT'S CHRISTMAS TIME 

Capitol CDESTU 2215 (E) 

PaisleyPark 9362454312 |W) 

a 74321175452 (BMG) 

TCPCSP717/PCSP717 

Vlichael Crawford (Mardin/Mardin/Foster/Streisand)STAC 2676/- 

55 - 
56 E 
57 33 
58 3 
5911 
60 - 
61 " 
62 ^ 
63 - 
64 ^ 
65 ° 
66 3° 
67" 
68 3 
69 E 
70 E 
71 33 
72 
73 3 
74 33 
75 ' 

31WISH VOL) LOVE 

Columbia 4743562 (SM) 

„ GOLD - GREATEST HITS *3 

8SIMPLYTHEBEST*6 

ARTISTS A-Z 
, ENERGY RUSH PRESENTS DANCE HITS ÛF THE YEAR 
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MARK ET PRE VIEW 

DISCO EVANGELISTS: A New Dawn (Positiva 12TIV7). The duo of the moment, Ashiey Beadle and David Holmes, follow their superb De Niro single witli another groundbreaking epic. The largely instrumental bouse track is a real rollercoaster ride. 

DREAM FREQUENCY: So Sweet (City Beat CBE1 272). Dream Frequency retum after a rather lengthy absence with an upbeat bouse track with vocals from Debbie Sharp, who sang on their biggest hit, Feel So Real. Mount Rushmore provide a tasty garage variation, while the flipside features tougher tribal tracks. 2ÏÎ3 
VARIOUS: Kinky Trax 3 (React Music REACTLP30). This third volume of the best in underground garage and house sounds from the US follows current clubland trends by concentrating on vocal tracks. Standouts include Clifton King's Family Frayer and UBQ Projecfs When I Fell In Love. 

VARIOUS: Secret Life Of Trance 2 (Rising High RSNLP12). Rising High's prolific output means that even the most dedicated and weallhy technoheads have trouble keeping pace. This collection of 18 tracks spread 

over four vinyl LPs or two CDs will allow them to catch up with some of the label's recent product, from the soothingly ambient to the 
industrial. E 

VARIOUS: Classic 80s Groove Mastercuts Volume 1 (Beechwood CUTS15). The latest addition to the quality Mastercuts sériés focuses on club tunes released between 1982 and 1985. It includes the likes of Change Of Heart by Change and Raw Silk's Do It To The Music, plus sought- afler rarities such as Bernard Wright's Who Do You Love. These compilations are now established big sellers. ÏÏS3 

GROOVE COMMITTEE: I Want To Hold You (Vinyl Solution MRV005). Yet 
Victor Simonelli, this time produced with NY stalwart Glen Toby who provides the soulful vocals. The inclusion of a new mix of Dirty Games will help sales. SïSi 

ADEVA: Respect '93 (Network NWKT79). Âdeva's biggest (and arguably best) hit gets a reverential reworking for this timely reissue. Its cool, updated garage beats and the powerful vocal ensure that it sits comfortably alongside manyof the current club biggies. !ïÉ3 

SOUND ENVIRONMENT: Feel So High (Higher State 12HSD14). This increasingly prolific South- west London label is building a strong réputation with its funky house releases. This new Sound Environment outing, with its driving rhythms and disco guitar, is an able follow up to the well- received Be There EP. SS 

SPiN DOCTORS: Whaffime Is It? (Epic 6599552). This funky rock workout lacks the easy fluidity and wide appeal of the group's previous ingles, and will suffer accordingly, despite the inclusion of a gond live of the hit Two Princes. 'M 

OHM: Discourse EP (Bomba BOMB12003). Scotland's Ohm boys get funky on this excellent follow up to the well-received Tribal Tone and Why Don't Ya singles, The lead track, C'Mon Dance, is an out and out party tune, which should get plenty ofclub plays, while You Ain't Down is doser to their earlier, more progressive output. Eï3 

17's last single, but their stock is still high and this unusual track should tdingbehindTake That <31 

* 

FKW: Seize The Day (PWL PWL 279). FKW's last single, a cover of Rick Astley's Never Gonna Give You Up, generated interest through its Goodmen-style remix. Those Brazilian camival rhythms are the starting point here, with airhoms, whistles, acidic keyboards and a few vocals ail thrown in to create a noisy follow up. Already doing well in the clubs, this is shaping up to be a hit. iïïïi AndyBeevers 

TALLIS, SHEPPARD: Various Works. Clerkes Of Oxenford/Wulstan (Classics for Pleasure CD/MC DC/TC CFP 4638). When released in 1974 the Clerkes' performance of Tallis's spectacular 40-part motet Spem In Alium won rave reviews, and its reappearance on a budget compilation is timed well for Christmas. SS 
MOZART: The Great Choral Works. Various (Philips 438 800-2). Philips' twofer sériés has been one of the labels best secondary 

MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte. English Baroque Soloists/ Gardiner (Archiv/ Deutsche Grammophon CD/VHS/LD 437 829-2/072 463-3/1). The latest in John Eliot Gardiner's award- winning Mozart opéra cycle includes a video of the fully- staged Paris performance and headlines a big month for the conductor, with simultaneous audio releases by Philips of 
MAINSTREAM-SINGLES 

Snoop Doggy Dogg: laidback 
02: Stay [Faraway, So Close] (Island CID 578|. Slow-burning, intense and it overtly commercial, this is not a itural for the chart, but Ij2's big league status, and the inclusion of lile dance mixes of Lemon by David Morales and Paul Oakenfold make up for any shortcomings, IÏH22 

go a long way, but this uptempo eut fromthe Never Let Me Go album lacks bolh floorfilling potentiel and mass radio appeal. ŒM 

SERENADE; Friend Not A lover (Mission COSMISH 4). Operating in an area not far from Etemai, this UK group go for slightly harder beats, but sing and swing in a likeable and classy manner, This raay not be the track to break them, but the polential 

LUTHER VANDROSS: Love Is On The Way (Real Love] (Epic 6599592). The lus voice and pre-tour frenzy 

THE CHRISTIANS: The Perfect Moment (Island CID 570). This sweetly smacking and smoothly syncopated low-key highlight from 
and worthy return to the recording 

BAD BOYS INC: Walking On Air (A&M 5804712). This slow (some might say dreary) ballad draws a genlle performance from tho up-and- coming teen stars, Don't underestimate A&M's détermination to make it work, with upwards of a dozen TV slots already arranged, including this week's Des O'Connor Tonight and Children In Need. (223 

PurcelTs Dido And Aeneas (CD/MC 432 114-2/4) and Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice (434 093-2). Ail the releases are advertised in the classical press, with strong display material available to support Gardiner's performance of Monteverdi's The Coronation Of Poppea at the South Bank in early December. 1223 
GERSHWIN: The Piano Rolls. (Elektra Nonesuch/ Warner 7559 79285-2). The composer playing his own works on Twenties piano rolls, re-created with a machine built by Yamaha called a | Disklavier, is due to get masses of publicity in December plus an entire Benny Green Radio Two X programme. The Disklavier is being demonstrated in selected record stores. 12223 

this album - one of 15 additions to the range - shows why, cramming the Requiem, Great Mass and Coronation Mass into one slimline duobox. Co-ops with Tower Records, Farringdon's and MDC are planned. 12223 

KRONOS QUARTET: At The Grave Of Richard Wagner. Various (Elektra Nouesuch/Warner 7559 79318-2). This 30-mmute CD single of Liszt's title track plus works by Berg and Webem, another of raunchy US works by Bob Ostertag (7559 79332- 2) and an album of the Kronos with Aki Takahashi playing Morton Feldman (7559 79320- 2) are ail backed by ads in Gramop/wne and The Wire. But it will be the quartet's UK tour, kicking off on November 28, that will pull in the publicity and the cuit ibllowing for these buzzy, eclectic releases. 12223 Phil Sommerich 

MICA PARIS: Whisper A Prayer(4th & B-Way BRCD 287). The list of dance divas currently coining it with a hit ballad will grow with this virtuose performance. A pretty song, expensively orchestrated, and likely to signal a tevival in the fortunes of the album of the same name. 1223 

G0 WEST; We Close Dur Eyes '93 EP (Chrysalis CDGOW13). Go Wesfî first hit from 1985 sounds somewhat dated now, even though it has been 

DAVID B0WIE:TheBuddha Of Suburbia (Arista 74321177052). The TV sériés is based in the Seventies, and Bowie's title song is evocative of both the period and his work from then. Its unusual lyrics may cause problems on radio, but ifs still commercial and compelling. 1223 

SNOOP DOGGY DOGG; Whafs My Name? (Interscope/Dealh Row A8337CD). Cleatly influonced by George Clinton, Cameo and the like, this laidback rap eut has been widely praised with the industry has a gimraicky warcry, some soulful femmes and stands every chance of being a hit. 12222 
Alan Jones 
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ARTIE SHAW & HIS ORCHESTRA: King Of The Clarinct (Hindsight HBCD- 502). Just the kind ofYuletide gift for aficionados of the swing era in général and the music of Shaw in particular. A three-CD set, in cigar-box format, it cornes complété with a handsorae 20-page booklet. Blessed with superior digitally-remixed sound quality, this absorbing collection is dealer-priced at £14,89. m 
CLIFFORD BROWN: The Complété Paris Sessions, Vols I-III (Vogue 74321154612/22/32). Available singly, but together an indispensable collection, these three sets document a sériés of historié 1953 recording sessions in Paris. They spotlight the arti stry of trompeter Brown, and feature fellow Hampton Big Band colleagues such as Quincy Jones, Art Farmer and Gigi Gryce. 223 
COUNT BASIE & fflS ORCHESTRA: Jazz Masters 2 (Verve 519 819-2). Part of the launch of a splendid new Verve reissue sériés, this 16-tracker is one of 

Guaranteed banker 
Should do well 

su Worth a puni si Only for the brave 
El SOR only 

THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Big Screen Classics IQuality Télévision BIGSCD 1|. The RPO tackle 21 film thèmes in lush style, which is obviously suited to Theme From A Summer Place and Pachelbel's Canon, but isless successful when applied to The Sound Of Silence and l've Had The Time Of My Life. Still, the familiarity of both the orchestra and material, plus a big TV campaign should have this racing up the cbart. 223 
VARIOUS; The Very Best OfThat Loving Feeling (Dino DINCD 78). Dino's hugely successful Loving Feeling sériés reaches a logical climax with the release of this double album featuring its most poignant paeans. Familiar fare, but the définitive claims and a high- profile TV campaign will deliverthe 
THE VILLAGEPEOPLE: The Best Of The Village People (Bell/Arista Crédit to Music Club 

m N. 
M 

THUNDERHAWK: Moga CD (Core through Sega 115015 £44.99). An all-action, helicopter-based, 3D shoot 'em up, Core's updated version of its own Amiga hithas been variously described as "the saviour of the Mega CD" and "...the essential CD game of the year". 22223 
SILPHEED: Mega CD (Sega 4423 £49.99). When Nintendo released its ground- breaking 3D space combat game Starwing it seeraed only a matter of time before Sega would follow suit in some way. Unfortunately for Sega, this one has received something of a mauling by the critics - but while they are right in thinking that this will never make anyone buy a Mega CD, it might just be good enough 

Sonic: the spiky Sega superstar is a Spinball wizard already ov e. 223 who 
the finest of the Basie band's period with Norman Grans' various labels. Beautifully remastered, and with potent solo contributions from the likes of Thad Jones and Lockjaw Davis, it also includes such classics as April In Paris, Shiny Stockings and Paradise Squat. 223 
CASSANDRA WILSON: Blue Light 'Til Dawn (Blue Note CDP 0777 7 81357 2 2). A spellbinding Blue Note début by the talented Wilson, whose distinctive vocalising is brilliantly captured on dise. • • epertoire 

includes, of ail things, Hellhound On My Trail, and haunting reworkings of the great standard You Don't Know What Love Is and Joni Mitchell's Black Crow alongside a trio of Wilson's own compositions. 223 
LUCKY THOMPSON: Tricotism (GRP/Impulse! GRP 11352). A timely CD issue of two single LPs which contains the complété contents of four 1956 dates by one of the greatest ténor sax stylists. A ;e for any jazz record of ir poil. 233 S tan Briti 

MAINSTREAM-ALBUMS 

Elton John:perfect partners 
for their budget best of which came eut earlier this year and sold very well, but this is the big one. a longue- in-cheek célébration of disco performed by the chaps in chaps. Advance orders top 80,000 and the group's imminent oromolional tour includes more than 20 TV dates. 

BILLTARMEY: A Gift Of Love (EMI CDEMC 3665). Jack Duckworth wraps his surprisingly tendertonsils 
to his crédit has avoided including 

loo many overworked songs. One of the better entrants in the growing area of albums recorded specibcally forolderc 
VARIOUS: No Alternative (Arista 07822187372). This alternative rock/indie Red Hot companion will by its nature have rather less appeal than its predecessors, but there's some fine music here, including Seul Asylum's effective re-drawing of Marvin Gaye'sSexual Healing.the Goo Goo Dolls' grunge attack on the Stones' Bitch and The Smashing Pumpkins' sweel Glynis. Needs anrl deserves support if it is to make 

VARIOUS: The Best Christmas...Ever (Virgin VT0CD 23). This prettily packaged and intefligentfy selecled 42-track double cannily compliments EMI's Ifs Christmas Time with little duplication. Unusual choices include Eartha Kitfs Santa Baby and Julie London's Warm December, and takes in seasonal hits not directly 

FIFA INTERNATIONAL SOCCER: Mega Drive (Electronic Arts through Sega réf. no. tbc £44.99). FIFA International Soccer is shaping up to be a strong initial seller - not least because it's the first soccer game to use a 16-megabyte cart - and also to remain a real contender when next yearis World Cup cornes around. 22222 
JAMES POND CRAZY SPORTS: Super Nintendo (Storm through Pinnacle SC0008 £39.99). Originally titled The Aquatic Games 

concerned with Christmas - Farenheifs Keeping The Dream Alive and Enigma's Sadness. A big TV spend means mega-sales. 2223 
BARRY MANIL0W: Greatest Hits- The Platinum Collection (Arista 74321175452). A faithful and relative ly undmumshed fanbase. a slew of TV dates supplemented by a big TV ad spend and the inclusion of previously unreleased remixes and live tracks will be enough to make this compilation one of the season's 

ELTON J0HN/VARI0US: Duets (Rocket 5184782). Elton has chosen his partners well, and cornes up with a varied sélection of originals and envers. PM Dawn and Little Richard are in their element. KO lang.Tammy Wynetteand Bonnie Raitt also make sterling contributions to what will be a massive seller, 22223 Alan Jones 

THE ESSENTIAL 
music week 

STOCKING GUIDE 
(starring James Pond) when released for the Mega Drive, this multi-game compendium has undergone a name change for its transition to Super Nintendo. The eight sports featured haven't lost anything in translation, and still carry some of the corniest gameplay imaginable - the frenetic seal and beach bail action offered in Kipper Watching being a highlight. 223 
SONIC SPINBALL; Mega Drive (Sega 1537 £49.99). Sega launches this with its Sonic three-in-one day on November 23. As the name suggests, this momentous occasion will see the launch of three separate Sonic games: Sonic CD (which has been held back from its original launch date of two weeks ago); Sonic Chaos on Master System and Game Gear; and this, the eagerly awaited pinball game starring Sega's spiky superstar. 22223 Cairan Brennan 

VARIOUS: The Beavis & Butt-Head Expérience (Geffen GED 24613). MTVs cartoon crétins are obvious candidates for a themed album, and contributions from Aerosmith, Nirvana and Red Hot Chili Peppers will ensure that this otherwise drab collection enjoys a brief but sparkling chart run. 2223 
DUFF McKAGAN: Believe In Me (Geffen GED21865). Punk nostalgist and Guns N' Roses bass player McKagan has the title track of his engaging solo album released on the back of a whirlwind UK club tour. The addition of two unreleased tracks on the CD rather than the merits of this hoarse ditty will send Duff up the chart. 223 
METALLICA: Live Shit: Binge And Purge (Vertigo 5187250). This box set contains (take a breath) three videos, two CDs, a 72-page booklet, a stencil and backstage pass. But priced at around a wallet-wilting £75 one wonders how many métal fans will rush to buy it, despite their prodigious appetite for such goodies, 223 
GUNS N* ROSES; The Spaghetti Incident? (Geffen GEF 24617). The long-awaited punk covers album emerges just in time to dorainate the charts until Christmas at least. The specialist reviews have been cautions - "average" said Kerrang! - but the band's huge following will still buy, buy, buy. 22223 Andy Martin 
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record mîrror daoce updote 

S—c—$ 
a n]s i cl e 

europebkeyl» sales f 
An Increnslngly flckle and (ragmented UK dance market Is forcing labels ta concentrate on European sales. Manycompanlesare even promolng tunes abroad (Irst ta see If they are wonh puttlng outinlheUK. And leadlng labels saythe situation Is unllkely ta Improve IntheUKinlhe near future. Lasgo Exports dance buyer Martin Clench says the company bas handled 400 labels In the pastyear, elght 

limes as manyas In 1991. "Today labels do just as well itnofbeneron expotlthan they do In the UK. Ifs just a lot easlertoshlttunits,"says Clench. "It only takes one 'phone call losell 100 records In a European country, but It takes atleastlOcallshere." It Is the fragmentation of the dance business In the UK and the llmltedslzeotthe market that has led to the move lowards Europe, says Dave 

Plcclonl, owner o( the Azull label and London's Black Market shop. "Ifs the resull ot the growing dlversltlcatlon In the market here and I can'l see thol reversIng.When Iwasakld you were elther Into one style ot muslc or you were seen as stralght. Now, klds can get Into ail différent styles," he says. Thls has meanl that for one shop, Plcclonl nowemploys flve dance buyers to cover the varlous styles. 

Simon Marks at Centreslage Records says 65% of hls sales are through Europe. "Fads are changing ail the tlme, people haven't got a lot otmoney and In Europe you can rely on a certain amount ot sales every lime. Those are Just someol the reasons," says Marks. Headds that UK labels are also looking at merchandising and llcenslng dealswlth majors as otherwaysot maklng steady Incarne. 
great asset 
fears mount 
Ttie legacy of collapsed distributor Great Asset bas retumed to haunt credilors who now fear ihey will get no more thon 10% of Ihe money owed to Itiem, Aboul 300 labels are owed a total of around £150,000 but were womed at a credifors meeting last week that they are unllkely to receive more than 1 Op per £1 owed. As Great Asset ilself was owed money from varlous shops, the majorily of the cash is unllkely toberecovered, " - ■ ng the biggest creditors are Kudos Records . .. 333), Delta Records (£14,335) and Dance Solution (£12,000). Others include Warp, Guérilla, Seechwood, Flying, PolyGram and DMC. The credilors meeting at Heathrow heard that Great AsseTs directors Francis Harrington and Darren Gold first suftered flnancial losses in Ihe year up lo June 1993, Thls, they claimed, was due to over-stocking and increasing staff wages, There were further problems with crédit and overheads. The company ' ;o lacked sufticient capital support from a bank. id debl write-ofts followed before the winding up Dcedure began InJuly. .ondon-based Citroen Wells has been appointed liquidator for the company. 

• •••••• 

m 

m 

We Go' has been chosen as the theme muslc (or the new Brlllsh Knlghts sportswearad, whlch will be shown 277 times on MTV up lo Chrlstmas. The bond, who return after a yeor oft, also 
The hlp hop/techno crewmadethelr nome wlth Ihelr 'Total Contusion' club hit on Tarn Tom in 1989. They slgned to Polydor twoyearsago. 

gabrielle 
I WISH/WE DON'T TALK 
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Club: Kellys, Port Rush, Northern Irelond. Once a month on Saturdays, 9pm-l .30om. 

a&rthmgs 
go better 
with coke 

Capacity/PA/ Spécial features: Barn; 1,000; Shergars: 1,000; Garage 300/10K in the Barn and Shergars; 3K in the Garage. Door policy: "Anybody with the right attitude.'-Chris Hurley, promoter. Music policy: "House in the Barn; good garage and funky tunes in the Garage.'-Chris Hurley. DJs: Residents-Chris Hurley and (Garage) Joanne Hill. Spinning: Outrage Theme From Outrage'; David Morales & The Bad Yard Club "The Program'; Jomanda 'Neveh; InnerCityWinongay'; Moonchild Y0.A.T'; DJ'S View: Tsamad place with 
-lanOssia. Promotions view: *1 make sure Chris getsthe records as thereare thousands of people there.'- Hywel Williams, Olymplc Records. Ticket prlce: £6. 

bristol ravers The dark ond mellow grooves ot Portlshead recently slgned I Bristol are maklng thelr mark Gol Beat, former Massive with a bunoh ot new releases and collaborator Trlcky (plctured slgnlngs on the way. above letl) and Reborn bolh have The clly has been dolng Ils own tracks due on Island, Fédération thlng on the street scene (or a have a début release early nexl number of years but only Massive year on Mo' Wax and A&R Attack and to a lesser exlent departments are clamouring for Smith & Mlghty have broken the unslgned Earthllng (Mlsta through natlonally. Boom plctured). But that could ail change next Gol Beafs Ferdy Unger- yearwlth the Bristol sound now Hamllton, who slgned attraotlng A&R inlerest. Portlshead, says the Bristol vlbe 

1s unique and consistent. "They like thelr music dark," he says. London A&R Andy Thompson, who has a new Smith & Mlghty single and album on the way, says the hybrld mix of the Bristol artlsts 1s second lo none. "My DJ frlends there are olways talking up new bands," says Thompson. Four-month-old Earthllng are currently belng courted by A&R staff ond look to be the next Brlstol-based outflltoslgnup. 
wm..:wsn...win As more and more oheap-looklng 12s \ clulter the rocks, irs nice to see ■ someone spending a little lime and < money on packaging. Network is releasing 16 olassic house tracks - from artlsts suoh as MK, Kevin ■=/ Saunderson, Mayday and Tmo Failh - \ on eight clear vinyl 12-inch singles. ■ RM has five of Ihe Network Rétro sets to < give away. AH you have to dois tell us 2. the name of Inner Cil/s female vocallst _ and send your onswer to Rétro, RM, , Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, « London SE 1 9UR, by December 1. • 

glum brum dj goes italone huylnginBlrmlnghomL -'-"" ,',"" as led DJ John Frustration with i Harrlstoopen hlsc r. Harris (ound hlmself restrlcted by the lack of cholce when 11 came lo buylng hls tunes, and the closure of Lee Flsheks Pure shop was the last slrow. "Buylng records Is a nighlmare here. There are a few speclallst shops but theyTe loo expensive or llmlted. So I declded lo open my own," says Harris. ..te store wlll open In the elty centre in February and wlll stock across the board house, Euro, US, UK and hlp hop. The venture Is belng backed by the local development agency. Meanwhlle, Flsher says Pure was anolher vlctlm of the recession. "We were flnally coughl by the two-year slump," says Flsher, who owned the shop with partner Mark Baxter. 

speclalising ■ In picking up US tunes - Ihe firsl belng • Victor Simonelli's'Do ç 
alias Solution • (featuring Taturi) with 'Was That AH H Was'. Coke says hels keentosignUK talent for the Fruittree and newFruittreeTrance labels as well and démos should be sent to Coke at 138b West Hill, London SW15 2UE, 

i 
«SSŒt»2» 
I Peter Harris-MD.Kickin • Records I "People needlo cross over • ond exchange more ideas. 

Ihe record. They kept saying inleresled in whal slyle it is, as 'Oh, Kickin, Ihe/re hardeore'.' long as they can dance to it. In the South East, people tend lo Lindsoy Wesker - head of pigeonhole produol. We've got music, Klss FM four labels covering everythlng 'Businesswise, 1 don't see from hardeore lo progressive anylhing wrong in exploiling house, commercial house and Ihe needs of a speclallst techno. We couldn't put ail that 

loadsof good product lhat • wouldn'tgetout.' • 
Andy Thompson - A&R, ffrr • London Records * Tl'sveryeasyformetosithere • and say people should creale ; Irends and nol only follow , 

• wilhinGermony, Hollandand ; Ihe US loo, but they tend lobe • more open minded. Over here, J ifyoudosomelhingoulsideo . specialislrealm, people start • losayyou'renol crédible. 

certain label or shop is relioble for finding Ihe music you like, il Andy Chllds - owner. Boom means if you hear aboul a Tunes record shop release on lhat label, you know "The donce scene is so il will be whal you like.' Iragmented lhal now you can have about 15 voriations on 

theslrenglhandthequalilyof * product lo doit. If Ihe market • you'reaiming for is open to • only a certain slyle of music, . Ihenyou've gol lo have real • quai ily product lo make a J 
• inlroduced'Slip &Slide'Ihe I shops wouldnolinitiallybuy Mo's Music bit much. Shops like ours need "Further nodh, Ihey're nol so lo exist olherwise Ihere'd be lowhetheryouwantloplay ; 

respect is due (again) 

nairtecheck: editor: steue redmond ® deputy editor: selina wehh ® assneiate editor: nick robinson © designer/sub-editor; fiona robertson 
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respect (93) the remixes 

the classic anthem - remixed and remoulded. 4 track 12", 6 track cd, 2 track me. 
ail formats include the original version. 
cat no's 12" NWKT79, cd NWKCD79, me NWKC79 available 29/11 /93. 
distributed by sony. order desk - 0295 395151. 
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lous 
Shop: Freedom Records, 57 Morket Street, Wotford (28ftx18(t). 

m] 

Spécialist areas: Mostly 12-incti house and garage; swing; small CD rackforsoul and hip hop; a dash ot hardcore, Lots of US imports, UK house and Italian. Popular labels are Junior Boy's Own, Strictly Rhythm, Stress, Fruittree, Hard Hands, Flying, R&S andffrr. Ticket agent for mostbig raves and Dreamscape. Own logo merchandise. DJ tapes. Buyer's view: 'Whenwefirst openedin January, everybody was into hardcore, Since then theyVe moved on to house - we must have converted themas noneofuswho work here iike hardcore! We're the only specialist shop here and we've moved more into garagey house and some techno trance. We also have plans to set up a house label. Wesell little ambient house and the CD rack is a waste ofspace! DJ tapes goreallywell.'-Motthew Butler. Distributor's view: "They're open minded and willing to take a chance, which is quite refreshing these days - some people will only take certs. They're justwhot Watford neededi' -Ali Job, Go Go. DJ's view: 'Theygetinalotoftunes you can't get elsewhere -1 like to break new records, either on the radio or in the clubs. Whenthey get their deliveries they not only get tunes and artiststhat they'veheardof but they also givewhite labels, promos and imports a try. They're more original,'- Sean Butler. 
club & shop focus compiled by sarah davis. tel; 081-948 2320. 
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jQK (3) HERE 
Dina Carroli 

u t s 
A&M 

CKO 

WHAT'S MY NAWIE Snoop Doggy Dogg 
WE WANNA LIVE DSS Heavy acld mix from Disco Evangelists 
TIME OF OUR UVES Alison Limerick With Morales on the mix SHOW ME Ullra Note Funky house with mixes from E-Lustrious and Wigan Express GOOD TIME LuVdup 
IAM THE MUSIC, HEAR ME! Mlllionare Hippies , 
AVALANCHE Echo Funky house groover from Nick Warren ULoniClarke 

WINGS OF LOVE Bone i 
YOU AND ME Usa B Catchy house song revlved with new mixes EVOLUTIONDANCEPARTONE Evolution 
MOREL'S GROOVES PART 4 George Morel Four tracks of slzzling New York grooves GET OFF YOUR HIGH HORSE Rollo Goes'Camplpg 1; g 
FLATLINERS SI 000 Innovative UK house eut from a couple ot years ago gets a 
YOU CAN'T STOP THE 6R00VE Reefcu Chad Jackson with a roaring lunky sample track LOVE IS THE ANSWER UnoClip Happy house track with fqmillarvocal samples 
ASTRAL AMERICA Apollo 440 Pounding trance house track,. BACK TO FUTURE Dirty Minds - Italian tranceatitsbest" 

Interscope/Death Row 
Open Toe 

deconstruotion ; 
PeaceOf The Action . 

A&M 
Vlnyl Addictlon 

deeonstruction ; 
Strictly Rhythm ! 

•m ads namecheck; ad manappr: rudi hlackett ® deputy ad manager: judith rivers ® ad eiieciithies: steue masters Sheddi greenwood 
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user 102: 'can't hoid if (yo 
yo records) 
©Originally on llmited release on No U-Turn Records, this gets a new leose of life with a wicked Helicopter Remlx. Those Helicopter boys sure know how to poce a record with funky beats, dett breaks and irrésistible vocal hooks, and this is one of their finest efforts. Ridiculously cheerful, bouncy and plain danceable, ifs one of the coolest slices of Nineties disco you're likely to hear. Also, check the dubbier original mixes. bb 

nb and Wildchild pro-  ne good interprétations onlheB-sidebutwilhouMhai killerriff. tj 
BUJU BANTON & COCOA f^FlEE'TooYoung' (Greensleeves). Ruffneck superstar and sweet volced 

©THE CHAMELEON PROJECT "The Lotin Alliance'(Guérilla) This isabout as Latin as fish and chips, Itis, well-produced f tour 

©OHM "The Discourse EP' (Bomba). A différent tack for the Bomba label. "C'mon Dance' is a bright funky house numberwithguitarriffs, breakbeots ond synth rhythms topped with a weird maie vocal In Iwo similar mixes. Chunky 
gtoovy, original tune lhat deseives to do well. Also wotlh checking is the extra track "You Ain't Down (Wit lt)', with a very deep organ riff in Détroit style. t| 
©LEFTFIELD/LYDON "Open Up (Remlxes)' (Hard Hands). Il was always going to be difficult to match the power of the original mixes and the remix team of Sabres Of 

4>',1 RED DRAGON 'Leave Yuh "ManAlone'(Fashlon). Built on a bhangra-style riddim with a punishlng bass drum, Red Dragon chats gruffly in a calypso style thaï at last adds a newvibeloaraggascene screamingfornewideas. pa 
TENSION "A Place Called •■0 Heaven (Remixes)' (Azull doublepack). The original US mixes of this track from the Butch Quickteam had 

to add a greot deal. That sald, the Sabres dubis an eerie sparse atfair Ihafs intriguing whlle the Dust Brothers simply 

that appeal. Farley & Heller provide added bounce by settlng the deep and soultul maie vocal against a jerky house rhythm. On Record 2, JoeyNegrogoesfor a pumping garage production that is much sharperond more lively lhan the original. ab 
f/Èk DIFFICULT WCHILD 'Temporal Dlslorf (Magnellc Norlh). Fivevalue-for- moneylraokswith thetwoon the A-side embodied by 
drums, rattling 

hi-halsandgurglingracey keyboards.allcolludingto captivale the Imagination, Meanwhiie, the B-side offers a cérébral brealher, severely down-loading the tempo, espeoiallyon "Too Laie', which allhough hip hop paced on 33 wlll please many a breakbeat fan on 45. w 
©DISCO SISTER'LIkelt Is' (Ationlls).Adebutfor anolher UK label and the highlightoflhis track islhe inspirational useofanElvis Presleyguitar riff (from "Suspicious Minds1) in the inlro oflhemain mix. The track develops info o meandering dub 

• albums • 
• ICE CUBE "Lethal Injection' • (4th & B'way). This is Ihe - rappefsmost musical album • to date. The groovestake • prominenceoverthecussing 

moody atmosphère on a posl- bogle ragga puise with a crisp production. If you like Buju, check this. pa 
xTk LOVE T.K.O "Season 0( *427 The Wltch' (Major Force West). This is Ihe first release 
setupbyMo'Waxasa 
Force opération. It sees Major Force (ounders Toshi and Kudo 
weird and wonderful jazz- rock hybrid. The dirtylow- funk rhythm underplns soi ne neat guitar picking, a dose of heovy Hammond and Ihe repeated "Must be the season of Ihe witch* female vocal line, which complétés the hippie funk feel. It Is coupled with Ihe equally interesting 'Tongue In Your Eaf (actually Ihe A-side), which Is a less immédiate and 

Guérilla dub house disco style. Ail four are produced in a very similar manner with long build- ups and ail are good tracks in Iheirownrighl. tj 
J^UNDERWORLD'SplkeeV 4l*"Dog Man Go Woof (Junior Bo/s Own). This one sure takes you by surprise - Ifs the Sound ofUndetworld experimenting with harder beals. Both tracks are typical •bullders'inthe inimitable Underworld way, but this time ifs o little more aggressive and a little less colourful. While nowhere near as immédiate as 'Rez' etc, they are growers. Ifs particularlygoodloheara bond determined nofto stick to 

with an overindulgence of reggae loops (which are fast 

• too articulate in his arguments, • there's no denying the force and _ raw soul behind Ice Cube's work. Ifs his tinest album, bb • 
# A TRIBE CALLED QUEST 'MldnlghtMorauders'(Jlve). • This long-awaited album is 

, mlhegroove . and the melodyrather thon F seltlingforafewcoolsamples. < > Co-produclion from Quincy < Jones's son QDIII only helps , ' this, but don'tget Ihe ' F Impression that the rapperhas ( , lost his balls. The raps are still , as hard as they corne and ► there's no let-up in Ihe vitriol. < I While he may not always be ( 

probably sounds wicked if blunled by your favourite vice on a lazy summefs evening, but right now ifs cold and nearly Christmas. The first single, 'Award Touf, is the best choice with a solid jazzy vibes break and a strident puise. The consistently lazy mood of the album overall won'twin Ihem 

F many new fans but for the t converted it will be considered 
( a grower. pa 
F VARIOUS "Ghetto Feef 
t (Mission). This is somelhing of a homegrown réaction to the • successof US swing and soul I acte, "Ghetto Feef représente a . sélection oflhefinerUK street soul acte including Yinka, Da F Bigg Kidz, Montage, Rhythm I Wilhln, Da Fellas and Serenade. What ifs saying to ' record labels is, forget about F the iotest Mary J Blige remix 
t and lislen to the talent on your own doorstep. This collection ► may not be 100% proof but ifs I worth checking out. bb 
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KISS OF LIFE • LOVE CONNECTION 
New Single . ■ ■ 

Remixed by Roger Sanchez ■ Out Now ■ 
SÉEKISS OF LIFE LIVE AT BRIXTON ACADEMY WITH JTQ - DEC. 11 th 
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Down Low", The simple ghetto tlovour of the arrangement offers a slurdy daim Kick, stlcky jazz keyboords and looped vocal effecls, while the back- ground harmonies play on Marvin Gaye's 'Metcy Metcy Me' which bas delmilely been the inspiration hete, rt 
©A MAN CAILED ADAM 'Love Corne Down' (Other). AMCAond Olher ■ 'hegoodsonceagain, swithahigl- —" 

becoming unfashionable) succeeds as an exceptional mélodie anlhem. Addilional reworkingsfrom D'Cruz, Urban HypeandOBXgivetheEPa 

ORAWBREED RabbitSIew (Conllnuum). NYC's Raw Breed combine Onyx's growlingropstylewitha Ihoroaghlynewschool collective chorus vibe. Phat beats on a Jazzy break make this âne for the jeep and the hip hop jam. pa 
©DUS FUNK ASSOCIATION 'Love So Slrong' (Tanty). Tanly expands ifs rester of styles with this Ihrobbing house tune thahs tightened up with some dett mixes tram R2001 's JM Easy, aka Cultural Vibe. DEA's Kelvin Richard offers a couple ofdubstoo but ifs Eas/s A-side that whips up the vibe with only Ihe rather lame vocal hook letting it down bb 
©JODECl'Cry For You' (MCA). Jodeci consolidate their success with Tm Still Waiting' on this dead slowheadnodder.Again there's plenly of wailing from theleadvr ^ 

--byChez Damier, and they mighf as well be Chez's own trocks since they ail bear his dlstinctlve funky Détroit house style, There's cerfalnly very liltle of Kevin Saunderson in Ihere. However, they are ail excellent grooves with scalterings of female vocal ond they wiil find much favourwilh US house fans. t) 
©THE GOOD STRAWBERRIES 'Affro Dlzzy Jack" (M&G). Andy Morris andOllieJareatlhe oonlrols os indie and house combine on Ihese four varied and enlhralllng mixes, Morris goesforthebouncing, progressive vibe with snatched vocal shouts while OlIieJ seltles for a guitar-sampling, slighlly trancier feel wilh Ihe tempo still on the up. bb 
OJEFF REDD'SbowYou' (EMI, US). No longer wilh Uplown Records, JeffRedd seltles in at EMI wilh this sultry urban ballad two stepper from his forthcomlng set 'On The 

R ciqers plus AnthoneyGreen Theslamming Disco Oub with ifs groovy piano ifsgroovyplt  3 probably Ihi bestbetforlhedancefloor, ollhough DIY's dubby deep house mix is also well worth checking. ab 
e ATARI TEENAGE RIDT 'Klds Are United' (Vertlgo). Aimed primarlly at the weekend football crowds, this is basicollly Ihumping hardeore beats with Sham 69's original blastedover the top and a few footie chants thrown inforgoodmeasure. Hardlyfor the dance connaisseur, this will nonetheless wake up the more subdued crowds. bb 
©.Bvî Vlewrinder" (Deep Dlstraxlon). There's a real shortage of new ideas In a lot of ourrent house releases so ifs no surprise that some record labels are digging outolder Iracks, remixing Ihem and re-releasing Ihem. 'Viewfindef was originally ouf on Ihe Sfrawberry label a couple of years 

presented here in a 
irrangement hong ■face 

/isnottoyour faste, then at leasl snop up the 12-lnoh for Ihe 'Lefs Go Through The Motions' bonus eut which is simply one of the largest urban blockdancersoftheyear. rt 
©INNER CITY 'Share My Life'(Slx6).There are three mixes of this track, oil 

dubfunk 
association 

<■1 directory 

slrtding 123.2bpm Doug's K(uî). B.T. 
chanled cantering 118.7bpm Paul Golel funked Dut, jozz-funky (nsiru- meniai tlflbpm Soufh Solo Mixes... 

Jules, Iqoser jiltery trotting 0-121.8- }ier bossity mroDbmg 0-125bp(n 
Boys Own JBO 15. RTM/P), Good- Robertson's bfeakneck Iwiltety (nsfu- men :sh ojt mnij - o d v.rgg y > , Ji34:'bpT~ ^ing 124bpm Latin dlsco rornp's ' ride, Iwlnpock 
progressivelybuifding original...ALEX Radio ond 121.7bpmUSA, 0-116.8- PARTY'Soturday Nlghf Porty (Clevo- Obpm Llonrock Wigout Mixes.-.B- land City Imports CCI 17000,0902- LINE 'Trl-Piy (Cleveland City OLE. 772385), 'tonighl irs party lime: ond 13013, 0902-772385), rhyfhm , 'read my lips' prodded, synth slabbed ' socking stark dub house with sfufsry 

î-leaperfrom April, nowon logo launch-- IngP1 SS.ebpm^Squasn', blippy 1 Ing red vinyl wilh sporser 124.6bpm lurching 130.7bpm "Roundobpur .. Kundoy ARernoon Party', UK rermxed SOLUTION (eaturlng TAFURI Was 
Party-...U2 'Lemon (Remlxes)' SRD),VictorSimoneiliproduced Jean 
hauntlng cool loper 12-inched here f loplng 120,3-Obpm Club t 

THE DISCO EVANGELISTS 
A NEW DAWN (BACK TO THE WORLD) 

A PEACEFULWORLD 
COSMIK BYELAW 10 

"A MASTERPIECE" record mirror 

CURRENT GALLUP CHART RUEES. 
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b etâi-t 
After aiining our summer with 'Poing', Rotterdam fermlnation Source (plctured) retum on December 6 to trash Chrlstmas with their new single 'Merry X- Mess', onReactMusic... Columbla and Talkln Loud are apparently heading Ihe pack in their bids to sign Brlstol's Earthling...Laurent Garnler is Ihe DJ behind the second X-Mix aibum and video due at the end of FebruarY.Psychlck Warrlors Ov Gala provide sortie interesting 
Instrumental doublepack 'Rhythms Vol. 1'...Secret Life Ofïronce stars Plnk Elln & Atom Heart make their UK début al Deep Space, in London, on Friday (November 26)...The Rezerection party crew in Newcastle ore starting up their own Rezerection Records label ond are looking for démos. Send them to PO Box 1JP, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE99 1 JP. Meanwhile, look ouf for the gang's New YeaTs Eve parly afthe Royal Highland Centre, Edlnburgh...Jlngo Recordlngs is to showcase the club sounds of Leeds with a unique doublepack, 'Florlzon 1 ', on December 1. If features Rhythm Invention, Fllpped Dut, Cortex and the BackTo Basics crewamong others...Onyx hâve confirmed a headilne gig 

1D 

fD 

n 

fD 

i/t 

at London's Subterania on Sunday (28)... Meanwhile, techno duo GTO hit Europe overthe next month, fitting in a date at London's Marquée on December 8...Also, there'sa New York night at The Asforia, in London, on December 3 featuring garage diva Candy J,..Binmingham's Harmony night has moved to the Capital Club, Longtord Road, Covenfry, from this Saturday (27), and even better news is it now runs until 6am...Fluent Promotions is updating ils DJ mailing list. Power house DJs should cail Pete on 081-969 0299...Shabba Ranks is to cover Sly Stone's 'Family Affaif as his new single, out on December 6. Ifs from the 'Addams Family Values' film soundtrack...Don't laugh, but Jonathan Klng has teamed up with Serious Rope's Damon Rocheforl and Aron Friedman to record 'Music Music Muslc' - there are mixes too. Ifs out on Chrysalis on December 6...Apollo 440, Llmbo's Stuart Crichton and Gregg Jackson are Ihe men behind the mixes of Kirsty MacColTs newie, 'Angel', onZTT...Pigeon Pie is lining up two new releases, from Energico and FOD,,.Hoton the heels ofThe Davo single. Tribal UK heralds the return of Junior Vasquez with X in January and 'Get Your Hands Off My Mon' in Februory... AND The Aloof return in January with 'Agent O' on Flaw .AND THE BEAT GOES ONI m 
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# 

AIN'T GOIN' OUT LIKE THAÏ 
FIRING UP ON 29/11 ALL FORMATS TWELVE & CEE DEE INCLUDE HITS FROM THE BONG (T-RAY M1X) WHEN THE SHXX GOES DOWN (DIAMOND D REMIX) 

(BOTH PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED) 
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27 NOVEMBER 1993 
iili 

THIS LAST TITLE FORMATS LABEL 1 1 FRONTIER; EUTE 2 AG PC Gametek 2 3 PREMIER MANAGER 2 AG Gremlin Graphics 3 2 ALIEN BREED 2 AG AA Team 17 4 9 BODY BLOWS GALACTIC AG AA Team 17 5 15 MICRO MACHINES AG Code Vasters 6 4 CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93 STAGPC Domark 7 14 ZOOL ST AG PC OT Gremlin Graphics S 5 MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIM... PC Microsoft 9 7 SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93 STAG Renegade/Mindscape 10 6 STREETFIGHTER2 STAGPC USGold ; 

11 8 GOAL! AGPC V.rgm 12 11 PREMIER MANAGER STAGPC Gremlin Graphics 13 23 FORMULAI GRAND PRIX STAGPC MicroProse 14 12 SYNDICATE AGPC Electronic Arts 15 36 LEMMINGS2 STAGPC Psygnosis 16 NEW LORDS OF POWER AGPC Ub,s0,, 

17 22 NIGEL MANSELL'S CHAMP'SHIP ST AG AA PC Gremlin Graphics 18 34 COMBAT CLASSICS 2 AGPC En,Pire 

19 NEW B-WING PC 0560111 

20 24 FLASHBACK AGPC "SGold Source; ELSPA. Compiled by Gallup 
COUNTRY 

A DATE WrTH DANIEL O'DONNELLOaniel Q'Donnell EVEN COWGIRLS CET THE BLUES kd lang COME ON COME ON OTHER VOICES/OTHER ROOMS HONKY TONK ANGELS FOLLOW YOUR DREAM SHADOWLAND NO FENCES SOMETHING UP MY SLEEVE LFITLE LOVE LETTERS 

Mary-Chapin Carpenter Colurabia «18S82(SM) NanciGriffith MCA MCD10796 (BMG) DParton/LLynn/IWynette Columbia17«362(SM| Daniel O'Donnell RitzRnZBCD701 (P) kd lang WarnerBros9257242(W| Garth Brooks Capitol CDEST2136(E) SuzyBogguss Liberty CDEST2211(E) Carlene Carter Giant74321156062(BMG) 

THE SONG REMEMBERS WHEN Trisha Yearweod MCA MCD 10911 (BMG) SHOOTING STRAIGHT IN THE DARK Mary-Chapin Carpenter Columhia 4674682 (SM| Billy Ray Cyrus Mercary 5106352 (F) Garth Brooks LibertyCDEST2212(lmp) IrisDement Wamer Bros 9362452382 (W) Willie Nelson Columbia 4729422 (SM) Daniel O'Donnell RitzRITZCD105(P) Garth Brooks Capitol CDESTU 2162 (E) Garth Brooks Liberty CDESTU2184 (E) ABSOLUTE TORCH AND TWANG kd lang and The Reclines Sire 9258772 (W) 
CIN. Compiled by Gallup 

SOME GAVE ALL IN PIECES INFAMOUS ANGEL ACROSS THE BORDERLINE DONT FORGET TO REMEMBER ROPIN' THE WIND THE CHASE 

MUDDY WATER BLUES JAZZMATAZZ SHAME & SIN MONTAGE BLUES AUVE 1 BOOM BOOM 1 CROSSROADS OST 

PaulRodgers 
Robert Cray KennyG GaryMoore John Lee Hooker Ry Cooder 8 9 THE BEST OF JOHN LEE HOOKER John Lee Hooker MasIcClablntemadonalMCCDIlZOlMCII 9 RE THEHEALER John Lee Hooker And Friends SilvertoneOERCD508|P| 10 RE MR. LUCKY John Lee Hooker Sil»ertoneORECD519(P) 

Source: © CIN. Compiled by ERA from Gallup figures 

Victory 82842421F) CooltempoCTCD34(E| Fontana 5185172 (F) Arista 260621 (BMG) Pointblank CDV 2716 (F) Charly Classlcs CDCD1038 (CH) Warner Bros 9253992 (W) 
Pearl Jam 

Meatloaf Reg Holdsworth The Prodigy 

INDEPENDENT MGLES 

COUNTBYMAN/TRIBAL REVOLUTION Fun-Da-K TheBree 

Urban Cookie Collective Puise 8 CDLOSE 55 (P) Cappella Internai IDC 3 (RTM/P) LeftField Lydon Hard Hands HANC 009CD (RTM/P) Captain Hollywood Project Puise 8 CDLOSE 50 (P) ~ "" 1ne Little Indian 108 TP7CD (P) China WOKCD 2039 (P) timate BARK 002CDS (RTM/P) Puise 8 CDLOSE 51 (P) Helicopter TIG 0034 (SRD) Bottom Dollar Olympic ELYT011 (RE/APT) 
DESERT WIND SOUND SYSTEM REACH DUT YOUR LOVE 
NEED TO NEED YOU POSITIVE ENERGY SAY WHATI 20 18 6 RSVP/FAMILUS HORRIBILUS Source: © CIN Compiled by ERA from Gallup data from independen t shops 

BabyJune SolidPieasui Country & Western Effective EFFS 009CD (P) X-Press 2 Junior Bo/s Own JBO16CD (RTM/P) Pop Wili Eat Itself Infectious INFECT ICO (RTM/P) 

INDEPEiDEiT ALBUMS 

Début Various Bat Dut Of Hell I Knowledge Is Power One Love 

Band Of Joy BOJCD 006 (P) 

KING PUCK DREAM OF 100 NATIONS I LAST SPLASH 

i THIRTEEN IN PURSUIT OF SHASHAMANE ! BOSS DRUM ' (BIG RED LETTER DAY) 

RoadrunnerRR 90002 (P) Equator ATLASCD 003 (P) I Nation NR 021CD (RTM/P) 
g Pumpkins Hut CDHUT11 (RTM/P) ilers China WOLCDL1022 (P) f Paradise Warp WARPCD16 (RTM/P) IfHead Playtime AMUSE 020CD (RE/APT) Fanclub Création CREC0144 (P) lead Charge On-U Sound ONUCD 65 (SRD) 
om BeggarsBan 

ompiled by ERA from Gallup data from independent shops 
[lis WayUp 5183062 (SRD) NudeNUDE ICO (RTM/P) For Nations CDMFN155 (P) 

ENHAÎiCED 
OZRIC 

rc/ / 

'VrtflHlN EflHANCfr" 

OZRK TENTACLES 
RELEA5ED OM MOV 22MD 

A LIMITED EDITIOM BO^ SET OF CD'S 3,500 AVAILABLE Ih THE UK, EFIPSOMQS, TAMTRIC OBSTACLES, L1VE ETHEREAL CEREAL, TtiERE 15 MOTMIIiQ, SLIDIMQ QLIDIMQ WORLDS THE BITS BETWEEH THE BITS OMLY PREVIOU5LY AVAILABLE Oh CA55ETTE 
DOVETAIL RECORDS, D15TRIBUTED BY PlhhACLE 

* Dove Box 1' 



mf2% 

THE DEFINITIVE ANALYSIS OF THE 
GLOBAL MUSICINDUSTRY TO THE YEAR 2000 

THE MBI WORLD REPORT 

1994 

Fully updated using the latest statistics 
Covering 28 territories & markets 

Profîling 11 major companies internationally 
Territory forecasts to the year 2000 

Full analysis of the UK market and others 
Covering more territories and emerging markets than ever before 
Up to the minute démographie and économie statistics and analyses 
Profiling more companies in the music business than ever before 
Investigating the latest technological advances 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW 
YESIWOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE MBI WORLD REPORT 

NAME  
POSITION  
COMPANY ;  
ADDRESS    

COUNTRY POSTCODE  
TELEPHONE  FAX  

COMPLETE AND RETURN TO; MARK RYAN 
MBI WORLD REPORT. 8th Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR 



AIR-PLAY ™seek 
Iril 1 1 1 1 b fm 1 27 NOVEMBER 1993 

THIS AIRPLAY CHART s ^ 5 TilleArtist(Label! IFw'piayliît mostplays jl S | TitloArtist(Label! 
Lastweeks Station wilh 1FM Playlist mostplays 

IS THE MOST UP-TO- Kl' t PLEASEFORGIVEMEBryonAdamsIA&M) A Red Rose Rock FM 21 " FULL OF LIFE (HAPPY NOW) The Wond! .rSluff (Polydor) A BBCRadiol 
DATE AVAILABLE > DONTBEASTRANGERDinaCarroniASM) A Red Rose Rock FM 22 16 - TRUE LOVE EltotrJohn&KikiDeelRocket! Capital FM 

It combines Radio One and 
IR play in a weighting System 

3 ' . rn nn ANYTHINR FOR LOVE Meat Loal mtoinl A Rod Rosa Bock FM 23 rs ' THAtS WH AT 1THINK Cyndi lauper lEp» cj B Orchard FM 
4 6 ' DUEEN OFTHE NIGHT Whimey Houston lArislal A Red Rosa Rock FM 24 ■' » MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE ;Unlimitej|PWLCeelinenHI| A CemlFM 5= " FEEL UKE MAKING LOVE Pauline HsniylSonySJI A RedRoseReckFM 25 1! - OPEN UP LBMeldLydonlHardHandsl  J BBUMml derived from latest audited 6 » Fi AGAIN JanetJacksonlVirgin) A ChitanNeMork !i 26 Tnew] STAYUZIIslindl B CoolfM 

listening figures. IR stations 7 î j BOTH SIDES OFTHE STORY PhilCollinsIVirginl A Red Rose Rock FM 27 CEa ll'S ALRIGHTEosllJILondon) B Orch»rdFM contributing data include: 8 " H RUNAWAYTRAIN SoulAsvlumlColurabial CepilelFM 28 EE3 LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS Belinde Carlisle(Virgin) B OrohardFM 8 '.i rs SHFO A TFAR We, Wp, WetfPree.imisl A Ci.v 29 « - SflID 1 LOVED YOU, BUT 1 LIED Mioh.ol Bol.on ICdlombidl MFM.0M8.971 
2CR FM; 96.4 FM BRMB; 96.7 10 " S' DEMOLITION MAN StinglASM! A RadDragoo 30 n . STAY Eté,nallEMIl B RedRosoRockFM 
BCR; Aire FM; BBC Radio 1; 
Borders; Broadland; CIMFM; 
Capital FM; Central FM; 

4 m " - DONT LOOK ANY FURTHER M Peopla (Doconstnicdonl A Power FM 31 "" U G0T2 LETTRE MUSIC Cappellallnlerr iai) B Red Rose Rock FM 
12 ■ > G0TT0GETITCultureBeallEpic! A PrrwerFM 32 '• » THIS GARDENThotovallorsIChmal B PowerFM 
13 " " GIVIN'ITUPIncognitoITalkinLoudl A ChilteroNehwork 33 MOMENTS OFPLEASUREKaleBushlEI yll) B Orchard FM 
14 i< > HEROMariahCareyIColumhia) B Red Rose Rock FM 34 CE3 IT'S ABOUTTIMEThelemonhoadsIAtlonl ic| B Piccadilly Key 103 FM Chiltern Network; City; Clyde 15 » .. l'MLOOKINGFORTHEONETOBEWITHlIJJimJUSHiFrMhFrinc.lJh.lA PowerFM 35"' WHAT'SMYNAME?SnoopDoggyDogg( Interscope) B BBCRadiol 

One FM; Cool FM; County 16 » rr FEELS LIKE HEAVEN Urban Cookie Collective (Pulso 8) A RodDragon 36 Iffl AINTITFUNGunsN'RosesIGaWanl B BBCRadiol 
Sound Network; Downtown; 17 i. !i LAID James IFonural A City 37 ES3 TVTANTheWildheartsIBionial B BBC Radio 1 
Essex; Forth RFM; Fox FM; 
GWR FM; Hallam FM; 
Hereward; Invicta FM; 
Leicester Sound FM; Lines 
FM; MFM 1034 & 971; 
Mercia-FM; Mercury; Métro 
FM; Moray Firth; 
NorthSound; Orchard FM; 

18 ' s MOV1NG ON UP M Peopla (Deconstructionl B Chiltern Network 38 ES] LIP GLOSS Pulpllsland) B BBCRadiol 
19 » " LENNYVALENTINOThoAmours(Hotl A BBCRadiol 39 CE3 BUDDHAOFSUBURBIAOavidBowielA rista) B Piccadilly Key 103 FM 
20 " 11 COMIN'ONSTRONGTheShamenlOnaUlllBlndianl A PowerFM 40 El BIGTIMESENSUAUTYBjorklOneUnie Indien) BBCRadiol 

BREAKERS 
Title Artist ILabel) | TtOe Artist (Label) 

Piccadilly Key 103 FM; Pirate P 1WESH Gabrielle IBo.Beatl 12 MAMA SAID CarleenArrderson (Circa) FM; Power FM; Red Dragon; Y- SPOOKY NewOrder ICenuod.le Col 13 LfTTLE BIT OF HEAVEN Usa Stanslield (Arista) Red Rose Rock FM; SGR FM; I 4 HOPE IN A HOPELESS WORLD PaolYonng IColombial 14 BABEtakeThat (RCAI | TFM;Tav:The Puise; Trent; 5 PLEASE (YOU GOTTHAT) INXS& Ray Charles (Merouryl 15 C0ME BABY C0ME K7 (BigLife) 
Viking FM; Wyvern, 6 IS THERE ANY LOVE IN... LennyKravits (Virgin Ame,ical 16 WE WA1T AND WONDER Phil Collins (Virgin) 

7 LEMON 02 llslandl 17 BRING ME YOUR CUP UB40 (DEP International) | 
THIS REPRESENTS 

77.61% OF POP RADIO 
| 8 LONG TRAIN RUNNIN'Doobie Brothers IWEA) 18 FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS The Boa Gees (Polydor) | 9 THEPERFECT MOMENT ThaChristians llslandl 19 1WOULDNTNORMALLY 00 THIS... Pet Shop Boys (Parlophone) 

10 HEADSTRONG Fin Itbal 20 POWER Nu Colours (WildCard) | LISTENING IN THE UK | Records are orrtside tire Airplay Chart bu, not on las. sveek's CfN Top yDOsingles chart, | 

US SINGLES US ALBUMS 
•| | ThtoAibst lUboh | 1 rrfleArtJSt iLabeO | | Thio Artist (UbeO £_ | ritleAmst (Labo.) D 1 VS PearIJam 26 17 HUMMIN'COMINAT'CHAxscape (SoSoDef) A 2 2 AGAIN Jaret Jsctsc. (Virgin) A27 30 WILD WORLD MrBig (AOinUc) 2 2 DUETS Frank Sinaira/Various (Capitol) 27 21 EASY COME, EASY GO George Strait (MCA) A 3 3 ALLTHATSHEWANTS Ace 0! Base (Arstal 28 23 RIGHT HERE SWV IflCA) A3 3 BATOUTOFHELLII-BACKTOHELLMC a«Loa( (MCA) a28J STONEFREEtTRIBUTETOHENDRIXVanous (Reprise) 4 4 GANGSTALEAN ORS (Capiton 29 27 IF Janet Jackson (Virginl A 4 4 COMMON THREAD: THE SONGS Various (Giant) 29_ 20 i'M READY Tevin Campbell (Qwest) A 5 6 SHOOPSaî-N-Pepa (NaxtPlateau» a30 19 S LINGERThoCranberries A 5 5 MUSIC BOX MariahCaroy (Coiumbia) 30 25 SHAQ DIESEL ShaquineO-Neal (Jive) 6 5 JUST K1CKIN' ITXscspc (SoSoDef) a31 36 TIME AND CHANCE ColorMo Bedd a 6 6 JANETJanetJackson (Virgin) 31 31 GETAGRIPAerosmith (Geden) A? 8 HEROMa-HhCarey (Columbia) |l S *2 NEVER KEEPING SECRETS Babyfsco (Epie) A 7 7 RIVER OFDREAMSBillyJoël (Coiumbia) 32 24 BLACK SUNDAY CyprossHill (Ruffhouse) A 8 7 PLEASE FORGIVE ME BryanAdams (A&M) a33 33 NEVER SHOULD-VE LET YOU GO Hi five (Jive) || 8 ® MIDNIGHTMARAUDERSATribeC.i!odQul an (Jive) 33_ 30 COREStoneTemple Pilots (Atlantic) 9 u WHOOMP! (THEREITIS)Tsgleam (U'ol 34 28 1 CETAROUND 2Poc (Interscope) A 9 CEI S0 FARSO GOOD BryanAdams (A&M) 34_ 35 BREATHLESS KonnyG (Arista) 10 9 HEY MR DJ Zhane (RavourUnit» a35 35 (IKNOW1 60T) SKILLZ Shaqu.lte ONoal (Jive» (f^CAl 35_ 33 TEN PearIJam (Epie) Ail 12 BREATHE AGAIN TcriBraxton (Lafacc) 36 29 EVERYBODY HURTS REM (Wamcr Btos! Ali 10 T0NI BRAXTON ToniBraxton (LaFaco) 36_ 29 LA SEX0RCIST0; DEVIL MUSIC V0L1 WhitaZombi» (Gcfcni I A12 13 CAN WE TALK TewiCampbea (Qwcsi) a37 41 ALLABOUTSOULBdlyJool (Coiumbia) | A12 »3 IN PIECES GarthBrooks (Liberty) a37_ 40 BARNEY-S FAVORITES VOL iBamey (SBK) 1 13 '0 DREAMLOVERWar ahCârey (Colombia) a38 44 MR VAIN Culture Boal (550Music) a 13 CEI 03 BOTH SIDES Phi. Collins Wamic) 38_ 36 FOR THE COOL IN YOU Babyfaco (Epie) 1 a14 u SAIDIlOVEDYOU-BUTIUEOM.ck.î«iBci:a! (Coiumbia) 39 32 C3 REASONTO BELIEVERodSiowan (WamcrBrosI 14 8 ITS ON (DR DRE 187UM)... Eaty-E (Ruthless) 39 32 m RETRO ACTIVE Del Leppard (Mercury) I A15 16 KEEPYAHEADUP 2Pac (Interscope) K ® BECAUSE THE NIGHT 10.000 Maniacs (Elektra) 15 11 IN UTERO Nirvana (DGC) 40 37 VERY NECESSARY Salt-N-Papa (Next Plateau) I 16 14 ANNIVERSARY Tony! TonilTonal (Wingl 41 39 RUNAWAY TRAIN Seul Asylum (Coiumbia) 16 14 MTVUNPLUGGEDlO.OOOMani.cs (Boktra) A41 | E3 ENTER THE WU-TANG Wu-Tang Clan (loud) 1 17 i5 WHAT IS LOVE Haedaway (Ar«.) a42 C3 1 CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW j.mmyCBK (Chaos) 17 9 G ET IN WHERE YA FIT IN Too Short (JivBl 42 23 COUNTERPARTS Rush (Atiantic) 18 17 THE RIVER OFDREAMSBi!h,Joci (Colombi.) 43 43 FREAKIT Dos EXF lEastWesl) a18 22 A LOT ABOUT LIVIN' (AND A._) Alan Jack son (Arista) 43 34 GANGSTALEANDRS (Capitol) 13 u ANOTHERSADLOVES0NGTomerinon ruFar.l 44 M HEYJEALOUSYg»iB!o>ii.itis iA&M) 19 16 BLIND MELON BlindMelon (Capitol) 44 44 THE SONG REMEMBERS WHEN TrishaYearwood(MCA) ] a2D a COME BABYCOMEkï (TommyBod 45 31 COMEINSIDEl.» (Atlantic) ! 20 15 SIAMESE DREAM Smashing Pumpkins (Virgin) A 45 | m LET THERE BE PEACE ON EARTH V-nc. Gin (MCA) | 21 a SWEATIALAIALALALONG)(r.rsrCrclo iB^B.rt s46 CD REALMUTHAPHUCKKIfJGs£«r,-E IR«iM.r.l g 3] 26 SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE (OSTJVanous (Epie) 46" 38 HUMAN WHEELS John Mellancamp (Mercury) | *22 rt SEXMEIParts l&lljakesv Uh.) *47 El El DREAMS Gibrji!. (GOID.SCS) 1 (WamcrBrosI vT 43 SONS OF SOUL Tony! TonilTonel (Wmg) 23 25 NORAINB.*aMBion ICpiroti 48 <0 SOULTOSQUEEZERedHeiCalPieniri lw.m»B..i) A 23 12 PLAY R Kelly UM A 48 d ALAPALOOZAWoirdAlYanVovic (ScotUBros) 24 is CRyiN'Asmmvrîi IGrt.n| 49 .s El CANT HELP FAU.ING IN LOVE... uBn 3 (Vrain) a 24 27 THE BODYGUARD (OST) Varioua Vwû) 49 47 LAST SPLASH The Broodors (4AD) *25 3t □ BOTHSIOESOFTHESTORYPhiiCoi&ii lAflinetl *50 C53 SL0WANDEASYz.tpSBoi.r 25 ib :«•; EVERYBODY ELSEISDOINGIT... The Cran beinej (Itl.ndl m" 41 STRICTLY 4 MY N.I.G.G.A.Z. 2Pac (Interscope) | Chans courtesy Bdiboard 27 Wovemtef 1993 a Arrows are awardad to thoso products demonstrating the grealost airplay and sali a9ainl!aUKaC'1 s.BUK-signedacts. 
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NETWORK C H A RT S 
lll SL Label CD Number l K -Sfct CD N ^b 81 1 1 | Artst CD Number 

m 13,5 4 QUEEN OFTHE NIGHT 74321169302 27 E ̂  LET HER DOWN EASY Columbia 
I D DO ANYTHING FOR LOVE 1 Virgin VSCDT1443 

lAu bBOTHSIDESOFTHESTORY Phil Collins Virgin VSCDT 1500 28^ eALLABOUTSOUL Biliy Joël Columbia 

1 15 „ JWILLYOUBETHEREIINTHEMORNING) Capitol 29Ë ™ LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS ^ Belinda Carlisle Virgin VSCDG 1476 
2a a TRUE LOVE Elton John & Kiki Dee Rocket EJSCX32 10 ,9 sSHEDATEAR JWLCD21 30 EO ̂  MOMENTS OF PLEASURE EMI CDEM 297 
3^ PLEASE F0RG1VE ME Bryan Adams 5804232 iBO3' ' DEMOLITION MAN A&M 31 m m MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE pwlCommentai 141 ZUnlimited PWCD276 j 
43 , DONT BE A STRANGER A&M 580389-2 1 Q 20 6 JULIA i0 Chris Rea EastWest 32E jjj LET ME SHOW YOU D "TrS 
5 1 < GOTTOGETIT Culture Beat Epie 6597212 IQ 6 6UGOT2LETTHEIVIUSIC 1 3 Cappella Tes 33Ë ̂  WELCOME TO THE PLEASUREDOME^ m j 
6 " ' Virgin VSCDG148 20 18 9 STAY cu Etemal EMI CDEM283 34^ 2 G1VIN' IT UP TTLKCD44 
7 rRUNAWAY TRAIN Columbia 6593902 Oi ,3 10 MOVING ON UP ^ 1 M People Deconstruction 4321166162 35" 2 AINT IT FUN Guns N' Roses Geffen 

8 5 i FEELS LIKE HEAVEN Urban Cookie Collective Puise 8 CDLOSE 55 99 16 5WHYMUSTWEWAITUNTILTONIGHT Parlophone TinaTumer CORS 6366 36 E îm FM L00KING FOR THE ONE TO BE WITH jâre 141 DJ Jazzy Je« & Rte f resh Prince JIVED 345 | 
, HERO Mariait Carey Columbia 9034 2nailsiimmyfeet Crowded House Capitol CDCLS 701 37 Ë wiHOPEINAHOPELESS WORLD ^ Paul Young Columbia 6598652 

£ 1 n InëwI LONG train running 3lUlN™l0oobieBrolhere 
WEA W0217CD 9/1 25 9 RELIGHT MY PIRE Take Thaï 734321167722 co 00 4 REAL LOVE '93 i "'KGS 

11 ' , FEEL LIKE MAKING LOVE SonyS2 6597972 91: 21 6 GOTTA GET IT RIGHT t-*3 Lena Fiagbe MUMCD44 39 E wn AVE MARIA 341 Lesley Garrett/Amanda Thompsnn "^TGBOO^ 
12 3 SAID 1 LOVED YOU, BUT 1 LIED Michael Bollon Columbia 4743552 9c 10 5 GIVE IT UP The Goodmen TA" 40^ 6 SO NATURAL Usa Stansfield Arista 

| © ERA. The Network Chart is compiled by ERA for Independent Radio using ail rplay data and CIN sales data.   

BRI STATISTICAL HANDBOOK 1993 

A 

y 
é ■X a 

# 

N 
y 

BRI Statistical Handbook 1993 
Contains the latest officiai data 

on the UK IVIusic Industry including: 
9 Sales by format since 1972 
® Sales by genre 
® Average sales by chart position '"X 
© Market share by label, company 

and distributor, since 1983 
® Demographics of music buyers 
« Lifestyle of music buyers 
• Music retailing and retail spending 
« Audio hardware 
• Advertising expenditure 
• Music press circulation 
• The world market. 
• And much more . . . 

To get your copy send a chèque for £16 |l)K) or £18 (Overseas) 
made payable to Music Week to: BRI Handbook, Music Week, 

Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, SE1 9UR 
(Price including P+P, please allow 14 days for delivery) 
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VIDEO 

THE OFFICIAI 
îmisicweek 

CHARTS 
27 NOVEMBER 1993 

^ I Artist Title Label „ « | ArtistTitle Label | § | Category/running lime CatNo £ 3 % Categoiy/runnmg time LaiiNO MUSIC VIDEO 1 g ,5 3 JIM DAVIDSON:TheTruth,The Whole... w™* 
[li , THE JUNGLE BOOK ic 2 universalsoldier w ■ 1 Ctiildren's/1 hrlSmin D211222 1 0 Action/1 hr 39 min GLD51382 Kl, 3 TAKE THATThe Party-Live At Wembley bmgw™ ■J Live/lhr 22min 74321164493 
U 17,, ,, THEMERRYMISHAPSOFMRBEAN teWideoMWon "/ Comady/lhr TV8179 9 2 2 DANIEL O'DONNELL: A Date With Danie Rte A Live/min RITZBV702 

9 ISS? THE MUPPET CHRISTMAS CAROL Walt Disney il UTI25 a JANE HISSEY'S OLD BEAR & FRIENDS Pickvmk ^ l!î£Wjchi|dren-s D217292 igUi] Children's/50min PV2212 O , 6 FOSTER AND ALLEN: By Request jeistar J Compilation/1 hr TVEI058 
7, , H0MEAL0NE2 Fo.video 1 Q 2, 8 BEATRIXPOTTER'STAILOR OFGLOUCESTER PMck i J Comady/l hr 55 min 1389 ' ^ * Children's PV2206 Ju 4 Sâl fiïïSSths s",' s° F"~"" 
n - , THE BODYGUARD whv on rrm ROY CHUBBY BROWN: Exposed PoiyGramVidBo H3 Action/2 hr 4 min 5012591 U" Comedy/I hr 0886763 c , , DAVID B0WIE: The Complété Video Col PMI D Compilation/min , MVD 4911863 
c , ]2BEAUTYANDTHEBEAST Walt Disney 7 1 22 8 FREDDIE STARR: Live CastiaVision | bJ Children's/l ht21 min D213252 Comedy CVI1660 i. HSTi, 49 TAKE THAT: Take That & Party bmg Video B11 Compilalion/lhr 12min 74321120863 
Cs 2 TAKE THAT; Take That & Party bmg video 99 2t 10 THE TERRIBLE TALES OF MR. BEAN ThwesWtaWecim 0 Music/l ht 12min 74321120863 " Comedy/SSmin TV8178 y 4 21R0N MAIDEN: Live At Donnington lS^ pmi 
-J , . SISTER ACT Touchstone iiCïîjo 3 MIKE REID: Live - Uncensored video Collection /6 Comedy/l Itr30min D414522 i| Comedy/1 hr VC6275 q, 5 DIANA ROSS: One Woman-Video Coll. pmi ÎS Compilation/lhrSOmin MVN 4911553 
o , MR BLOBBY bbc O/l v ,9 RED DWARF1: The End bbc 0 !0 3 Comedy/l hr 8BCV5157 ^ Comedy/1 hr29min BBCV4914 g 6 2 DINA CARROLL: So Close - The Videos^wi 
qs , DANIEL D'DDNNELL: An EveningWithRic OC a 6 THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE: Xmas Party «dsoWerio» " Music/l hr39min RITZV0008 Children's/l hr30min VC1316 1 f» io io PRINCE: The Hits Collection wmv H ^ Compilatioa/2hr 759938713 

IQ „ 35 PETER PAN Walt Disney £6 POSTER AND ALLEN: By Request jeistar 118 2 WET WET WET: Greatest Hits Poiygramvideo ■ i Compilation/mm 0887343 
11 ,, 6 THE BEAND VIDEO PolyGramVideo 97 29 3 TOM & JERRY-THE MOVIE nrstIndépendant Il Children's/52 min 0865343 *■ ' Children's/l hr 21 min VA 3035 1 0 rm SUEDE; Love And Poison smv | ^ lyâil Compilation/1 hr 2005342 
17 16 8 BOHOM: Live-The Stage Show wl 9Q 20 8 ALIEN 3 FoxVîdeo '£■ Comedy 0882143 t-O Action/1 hr 50 mm 5593 iq 12 6 VARIOUS: Karaoké Party 3 watershed ■ <5 Compilation/Omin EUKV4017 
17,3 5 THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS whv OQ ™ CLIFF RICHARD: The Story Se Far pmi ■ 0 Action/1 hr47min SO12619 ^-*5 Documentary/2hr15min MVD4911883 1 ZI I7CT1 PETER GABRIEL: AN About Us pmi H bt maiM Compilation/55min MVN 4911843 
1 A rm ^SLIE NIELSEN'S BAD GOLF MADE EASIER PoVGramVkJeo Q n FMI T0TS ^ ElePhant & 0ther StorieSCentraWdeo Collection 14 luàii Comedy/semin 0880943 JU Children's/45min VC1313 1 c n 4 MAX BYGRAVES: 50 Golden Years Braveworid ■ ^ Compilation/lhr 15min STV2214 

DAN CE SINGLES 

THE OFFICIAI 
musicweek 

CHARTS 

X 

[±y Ê W M m W i 't U ■ V Vrj ■■ mm mw 27 NOVEMBER 1993 | 
1 3 1 ™? iabel^j 1 2 1 Tida Label {12-1 g Artist (Distributor) 1 1 ■i Title Label (12") H Artist (Distributor) 
n LONG TRAIN RUNNIN' 18 3 2 AS 1AM Sound Of One Cooltempo 12C00L 280 (E) 23 " 4 FEEL LIKE MAKING LOVE Paulina Henry Sony S2 6597976 (SM) 
■ ^ (SURE IS PURE) The Doobie Brothers Warner Bros W0217T(W| 1 9 16 ,7GIVEITUP The Goodmen Ftesh Fruit/ffrreedom TABX118 (F) 24 - 3 NO TIME TO PLAY Guru feat DC Lee Cooltempo 12C00L 282(EI 
Tes 75 LET ME SHOW YOD ^ K-Klass Decoi i/EMI 12R 6367 (El 20 15 3 THAT'S WHAT1THINK Cyndi Lauper Epie 6598796 |SM| 25 7 3 SO IN LOVE (THE REAL DEAL) Judy Cheeks Positiva 12TIV 6 (E) 

3 m s ON " ThcAphexTwin Warp WAP 39 (PI 21 8 3 FEELS LIKE HEAVEN Urban Cookie Collective Puise 812L0SE 55 (P) 26 '8 2 MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE 2 Unlimited PWL Continental PWLT 276 (W) 
4 ^ BACKSTAB (EP) 99 5 Direct 2 Disc ClevelandCityCLE1XI2(GRPV/F) 3 LITTLE FLUFFY CLOUDS The Orb Big Life BLBT98 (F) lÉfl* 2 COULD IT BE MAGIC '93 BarryManilow Arista 74321174882(BMGI 
5 m H1P HOP HOORAY 11 NaughtyBy Nature Big Ufe BLRT104 (F) 1 DANCE ALBUMS] 

28 - 2 THE PROGRAM David Moralos/Bad Vard Club Mercury MERX 396 (F) 
6 m 5} POWER (THE E SMOOVE REMIXES) "NuColouts Polydor/Wild Gard CARDX 5 (F) 29 9 

4 REAL LOVE '93 Time Fraquency internai Affairs KGBT 011 (BMG) 
7 2l'LLBETHEREFORYOU(DOYA...) House 01 Virginism ffrrFX221(F) 1 1 | Tilie Label LP/Cassette f Artist (Distributor) 30 38 

4GOTTOGET IT Cullure Beat Epie 6597216 (SM) 
8 m jjTHUNDERDOME WEAVZ780T (W) D 2 MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS ATribe Callod Ouest Jive 01241414902/- (BMG) 31 8 

2 DEMOLITION MAN Sting A&M 5804512(F) 
9 2 3 OPEN UP Leftfield lydon Hard Rends HAND009T(RTM/P) 2 6 212-PLAY R Kelly/Public Announcemt Jive 01241415272/- (BMG) 32 Eâ m PIRE OF LOVE ** Jungle High with Blue Pea Logic 74321170291 (BMG) 

10^ BJ NOTHING better u Colourblind Dre AG 3IW) 31 mm VOLUME IV THE CLASSIC SINGLES "441 SoulllSoul Virgin V2724/TCV 2724 (El 33 38 
2 SEX ME R Kelly 8, Public Announcement Jive JIVET 346 (BMG) 

I 1 1 Eâa ™0W YA GUNZ c | b 6598316 (SMJ 4- 3 DUSKY SAPPHO (EP) CadeenAnderson Circa YRT108/-(El 34" 2 HEAVEN Whycliffe MCAMCST1944(BMGI 
12 2 AGAIN^ Virgin VSCOG 1461 (E) 5 3 2 SO NATURAL Usa Stansfield Arista 74321172311/74321172314 (BMG) 35 38 

2 NO MATTER WHAT U DO 
13 2 l'M lookingfortheoneu Jazz1/Jell&Fresh Prince Jive JIVET345{BMG) 6 7 s ITOY Bryan Powall Talkin Loud 5ie065)/5180654 IF) 36 33 

9 LIGHT MY PIRE Clubhouse PWL Continenlal PWLT 272 (W) 
14 3 

2 WELCOME TO THE PLEASUREDOME FrankieGoesTo Hollywood ZTT FGTH 2T (W) 7E Tstri ELEGANT SLUMMING ""MPaoplo RCA 74321166781/74321166784 (BMG) 37 • 2 NUSH 2 Nush Blunted Vinyi 12BLN 2 (F) 
15 5 

2 GIVIN' IT UP Talkin Loud TLKX 44 (F) 88 4 POSITIVITY Incognito Talkin Loud 5182501/5182604 (F) 38 38 3 NEVER ^ ^^ 
16 10 

2 JUST KICKIN' IT Columbie 6598626 (SMI 9 5 3 DJ CULTURE s s 39 83 
4MORE AND MORE Captain Hollywood Project Puise 812LOSE 50 (P) 

17ES w CARELESS WHISPER 111 Sarah Washington Almighty 12ALMY 43ITRC/BMG) 1 n m BLACK SUNDAY | ' U Cypress Hill Columbia 4740751/4740754 (SMI 40 38 2 HEL1COPTER (EP) Helicopter HalicoplorTIG0034(SRDI © ON. Compilée! by ERA Irom G.llup data collectod Iront dnnee oullels. 28 MUSIC WEEK 27 NOVEMBER 1993 
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STADIUMS SHAPE 

DP FOR SURVIVAL 
Live music has been hit as hard by the recession as any other sector, with sell-outs far 
from guaranteed. Michael Heatley looks at how some of big time players are coping 
When concert promoters Harvey Goldsmith Entertainments and MCP were planning the UK leg of Def Leppard's 1993 world tour, they decided to hit a final high note with a big outdoor show in the band's hometown of Sheffield. They chose the Don Valley Stadium, more normally associated with world class athletics meetings, and asked Dave Biggar, Sheffield Arena's marketing director to help them stage it. "We'd already put on some shows with the band ourselves, so we knew what the/d be looking for," says Biggar. "But Don Valley Stadium had never presented a rock concert before, so we did a lot of legwork for them." Sheffield Arena's expertise, the combined concert promotion muscle of MCP and Harvey Goldsmith and near perfect weather conditions did more than attract 40,000 people to Don Valley. It put the stadium on the map as one of the most promising outdoor venues in the country. The live sideof the UK music business has been hit as hard as any other sector by the recession. Venue operators in particular have suffered as sell-out crowds can no longer be guaranteed for even the biggest shows. Nevertheless the last couple of years have seen an influx of new investment in the the basic infrastructure of the UK live 

The most notable example is Sony Music's acquisition of the Milton Keynes Bowl, which it renamed The National Bowl and nowruns m conjunction with the US Pace Entertainment Corporation. But the record giant's involvement is only the most recent move in a trend which began in May 1991 when another American arena operator, SMG, gained a valuable foothold in Europe by opening the 12,000 capacity Sheffield Arena. Changes in ownership and administration have not been restricted to venues at the top end of the scale. Smaller halls 
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have been involved too. Many were shocked last year when the Hammersmith Odeon - arguably the best known rock theatre in the country - was taken over by Apollo Leisure pic - and renamed the Labatts Apollo. And then there was the Mean Eiddler Organisation's successful acquisition of the much-loved Town & Country Club, cited as Music Week's Venue Of The Year for 1992. In every case the onus is on the hall or arena's new owners to match what will have been a substantial injection of capital with a marked improvement on performance. And profits. Sony's approach has been to increase the number of shows at the National Bowl from the two or three a year of old - albeit starring rock megastars llke David Bowie and U2 - to seven inside the last six 

months. Indeed, since it re- opened for business in May, the outdoor venue's 60,000 capacity has been tested seven times by Bruce Springsteen, Guns N' Roses (twice), Metallica, a classical spectacular and Bon Jovi (twice), playing to a total of 340,000 concert goers and adding up, says managing director Andy Phipps, to "a very successful opening 
The local Milton Keynes council, who previously ran the Bowl, decided to put it out to tender because it was not the type of enterprise that they felt they were able to cope with, says Phipps. "And they believed that bringing in a commercial organisation créâtes extra revenue for the council and others," he adds. The Pace Entertainment Corporation's involvement with Sony in the Bowl is 

refiected i standards of all-round customer care, which in tum have helped bring in the 
"Patrons often get a rough deal in open-air venues, particularly on the green-field sites," says Phipps. "So we've tried to put a greater emphasis on créature comforts. There's more to eat than just burgers and hot dogs, for example. And we employ a large number of cleaning staff to ensure that the amenities are always up to standard. "We also aim to create an operating environment where promoters just have a tum- key opération. They corne in with their artists, their sound and lights and know that we've seen to everything else," he says. Phipps already has plans for 10 big events next year, but 

may ask for more licences if needed. Such is the Bowl raanagement's working relationship with the local council and the Milton Keynes police, he is confident that none will be refused. He also believes the future of big concerts in this country will follow US trends, moving away from arena dates towards outside summer amphithéâtre shows. "The UK has a great tradition of outdoor events, and I hope that we'll be able to attract more of them to the Milton Keynes Bowl in the future," he says. Understandably Sheffield Arena's Dave Biggar sees the next couple of years developing slightly differently. As the first European venture for American arena giants SMG, the Sheffield Arena offers unobstructed sight lines, easy access for production crews and artists - and excellent acoustics. It has attracted acts like Aerosmith, who rehearsed there with lighting and sound for three days before launching their Get A Grip tour in Europe. Nevertheless Biggar doesn't necessarily subscribe to the view that big halls mean bigger profits. "Whether you organise a concert for 12,000- plus people or 12 people, the same homework has to be done along the way," he insists. The Sheffield public traditionally lap up the hard rock served by the likes of Bon Jovi, Def Leppard and Nirvana, ail of whora have stopped off for shows at the Arena. Meatloaf has just sold out a third Arena date, despite initial estimâtes thathe might not attract more than 6,000 punters. "If you've got the right act you rarely have to spend on advertising," says Biggar. "At the end of the day, the audience know what they like," The Arena stages 150 events a year, from regular ice hockey matches through family shows like Walt Disney's World On Ice and Beauty And The Beast to WWF Wrestling. Music may take up a mere 40 nights per ► 



Reasons to be cheerful 

One. 
People in the music business have two great loves. They love the atmosphère. 
And they love the money. Hailed recently as "dominating the eut- throat London 
gig scene", even THE TIMES reckons that "over the past couple of years 
Brixton Academy has staged an impressively high proportion 
of the must-see London rock shows". 
Now it is possible to hire the venue and meet price and 
performance targets unavailable elsewhere in London. 
Flexible use of facilities and a positive approach to 
licensing arrangements combine to deliver greater 
control; achieve better results. 
Brixton Academy is not the biggest London 
venue but the place people love to go because they 
feel close to the artists. Bands like to play it because =1; 
there isn't an atmosphère to touch it. 

Two. 
Selecting London venues in the 90's isn't getting any 
easier. Matching anticipated demand today with actual 
ticket sales in six months time can leave many players 
seriously out-of-pocket. Underestimate the market and 
you're left scrambling, with additional dates, more 
advertising, higher production costs. Overestimate and 
you've paid too much, ail round. 
Brixton Academy recognises the increasing volatility 
of this notoriously. volatile business by introducing an 
"undercover" facility and calculating hall-hire rates 
against ticket sales. 

Recognised as the most compétitive London venue for multiple sell-outs at 4,272, taking-out the seated circle 
facility reduces costs and allows sales from 1,800 up to 3,312. A new range of shows can now play Brixton 
Academy and sell-out, then corne back again to sell-out a bigger capacity. 
Three. 
The venue is connected to ail of London's major road, 
rail and underground Systems, with public car parks and 
main transport terminais less than 200 yards away. 
By contributing the best possible ingrédients for 
successful shows, and extending Brixton Academy's 
"shared investment, shared reward" approach to 
promoting events, we're happy with the réalisation that 
it's not the music companies who make real stars, it's 
audiences, they create the fanbase, that clannish 
following that keep coming back for more. 
Throughout the venue we've tried to build-in the flexibility 
required to maximise use of facilities. In-house sound and light Systems are available at low cost, dance floors 
are installed. Promoters who book Brixton Academy tend to earn more for the band, more for the agent, and 
more for themselves. 
Talk to us about our plans for '94, to see if they match with yours. 
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Milton Keynes Bowl: setting a trend with Sony involvement 

h. vear, but withoul it, Biggar fosists, the Arena could not survive. But it's a two way relationship: "Without us, the arena tours in thiscountry couldn't be as extensive as they are now," he says. "People ask if we re worned about the indoor arena which is opening in Manchester in 1995 and the one they're planning on Teesside. And the answer is that we're not because we believe the more venues there are the more they'll attracttop flight American bands." As possibly the biggest theatre operator in Europe. Apollo Leisure also has a vested interest in improving the prestige of the UK as a territory that can support lengthy tours by big artists. The company regards the acquisition of the erstwhile Hammersmith Odeon as an important addition to its chain of 16 halls. Nevertheless the change of name to the Labatts Apollo was, according to Apollo opérations manager Sam Schrouder, a necessary 
"The name Odeon is owned by Rank," he explains, "So there was no a chance of retaining that. Labatts approached us at just the right moment with an offer of sponsorship which would help us cover the costs of improving facilities." Apollo also noted 

that Labatts was already involved in différent ways with a nuraber of tour promoters. So it ail added up to a neat and tidy package. Furthermore Schrouder doesn't believe the change of name has harmed business in the slightest. "Hammersmith is a much- loved venue," he insists. "It was Rank's last remaining live venue while that side of things is at the core of our business. So we like to feel we've brought a slightly more sympathetic and up to date approach to it. "If you talk to the public or the people in the industry, they always used to say 'we're playing Hammersmith', it never really went beyond that. I think it was a problem that was more perceived than factual." Neil O'Brien had a sirailar problem to overcome when north London's Town and Country Club reverted to its old name of The Forum in May this year. But much more changed than just the name. "In three weeks we did quite a lot of extensive rénovation," he says. "We painted it ail over, changed the position of the front-of-house mixing desk, restored the original foyer floor and created space for a restaurant upstairs that will open early next year. We're also working on extra space in the dressing 

room/backstage areas. From the artists point ofview a lot of things have changed." The Forum is now part of The Mean Fiddler Organisation. This, says MFO promoter O'Brien means the venue has high standards to live up to. "AU the Mean Fiddler venues are known and respected for the way the bars are run. So the first thing we 

did when we took over the T&C was to take ail existing bars out and have new ones designed which would offer our customers a far wider choice of drinks," he says. This is an important factor for a venue which is famed as much for attracting up and coming leftfield acts like the Spin Doctors, The Bogues and Grant Lee Buffalo - as well as superstars like Van Morrison, 

Prince or INXS - as it is for attracting hard drinking audiences who enjoy the relaxed and informai atmosphère half way botween the intimacy of a club and the grandeur of an arena. Nevertheless, The Forum has still been hit by the recession and the décliné in concert audiences. "I think it's due in part to the fact that there aren't enough new bands who developed beyond the 600 capacity club level. The only way to combat that is to try to give people value for raoney," he says. The Forum's plans for 1994 include opening the venue up to week long productions of The Rocky Horror Show and Retum To The Forbidden Planet. "Not only are we perfectly equipped to take in touring rock theatre productions, but they're more likely to draw the right kind of audience if they come into The Forum than a more conventional theatre," says O'Brien. Whether such a move will mark yet another leap forward for The Forum and The Mean Fiddler Organisation remains to be seen. But it is evidence enough that UK venue operators cannot be accused of lacking imagination when it cornes to finding new ways to keep the crowds coming, H 
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HARVEY GOLDSMITH ENTS • MCP • PHIL MclNTYRE PROMOTIONS • ITB • RAYMOND GUBBAY 
AND THE 400,000 PEOPLE WHO VIS1TED THE NATIONAL BOWL IN 1993 TO ENJOY 

THE ULT1MATE CONCERT EXPERIENCE 
FOR INFORMATION ON 1 994 BOOKINGS CALL ANDY PHIPPS ON 07 1 62 9 55 55 
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Discos ignite the night 
Venues which previously rocked to the sound of live music are now having to look to 
alternative entertainment, such as discos, to make ends meet. Paula McGinley reports 
Friday night is Love Train night at the Town & Country club. Leeds. There's no live music, just a DJ pumping out hits from the Seventies, but the enthusiastic crowds queuing patiently outside week after week testify to its popularity. Ollie Smith, director of the venue, admits he would prefer to put on a band. "Discos are anathema to me," he says. But in the next breath he crédits the Love Train, which started in January, with saving the club's bacon. "Running a venue is very tough ail round and having a disco every week means a guaranteed 50 good nights a 

Smith is no stranger to the disco phenomenon. London's T&C was well known for its Friday night Locomotion. But whereas in the past he would put on a live band before the tumtables started twitching, now not a plectrum is plucked on the Leeds night. It's ail needle in the groove. In fact, of the 130 events staged at the T&C Club in Leeds during its first year, only 80 of these featured live bands. And although Smith is opening the Underground, a 300 capacity venue, in the basement next March, the tally of non live music is set to increase in January with the addition of a new Saturday night disco. Smith is not alone. Increasingly owners of small to médium sized venues, faced with falling ticket sales for gigs, are tuming to other means to make money It is not enough to put on a band and expert to sell out. Adrian Gibson, promoter at the Jazz Cafe in north London's Camden, says his Friday and Saturday club nights, which are scheduled to follow live music rather than supersede it, keep the crowds in the club long after the band has packed up and gone home. And Andy Copping, promoter at Nottingham's Rock City, regularly follows Thursday, Friday and Saturday night gigs with a disco. Combining the two, he says, keeps everyone happy. "People aren't walking through the door for gigs any more," he asserts. "If I put on a disco after the band it means the band get a bigger crowd, the punter gets better value for money and I only incur limited ext ' " 

-■ 

Jazz Cafe: a variety of new features and attractions has kept the customers happy 
e, the better the chance of Smith has just bought 1,000 filling it. At the Jazz Cafe this can mean Saturday lunchtime jam sessions, where audiences are invited to join in with the house band. Out To Lunch on Sundays meanwhile, which charges only £1 admission for a "surprise band", recently presented the renowned Victor Hugo Con Picante Salsa Band. And Andy Copping believes regular compétitions and giveaways, including CDs and posters plus discounts schemes - whereby patrons who buy a ticket for a mid week gig get £1 off admission to a disco - keeps business tuming over at Rock City. These days few venue owners rely purely on music to pack the premises and the Junction in Cambridge is typical of this current seize- what-you-can philosophy. From April to September the Junction held 169 events, made up of 58 club nights, 25 theatre and dance shows, 12 drive-in movies, 10 workshops, five comedy shows and 59 live music events including The The, Hawkwind and the James Taylor Quartet. This eclectic mix has clearly oved î; the 

The m the 

Junction succeeded i generating a 62% increase in gross profit for the first six months of the financial year compared with the same period last year, while overheads rose by only 7%. Similarly, Rock City started staging fortnightly comedy nights in October and Ollie 

s part of a drive to provide theatre conditions for comedians and other entertainers at the T&C in 
Owners of medium-sized venues are also cutting out the middle men and promoting their own concerts to keep a bigger slice of the takings. While self-promoted gigs are nothing new, they are becoraing increasingly popular. As artist manager and former promoter Paul Crockford asks: "Why should a venue owner give a promoter 15-20% when they can stage a gig themselves?" In tune with the successful Mean Fiddler policy which is applied at other owned venues like Subterranea and The Grand, The Jazz Cafe promotes virtually 100% of its gigs and the advantage of self- promotion, says Adrian Gibson, is that it enables the venue to stay closely involved with its specialist menu of music and the demands of its audience. "If you offer yourself for hire, you're at the mercy of a third party," he says. "But because we put on our own gigs, we know exactly what our audience wants and the best way to market the art, which is crucial." Andy Copping started staging in-house packages at Rock City about 18 months ago, some with agent backing, some without. Last raonth his five band goth package, which included Nosferatu and the 

Marionettes, attracted 500 people - quite an achievement for a Monday night. Tickets for that show cost £4.50 in advance, expenses totalled around £1,500 and as a resuit Copping was in profit even before he counted the bar takings. And he is confident that his next five band plus disco package, billed as An Alternative Ail Nighter, on December 27 will be equally successful. "If I promote gigs myself I know exactly how many tickets I need to sell to break even and I can work to my own budget," he says. "Some bands prefer dealing with the venue direct because they don't lose a percentage to an agent and they can discuss their requireraents in person." Stuart Clumpas, managing director of Scotland's DF Concerts and consultant to Edinburgh-based Ingliston Auditorium, approaches the same problems from the perspective of a promoter who took on a venue. Five years ago, DF Concerts established King Tufs Wah Wah Hut in Glasgow as one of the UICs leading indie rock venues. "The way to efficiency is to be in control of the venue both aesthetically and finically," says Clumpas. "If I break even on a show I can pay more to the bands and if I make a profit I can plough it back into the venue by upgrading the facilities." Not surprisingly, agents and promoters aren't quite so enthusiastic about such developments. "Ifs not very 
32 

welcome b( opportunity to make money,' admits Paul Hutton, promoter at Metropolis Music. Hutton goes on to point out that it can be in the venue's interest to pocket the hire fee and bar takings and leave the stresses of promoting to others. Ambrose Donohue says the Bottom Line promotes about 75% of its own concerts, but he would prefer to it to be less, while Ollie Smith, who promotes 30% — 40% of the T&C's concerts himself, is particularly wary after losing money on an Iggy Pop gig in July. He says co-promotion deals are a less fraught alternative, although he would still handle concerts in house if there was no alternative. "1 don't like losing money, but if we have to promote things ourselves to maintain the club's profile and keep the beer fiowing, we'll do it." he says. But ifs not only the bill that keeps the crowds coming back for more. These days promoters and audiences alike have high standards and expect more than warm beer and a lack-lustre PA. "Everything plays a part," says Jeff Meall, agent for The Agency. "There are some venues I wouldn't use because the PA is terrible, or there is no stage or inadéquate dressing rooms, I expect venue owners to treat the band and their audience well." Previously an Odeon cinéma on Shepherds Bush Green, the Bottom Line cost in excess of £lm to kit out and Ambrose Donohue has not scrimped on dressing room facilities and bar fittings - crucial trappings for a new venue seeking to build up a good réputation and a regular clientèle. And at the Jazz Cafe, which boasts an award-winning chef, Adrian Gibson says that good food coimts just as much as air conditioning. The T&C in Leeds, which cost £lm to buy and refurbish, prides itself too on raaintaining a high level of cleanliness and comfort. "If you are watching a band on a sticky floor and you can't see the stage and you're drinking warm beer and the bouncers are rude, the chances are you won't want to go back," says Ollie Smith. The message is simple. If venues want their audiences to corne back for more, they need to provide more than a good show. ® 
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Unfortunately Keeley 
I forgot to mention the 

CD sound quality, the 
1800 capacity on-site 

car park and the 9.1 
I million people within 60 

1 minutes drive-time, but 
then again she is only 10 
years old! 

For further information contact; The General Manager Sheffield Arena Broughton Lane Sheffield S9 2DF 
Téléphoné; 011-44-742 562002 Facsimile: 011-44-742 565520 
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APOLLO LEISURE 
TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT 

LONDON 

BRISTOL 

OXFORD 

LIVERPOOL 

MANCHESTER 

STOCK PORT 

EDINBURGH 

SCARBOROUGH 

HAYES 

TORBAY 

DUBLIN 

APOLLO VICTORIA THEATRE 
DOMINION THEATRE 
LABATTS APOLLO HAMMERSMITH 

HIPPODROME THEATRE 

APOLLO THEATRE 
OLD PIRE STATION STUDIO THEATRE 

EMPIRE THEATRE 

PALACE THEATRE 
OPERA HOUSE THEATRE 
LABATTS APOLLO MANCHESTER 
TAMESIDE HIPPODROME ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE 

DAVENPORT THEATRE 

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE 

FUTURIST THEATRE 

BECK THEATRE 

PRINCESS THEATRE TORQUAY 
FESTIVAL THEATRE PAICNTON 

POINT THEATRE &ARENA 

GREAT THEATRES 
FOR GREAT ENTERTAINMENT 

For ail information and further détails please contact: Sam Shrouder or Nicky Monk 
APOLLO LEISURE GROUP PLC P.O. Box 16 , Oxford OX1 5JB 

Téléphoné: (0865) 730066 Fax: (0865) 736210 
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Halls as safe as houses 
Incidents such as the Le Palais shooting are becoming increasingly rare at today's 
concert venues due to an array of hi-tech crowd control techniques. By Paul Gorman 
This week the world famous Le Palais dance hall in Hammersmith was to learn whether its entertainment licence will be 
" What would otherwise have been a mere formality has been thrown into doubt by recent outbreaks of crowd violence outside the 2,230 capacity London venue. In April a man was sbot and in August local police clashed wilh hundreds of fans who failed to get into a gig by US rap act Onyx. Incidents such as these have become increasingly rare over the last few years, due in part to the increasingly sophisticated crowd-control techniques adopted by hall operators who maintain ever doser contact with police and fire services and must meet stringent légal requireraents regarding crowd safety. But when problems do arise they are an immédiate reminder that vigilance must be maintained at ail times. Brixton's 1,100 capacity nighterie The Fridge, which has recentiy started a regular Friday club-night featuring live punk and rock acts, faxes a monlhly list of upcoming events to local police. "We give them our comments, and if they send officers along, a discreet presence is maintained," says général manager Trevor Powell. The Fridge also contracts local security firm KD Security, which supplies the venue with between 10 and 20 stewards. Four are constantly 

WÊm 
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Crowd m ing at Wembley Stadium 
are permanently positioned close to panic buttons. "The idea is to spot when trouble is brewing and nip it in the bud," says Powell. "The System seems to work very well for us. We have put on three rap gigs in recent weeks and have had no trouble whatsoever." AU venues must meet strict safety requirements, but many local authorities issue their own guidelines, many based on the code of practice issued by the now defunct Greater London Council in the early Eighties. This advice has now been backed up by a new guide published by the Health & Safety Commission, the Home Office and the Scottish Office earlier this mon th. Although the some of the  UK's leading promoters, like patrolling the building looking Harvey Goldsraith, regard the for flashpoints and other staff report as an unnecessary 

addition to an already coraplicated regulatory fraraework, others claim that it sets the record straight on what is required of venues. "It will help maintain the concert industry's good safety record," says Stuart Galbraith of MCP Promotions. "It will also be particularly useful for large-scale concerts, where conditions can vary considerably between venues." Obviously the larger the venue the more thought and planning must go into security and crowd safety. Although the 72,000 capacity Wembley Stadium maintains a pool of nearly 3,000 stewards it rarely expects to hire more than 500 for any one event. It aims also to keep police presence at a minimum. "The current rate for a police officer is £28 an hour," says Wembley spokesman Martin Corrie. "But this isn't 
SECURE IN THE KNOWLEDGE... Safety stipulations requested by the Health & Safety Commission for larger indoor concerts include; • Minimum of one steward for every 100 members of an audience without seating • Minimum of one steward for every 250 audience members with permanent fixed seating • If majority of audience is under 16, licensing authorities require two stewards for 100 members oven with seating • Venue staff must include a chief steward who baises with the event manager and safety co- ordinator • Depending on size of event, a number of senior supervisors must be responsible for différent lasks ood report directly to the chief steward • Supervisors in charge of groups of stewards must teport to a senior superviser • AH stewards must be between 18-55, physically lit and wear distinctive clothing such as tabards, with identification either by name or number ^ Stewards should be located at "key points" - 
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barriers, pitareas, gani mixer desk • They must not consume or be under the influence ofalcohol • Stewards should not be posted near loudspeakers and must be allowed rest intervais • Venue operators must supply wntten statements of duties to stewards, a check-lisf and a plan showing key features. A briefing should be arranged prior to the concert • AH stewards apart front traffic controllers, need to be trained in fire safety, emergency évacuation and handling incidents such as bomb threats • Records should be kept on fire safety training • Venues should check specialist security companies to ensure they carry adéquate liability insurance, maintain accurate personnel files, have a company policy on health and safety, operale a company code of conducl. Employées should be trained in fire safety, emergency évacuation, basic First Aid and communication skills  

the only factor in our using our own people as much as possible. Our stewards are fully velted and receive on-job training, which includes on- site and video briefings. The more efficient your steward opération, the less need you 
Hi-tech security Systems allow Wembley to monitor crowd safety at ail times. Headed by opérations director George Wise, staff use 30 TV screens in the main control box to identify problems and keep tabs on traffic flow through the turnstiles using a 

attribute the général raising of safety standards to response to market demand. "Everyone today is more security conscious," points out Earl's Court sales director Chris Vaughan. Against this background of increasingly sensitive handling of security matters, the two Palais incidents are being viewed as isolated glitches by venue operators. "Both incidents happened outside the hall," points out The Fridge's Trevor Powell. "Our jurisdiction ends at the door, and it's unjustified to computer driven System which blâme the operator for what r pinpoint exact attendance figures at any stage before the start of a concert. "If one area is becoming overcrowded, we can spot the situation and quickly move people to another part of the stadium," says Corrie. "If people are a little worse the wear for drink, the bar can be shut immediately and people 
The majority of venues 

i outside his premises." But he concédés that there is no room for complacency and that hall operators cannot afford to relax their grip on safety for a minute. AU it takes is one rogue steward, a row of faulty seating, mishandling of a crowd dispute, and the good record established over the last decade is tamished _ beyond repair. 
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Brochure Biz 

For over 15 years ICC has maintained the réputation for being a unique and relaxed RESIDENTIAL studio complex. We have recently installed the new, excellent 'JADE' mixing console from Soundtracs with 64 channels of Fader and Mute Automation and full dynamic processors on inputs. This dearty compléments our recent addition of Dolby SFt on 2" 24 Track, and allows ICC to maintain its position as one of the most cost-effeclive faoilities available. Facilities indude Digital Edifing, Mastering and Cassette Duplication. For further information, and détails of spécial otfers, please contact; Mlriam Kaufmann 4 Regency Mews, Sllverdale Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 7AB. Téléphoné: 0323 503387 Fax: 0323 649240 

Over 25 years of quality, service and reliability have made Airborne Packaging of Leicester a nationally identified name for promotional and retail carrier bags in polythene and paper. A comprehensive Brochure/Price-List illustrâtes a very wide range of bags from the standard aperture style, at only a few pence each, through to the prestigeous plastic and rope handle styles. A style to suit every purpose. The company takes a great deal of pride in being able to offer quick, reliable deliveries and will go to great lengths to meet any customer requirements. TEL: 0533 536136 FAX: 0533 514485 

1. ^ # rrr / / 1 
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Manufacturing ail three formats at one London location, we offer One Stop and complété Fmrshed Stock services as standard. Our coUaboration with our sister company CD Plant AB provides the flexibility of volume pressmg m Sweden with a full packing service at Hayes, supported by our two UK monolines for faster turnarounds. Our Vinyl factory is one of the largest in Europe, with 12" and 7" presses working 24hrs a day providing one of the most responsive services within the UK for fast moving product. See us at Midem or call: UK - 081-573 5122. Fax: 081-561 0979 Sweden - 4640 31 2400. Fax: 4640 94 9660 

RAK RECORDING STUDIOS LTD. 42-48 Charlbert Street, London NWS 7BU TEL: 071-586 2012 FAX: 071-722 5823 Imagine a recording studio complex where every room has daylight — a studio complex next to one of London's most beautiful parks — and only 5 minutes from the West End. This only begins to describe RAK Studios. We have three well equipped studios with digital or analogue recording facilities. One fully equipped programming room also within the same complex. We also have a residential capacity for 10 people. Our cook will cater for ail dietary tastes. Off-street parking is also available. To (ind oui more aboul us pleae call.  

London's Most Exclusive Single Studio Complex (SSL 56 CH) - with its own optional residential facilities. 
BRITANNIA ROW STUDIOS 

35 Britannia Row, London NI 8QH. 
Tel: 071-226 3377/071-354 2290 Fax: 071-359 1454 

MUSIC AND VIDEO DISPLAY AT THE TURN OF A PAGE 
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A-Z MUSIC SERVICES VINYL CASSETTE AND CD PRESSING • High-quality product • Rapid tumaround • Compétitive prices 

do^NW! 8AF 071-267 8000 Fax: 

FOR ALL YOUR SHOPFITTING NEEDS Maximum impact and increased profit. Standard/custom Systems for ail products. Exciting new ranges available for 1994 □ Lighting □ Display □ Merchandising D Storage Q Counters □ Security □ Listening Stations □ Accessories Lift (UK) Ltd, Triangle Business Park, Wendovi Stoke MandevUle, Bucks. HP22 5BL. TEL: 0296 615151 FAX: 0296 612865  

□ Wall/Floor/Ceiiing O POS/Signage □ Design □ Planning □ Computer Drawing □ Installations Road> lift. 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN 
FEATURING YOUR BROCHURE 

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE OF 
"BROCHURE BIZ" 

CALL KAREN OR JULIE ON 
0732 377310 
FOR DETAILS 



CLASSIFIED 

Monday, d 
Moiul.-n i idard VAT 

i.; S;il i rhnf: 

APPOINTMENTS COURSES 

SUB POP UK REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES: PROMOTE OBJECTIVES OF AN INDEPENDENT RECORD LABEL IN BRITAIN WITH EFFICIENCY AND GRACE. DEVISE AND EXECUTE MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS STRATEGIES FOR SUB POP RELEASES IN CO-ORDINATION WITH LABEL OFFICES IN US AND GERMANY, AND THE UK DISTRIBUTOR. PROVIDE GENERAL ASSISTANCE TO ARTISTS VISITING UK ON TOUR. RESPOND TO INQUIRIES FROM DEALERS AND GENERAL PUBLIC. ADM1NISTER OFFICE OPERATIONS, PAY BILLS, KEEP ACCURATE- EXPENSE JOURNAL. DESIRABLE QUAUTIES: AN ARTICULATE, OUT-GOING PERSON WITH A OEMONSTRATED ABILITY TO SELF-MANAGE. ONE WHO WORKS AGGRESSIVELY WITHOUT SUPERVISION AND CAN CONFIDENTLY DELEGATE SHORT TERM OR SPECIALISED TASKS TO SPECIALISTS WHEN NECESSARY. THE IDEAL CANDIDATE WILL HAVE AN ECLECTIC PERSONAL TASTE, SOMEONE WHO IS STILL IN LOVE WITH NEW ROCK MUSIC EVEN AFTER SEVERAL YEARS IN "THE BUSINESS". THIS PERSON WILL COME TO US WITH SEVERAL ESTABLISHED CONTACTS IN THE UK INDEPENDENT MUSIC SCENE AND HAVE WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY IN GENERAL. DUR NEW REPRESENTATIVE WILL HAVE A GIFT FOR THE OPERATION OF MODERN OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND A NATURAL INCLINATION TO SEE THAT SMARTER IS ALWAYS SEXIER THAN MORE EXPENSIVE. PLEASE SUBMIT WORK HISTORY, A LETTEROF INTRODUCTION, AND SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO: TOI PHILLIPS SUB POP (UK) 70 LAWRENCE ROAD, SECOND FLOOR LONDON N154EG 

Head of A & R 
Solid independent label seeks an experienced Head of A & R who still goes to gigs, eats, drinks and breathes music. 

The Company has enjoyed considérable chart success and has an exciting Worldwide distribution network. 
If you feel you are the right person please send your CV to: 

Box No. MWK 157 

David 
Powell 
Distribution Ltd. 

Thank you for ail ihe help you gave when placing ou "EX JUKEBOX CD'S FOR SALE" ad in the 'Busi Business' section of the publication Music Week, the 

'ark Avenue, Park Royal, London NWIO 7XH lephone; 081-963 1717 - Fax 081-961 3910 Directors: D.G. Powell, A. Powell 

FREELANCE 
RESEARCHERS 
Media Monitor, the UK's leading electronic broadeast tracking service is significantly expanding its London opérations centre. 

We are currently seeking freelance researchers to help us deliver our compfehensive data service to a wide range of clients. 
You'll have an extensive pop / rock knowledge, endless amounts of tenacity, a meticulous eye for détail and an ability to work to strict deadlines when required. 

Send your CV to; 
Box No. MWK 158 

The Global Entertainment Group Présents 
THe Q, 

BAN§i MUiie q 
Tîtrr 

For détails Call: 071 583 0236 places Limited 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

Dear Julie, Just a short note to thank you very much for organising our recent advertisement in Music Week. We placed an ad for a Sec/Promo Assistant in only one issue of Music Week and received over 100 responses within two weeks of the ad appearing. This response rate not only exceeded our expectations in terms of numbers but in also in tenns of the calibre of the applicants. We will certainly look to advertise in Music Week again when looking for personnel in the future. Thanks again. Best regards 

REC0RDING STUDIO / 
PR0GRAMMING SUITE 

Writer, producer, programmer YAK BONDY (M-People, Incognito, East 17) Wants to move his £100K studio into new premises. 
In return for a rent-free space you can rent out the studio or have an in-house programmer. 

Interested? Then ring Yak on 071-602 6351 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

NORTH LONDON 
16 TRACK RECORDING / PRE-PRODUCTION STUDIO 

NOWAVA1LABLE 
FOR BL0CR B00K1NGS AT GREATLYREDUCED RATES 
2 WEEKS £900 

CALL 081-808 0472 
Speak to Liz for further détails 

CHRIST0PHER 
& C0. Accountants (Est. 1979) 251-257 Bumt Oak Bdwy. Edgware, Middx, HA8 5EF Tel: 081-951 1591 "Flrsl Visit Free" Music Trade Speclalists 

BHANGRA IS GETTING BIGGER & BIGGER Is your finger on the puise? For ail Bhangra enquiries — 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF 
IRISH LABEL VIDEOS, CASSETTES AND GD'S 

We also distribute ail Indie, Dance, Rap, Rock, Métal and U.S. Country For further information, please contact John or Jason Intersound Distribution Ltd., KILLYNEILL, S1LVERSTREAM, MONAGHON, REPUBLIC OF IRELAND 
Téléphoné: 010 353 47 85490/1/3 Fax: 010 353 47 85477   
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

IN TOUCH 
MERCHANDISING LTD 
Suppliers to the music + film industry for 20 years T-shirts, long and short sleeve sweatshirts, piquet polo shirts, baseball caps, denim jackets, baseball jackets etc. In house print+embroidery-up to 16 colours. Licensing +distributions. Tours. 2-7 day turnaround. Tel: 071 488 3475 Fax: 071 488 3143 54-58 Commercial Road, London El IIP 

Coloured Vinifl 
12"& 7" Manufacluring 

al SlLLY PR/CESfrom 

C0P5 
The Source 
 Labels & Sleeves  Black Vinyl « CO « CD-ROM Cassette   Corning soon Mini-Discs 

TEL: 081 778 8556 

BLACKWING THE REC0RD1NG STUDIO 

iT VALUE IN LONDON 

G.W.B.B. AUDIOVISION 

FOR 
SALE 

£200 each plus VAT 
Tel: 0722 743160 

Ni m 

m 

AMPSOUND 
• Digital / Analogue Recording • Pre / Posl Production • Cuslom Jingles • One-Otf CD Manufacture • Pro Audio Equipmenl Reloilers 

Call NOW for détails tel: OS 1-364 7889 

OWNERS/MANAGERS OF RECORD SHOPS. 1MPROVE YOUR CD SALES! HOW?? Pe produce individuel Stecldng CD Racks that an cheap enough to be given away with each CD sold to your customers. We aiso provide a fluorescent window advert stating:- 'TREE STACKING CD RACK WITH EVERY CD ALBUM PURCHASED" Costs are recovered by customers retuming to your shop rather than a oompetitor for this incentive together with your own sales of CD's 

J, PRE-CHRISTMAS PROMOTION * 

RECORD 
MAILERS 

Téléphoné (0536) 204272 Fax (0536)201327 

r- -g • 

MUSIC SHOPrITTING SPECIALISTS iWSERS » WAtl DISPIAY5 RI DISPLAYS • COUNTERS STORAGE UNITS 
STANDARD RANGE OR CU5Î0M BUIIT IN HOUSE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 

FREE STORE DESIGN 
TEL. 0480 414204 FAX. 0480 414205 

Listening 
Posts 

Designed, built, titted & Maintained. 
Wall mounted or Freestanding 

Multi dise. 
Remote or self contained. 

Compétitive prices. 
Contact; 

MEKOIM 
tel 081 669 0011 Fax 081 773 4755 

THE DEFINITIVE MAGAZINE FOR CHARTWATCHERS 

HIT 

MUSIC •t 
h»tS 

pu 
formais 

The top 100 Singles and Albums charts * Genre, format and overseas charts 
^ Detailed chart analyses * Less than £2 (exel p+p) per issue! 

-OUI EVERY WEEK-- For further information contact Phil Matcham on 071 620 3636 ERA, Spotlight Publications, 8th Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Rd, London SE1 9UR 



DOOLEY S DIARY 
Remember where you heard it: 
It's a record that nobody can reasonably expect to hold for very 
long, so move over Rob Stringer - MCA's Nick Phillips now offïcially 
holds the title of youngest MD of a 
major UK label...Michael Jackson 
should come ont of hiding and face 
the music, says PR supremo Max Clifford. "If I were bis PR, Pd polish 
his présentation skills and set up a 
TV interview with a trusted friend, maybe Oprah Winfrey," says 
Clifford, currently touting Princess 
Di's favourite photographer Bryce 
Taylor. Commenting on reports that 
Jacko has been in London, Max adds: 
"I would bave spirited him away to 
somewhere quiet like Switzerland -1 
arrange things like that ail the time 
for major stars,"...It's a three-horse 
race for this year's Christmas 
number one, according to bookies 
Ladbrokes. Take That are favourites 
at evens with Elton John and Kiki 
Dee at 6/1 and that lovable Mr 
Blobby at 8/1. Arista head of 
promotions Richard Evans claims 
Whitney's re-released I Will AIways 
Love You (12/1) is a strong outsider 
because "49m people still haven't 
bought it"...Down at the High Court 
and point-of-sale material for Pearl 
Jam's album Vs caused hilarity 
between the rival QCs in the George 

to contribute to his début album, 
Warner-Chappell writer Gerry 
Deveaux - the man behind hits for 
Vanessa Paradis, Juliet Roberts 
and (shortly) Kylie - fïnds himself 
the subject of much label interest... 
Big Life's Simon Bentley, who 
worked Macca's ambient The 
Fireman in clubs around the country, 
loudly disputes Jonathan King's 
claim that Paul only did it "to grab 
respect from teenagers". Bentley 
says, "It's had a really strong 
response from clubbers. Paul didn't do 
it to be cool, but we ail think he is 
now!"... Which UK-based US 
manager has sacked his 
housekeeper because she had the 
temerity to address him by his first 

Michael case. Having suggested 
Michael's new low profile was 
similar to that adopted by Pearl Jam, 
barrister Mark Cran arranged for 
some information about the group to 
be brought along to the court. 
Unfortunately it seems the group's 
profile is so low that the movable 
cardboard cut-out of a sheep's 
head produced to promote the album 
was the only thing they could find... 
George Michael's lawyer Tony 
Russell hasn't made The Sun yet for 
his exploits in the High Court, but 
former Russells secretary Angela 
Fox has. The voluptuous Angela 
(36-25-35) displayed her ample 
charms in The Sun's "sizzling secs" 
spread last week...Echo is keeping 
pretty schtum about it, but the word 
is out that Julian Cope is among the 
first signings of the new Chrysalis label...Congrats to EMI Records 
who beat 30 teams to win the Nordoff 
Robbins charity pop quiz...Congrats 
also to A&R co-ordinator at A&M Records Paula McTaggart who is 
flying off to the Caribbean to get married...Former PolyGram Classics 
press officer Paula Morris meanwhile is jetting off to her native 
New Zealand to marry PolyGram accountant David Coke before 
starting her new job at ECM in New York...With Lenny Kravitz flying in 

name rather than as Mr?... Built-up, 
courtesy of Q éditorial director David 
Hepworth, as "the jewel- 
encrusted torch-bearer of sheer 
showmanship", Elton John had a 
lot to live up to when he collected 
his Q Merit Award last week. Elton 
did not disappoint. "After ail the hair 
transplants, the drugs, the 
marriages, the boyfriends, I do 
make music," he said. He even 
mentioned the MJ connection. 
"Michael says Tii'," he quipped. "1 
would have brought him with me but 
he's hoovering his room out"  
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LIMITED EDITION BOX SET 
Includes 2 CDvs + 2 1/2HR VIDEO !!! FRBOX1 

Also available on CD FRL002 

ALSO RICK WAKEMAN'S GREATEST HITS CD FRL001 
22 NEWLY RECORDED TRACKS INCLUDING 

"JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH" 

& RELEASED ON FRAGILE RECORDS 27th NOVEMBER 
DISTR1BUTED BY PINNACLE 

Paiming and ABWH logo by Roger Dean © 1993 
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TECHNOLOGY 

THE FUTURE HAS 

ARRIVED EARLY 
The technological explosion in the music industry means the unimagineable is now . 
possible. Don't get left behind - it's time to décidé your destiny now, says Neville Farmer 

Wethan: You can make changes without it costing money' 
THE POTENTIAL OF ISDN TECHNOLOGY 

Imagine sitting in your armchair. You press a button on the remote control and Peter Gabriel appears on your screen. He says hello and shows you his studios, Real World. He tells you about his album, the songs, the lyrics, the musicians. He introduces you to the technicians, invites you to remix one of his tracks, shows you the videos and explains how they were made and then he lets you play the album. While you're sitting comfortably, Peter Gabriel sells you his record. Imagine having 60 channels of digital music to choose from with no repeats, no talk and no commercials. A computer chooses the music that suits the time of day - méditation music in the morning, dance in the evening, romance late at night. Your remote control tells you what the track is, who it's by and what the catalogue number is, should you wish to order the record. Imagine making a record with Gloria Estefan with live brass and Phil Ramone producing. But Gloria is enjoying the sun in Florida and Phil would prefer not to leave the Big Apple because his favourite deli is right by The Hit Factory. And the brass players are stuck in Los Angeles because LAX Airporl is fogged in with smoke. Both artist and musicians finally make the session, but from separate studios in LA and Miami. Their performances are sent down a téléphoné line to a tape machine in The Hit Factory where Phil mixes it. Finally, imagine a radio station where the computer refuses point blank to play Phil Collins more than once every five hours and where the dise jockeys can't run off with this week's A playlist because it's ail on one hard disk. The same computer logs ail the plays, registers them with the PRS and automatically invoices the advertising clients. This is not the future. Peter Gabriel releases his CD Rom next month for Macintosh users. Music Choice Europe is pumping 
MUSIC WEEK 27 NOVEMBER1993 

The Integrated Services Digital Network is a digital téléphoné System which allows the rapid transfer of data via optical téléphoné cables. It has been available in Britain for about five years and costs around £400 per line to install with multiple user sockets. The fact that the data is digital means that, when connected to the right computer software, almostanythingcanbe transmitted with minimal corruption, including computer data, audio, video and artwork. The biggest problem with the System is that différent télécommunications companies have used différent digital 

conversion standards. Thus extra software is often needed for international transmission. ISDN isalreadyusedbya number of music industry related companies for a variety of purposes. Radio Computing Services can quickly update and service customers' Selector software - as used by Virgin 1215, Music Choice Europe and others - directly down the line from ils homefaase. Transfer of artwork for sleeves, posters, tickets, magazines and so on has been practised in Britain for nearly three years. A client can view the proposed designs on a computer screen anywhere in 

the world and can aller and update the copy if needed. A newer use of ISDN is for inler-studio recording sessions as in the making of Frank Sinatra's Duets album. Using Dolby's AC-2faur-channel two- line box or CCS's CDQ2000 two- channel single line décoder, music data is compressed and transmitted in real time to a receiver in another studio. There it is decoded into digital Sound of comparable quality to DCC or MinlDisc. Music broadeast of digital radio is another potential use as ISDN becomes more available. By the year2000 BT expects 90% of its Unes to be ISDN. 

dozens of différent channels of music to cable users now. Gloria Estefan's track is out for Christmas and Virgin 1215 has control rooms straight out of the Starship Enterprise. The music industry is experiencing a technological explosion that goes way beyond DCC and MiniDisc. It is still a controlled explosion but anyone who thinks they can leave it to others to establish the new rules is likely to cheat themselves out ofajob. It is already possible to do away with many of the stages - and personnel - between the musician and the customer. It might seem an extreme view, but included in those facing potential redundancies are retailers, distributors, duplicators, transportées and DJs. So now is not the time to sit back and let others décidé your destiny. The thrust of the changes come from the combined forces of digital data transmission and computer control. By the turn of the century British Telecom expects more than 90% of its téléphoné Unes tobe ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network). Already some parts of the music industry consider the ISDN link to be as essential as a fax machine. Armed with such a téléphoné link and the right computer software to aUow them to negotiate their way through the différent international téléphoné Systems, Sonicon and Green Ink, two of the largest design houses in the music business, already send most of their artwork straight on to computer screens in EMI, Chtysalis, Virgin or A&M's offices. There are no more duped transparencies, no bikes, no couriers, no waiting for the rep to come in. You can make changes without it costing money. AU the things you really don't want to do are eliminated," says Sonicon's business development director Gary Wathen. "It's the cost saving and ► 



TECHNOLOGY 
►efficiency angles that hâve raade record companies jump on it," adds Ahvyn Clayden at Green Ink. "I reckon about 90% of our work now is purely ISDN." Sonicon, a subsidiary of Tinsley Robor, even bas a permanent line to send finished artwork to its new hi-tech printing company in Netberlands and is currently setting up links witb another key client, Sega in Japan. "One of the great things about this systera is that the artist knows the artwork will look the same everywhere," says Wathen. Given time, almost anything can be sent down an ISDN line. The Audio Exchange, run by Magmasters and Bill Foster in London and ED Net in America, are both establishing networks using ISDN lines to send digital audio around the world. By utilising either Dolby's four channel AC-2 "Audio Fax" - as employed by Phil Ramone and Gloria Estefan - or the two-channel CCS GDQ2000 which was recently used to link the London Symphony Orchestra in CTS Studios in Wembley with a Spanish choir in DUY studios in Barcelona, the Audio Exchange and ED Net networks are on the way to creating a truly global musical village. The principle of having recording sessions down téléphoné lines may well ease the burden of those megastar band members who can no longer stand to be in the same room as each other. But there are other more tangible ways in which ISDN audio could benefit the recording business. For example, sincelSDN lines corne complété with a number of sockets, art and A&R departments could share the one décoder. No longer will the A&R manager have to trek around the studios at supper time to hear the days work. Another possibility is the transfer of masters around the world; it's not quite practical at présent but it's not far away. "The problem is that cascading data compression codes from the ISDN System to, say, MiniDisc or DCC can cause digital distortion," says Bill Foster. "Broadband ISDN could do it but that's still very expensive. At the moment it would be cheaper to put someone on Concorde." Nevertheless many record companies are monitoring closely the advances in broadband ISDN which have been made in Japan, Since these offer the possibility of sending not just audio but video signais, multiple zone master releases 
possibility. "We are certainly thinking about taking advantage of the 

I r 

Bowen: 'bands like FSOL isual experience' 
CABLE AND SATELLITE TV OPEN THE D00R TO EUROPE 

have a cable télévision supply passing their front doors. So far few have taken up the subscription although it is becoming a growth area as the number of services offered in addition to TV improves. Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium have been the most eager subscribers with numbets runninginto millions. But the high price, as much as £50 per month for packages including the major pay-TV stations such as movie channels, have driven peuple towards owmng satellite dishes. For less than £400, plus the cheap annuai subscription to pay channels. the cost saving is quite suhstanlial. 

Cable télévision offers a number of advantages over satellite receivers. These include telephony at lower prices than British Telecom or Mercury, as well as interactive remote controls which allow the viewer to order a variety of services from the cable operalor. Shopping channels, fast (ood delivery, video reniai direct from a video library, multi-day record programming, market research, and voting are just a few of the possibilities, Picture quality is also better on cable. Most satellite and cable broadcasts corne via the Astra satellite and Rupert Murdoch's BSkyB. These include MTV Europe andseveral radio stations such 

as Virgin 1215, which is the only waytopick it up in quality 
MTV Europe and Eurosport are the most popular channels. al présent, with MTV Europe providing the largest exposure for music on the continent with more than 50m subscribers. Other music channels such as Music Box lost oui in the early days when earning a living in satellite was tough. There are numerous other channels broadcasting on 

différent networks and via différent satellites, including adult channels and foreign 
language channels which require différent sizes of dish and as well as expensive receivers and decoders. 

t j , eu iNew York and London," says Tim Bowen managing director of the ' Stratégie Businesses DiviSi0n Sony Music Entertainment ' 
"You'vegottobeextremely careful, because if you're sent a master and you get the slightest drop-out, then you have to start ail over again But it will happen." The possibility ofbeingable to control the distribution of masters, and transmitting sav Michael Jackson's next album' to Sony offices around the world ail at the same moment is a very encourag' ISDN offers broad implications too. Phonogram managing director David Clipsham is chairman of the BPI committee on information technology, which is investigating the plausibility of an industry-wide network offering instant access to ail music related companies. "Obviously everybody's needs are différent but we could ail benefit from a central industry product data bank," 
"It could set industry standards not just in creative areas but in accounting, shipping, invoicing as well as carrying charts and so on." But ISDN addresses other issues which are of more commercial interest to the multinational music companies. Sony is one of the partners in Music Choice Europe, a music broadeast System différent from any radio station which can utilise cable télévision, satellite and ISDN 
In the face of limited airplay on conventional radio, MCE offers an opportunity to hear music which doesn't get regular exposure on the 
Digital radio has now been a possibility for several years. Music Wcek's old April Fool _ joke about Richard Branson's fabled System of ordering digital recordings down the téléphoné is now a reality. Admittedly the Personics concept - whereby custoraers can order their own compilation CDs at Blockbuster video stores - seems to have stalled. But MCE is confident that its broadeast équivalent will enjoy long-term success. Named Digital Cable Radio in the US, the system has had a slow start with only around 80,000 subscribers. But Europe's under-developed radio community is an easier target. MCE is currently only broadcasting the US playks in Europe. But its 53 channel». 

whose catégories range fron opéra torap, will steaddybe replaced with UK ^ ,, programmed material as we as spécial ethnie or 'o03' y interest channels for cable 
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The Définitive CD manufacturing service 

TOTAL QUALITY FAST TURNAROUND 
UNRIVALLED CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT 

PDO DISCS Registered to BS5750 
^BSI v&Qà Qiialily and Service are our commitmenl lo you, Ihe Customer. 

—Tkra Our Manufacturing Systems hâve been designed lo produce Ihe finesl 
T&gkWJS producls and Ihe most reliable delivery performance. 
  Accréditation lo BS5750 is part of our programme of continuons 

Certiiicate No. FM 23827 improvemenl lo ensure ive ahuays zvillprovide Ihe DEFINITIVE service. 

For ail your CD, CD-ROM, CD-i and Laser Disc requirements call:- 

Roger Twynham PDO Dises Ltd Qjueen Anne Hnuse Il The Green Richmond Surrey TW9 IPX 

Customer Servi et Angela Kaye PDO Dises Ltd Philips Rond Blackburn 

Téléphoné: 081 948 7368 
Fax: 081 940 7137 

Téléphoné: 0254 52448 Fax: 0254 54729 



TECHNOLOGY 
►operators in différent European countries. Thirty channels are expected to be in opération by Christmas and another 30 by the end of March 1994. The company's aims are modest. "Initially we expect to attract only a very small proportion of the record buying public," says Stephan Heller, director of programming. "If we get 2m subscriptions by the year 2000 we'll be over the moon." But access to 2m listeners across Europe would make the channel a very useful marketing tool for the record industry. Heller has assembled a team of music experts to help create the music sélections which are stored in massive 300-disc CD jukeboxes. The computer, complété with Radio Computing Services Selector software, is programmed to choose tracks without repeats and to suit the time of day. The multiplicity of tracks available makes the question of playlists largely irrelevant. "You may not hear the same chart hit for two days," says Heller. "But with 24 hours a day, 365 days a year on each channel you can go into 

Birmingham Cable has already started testing the MCE broadcasts and a European cable operator is 

DIGITAL RADIO COMES TO EUROPE 
Digital Music Express and Digital Cable Radio were both launched a couple of years ago in the US by International Cable Technologies and General Instrument respectively. Despite the huge coverage of cable in America, the success levels for the two multi-channel, commercial and DJ-free digital music suppliers was small since users could be counted only in tens of thousands. The record industry was not keen either since it was considered that large quantities of near-CD quality music without interruption might encourage 

But Time Warner and Sony Music subsequently purchased 80% of Digital Cable Radio from founders General Instrument and Jerrold, a large cable hardware manufacturer. 

The UK had ils first tasle of digital broadcasting in the summer when DMX - an offshoot of ICT - launched on Bradford Cable. Now DMX is to be joined in the European market by DCR. The rival System cornes with a name change, Music Choice Europe, and Sony and Warner Music are keen to see other music companies join in their shareholding. The service cornes in the form of a box added on to the cable supply. It décodés the digital signal and sends it to the hi-fi System. A remote control handset allows channels to be selected and informsthe user of the track name, album title, artist and, in a bid to quash the fears of those worried about piracy, the catalogue number too). The cost of this service to the er at Birmingham Cable, 

  0 service starts in the new year, will be between £8 and £12 permonth. Cable suppliers in 
other areas could charge less if decoders are bought separately. Cable suppliers seem very interested in taking MCE as the success of cable over domestic satellite receivers is dépendent on the number of services the operators can offer. These Systems should not be confused with Digital Audio Broadcasting. There are more than 100 digital radio stations in the US but record companies are still concerned overthe performance payments payable for such high quality broadcasts. In the UK. most radio operators are looking at the possibilities for noise free, CD quality digital broadcasting which will require a new type of 

expected to sign on in the next few weeks. Sony and Warner Music are the prime shareholders but there is certainly no policy about whose music gets played. Indeed, both are looking to sell parts of their shareholding to other record companies to even things up. The ability of the system's 

remote control unit to show the catalogue number of the track being played has not gone unnoticed by mail-order record companies. Many cable operators, such as Westminster Cable, have been 
control Systems for some years which have allowed viewers to shop from the screen or order take-away raeals. A similar System attached to Music Choice Europe could offer a steady trade in record sales. Indeed, shopping via TV 
in the US and is already of interest to record companies. The launch ofUS shopping channel QVC in Europe on the Astra satellite gives the record industry some tantalising possibilities. "If the opportunity came up to sell our records through any média, obviously we should be involved," says Sony's Tim Bowen. Checkout-free shopping is one thing but jock free radio is entirely différent. Virgin X215's £40,000 Radio Computing Services Master Control system is an extension of Selector and is perfectly capable of storing the entire CD library, ail jingles, ads and any other links. But the station is keen to keep the human touch of the presenters and has eschewed the chance to store the library on hard disk because DJs like to handle their own records. "Selector is only a tool. So ifs only as good as the people who work on it," says John Revell, joint director of programming. "A lot of people think a computer takes ail the life and soul out of radio but it doesn't. Itjust makes you i 

video, two hours of sound. interviews, lessons in ethnie instruments, sections with games and even - somewhere hidden inside - Mister G hiraself in the altogether. "We've covered ail bases," says Mike Large, managing director of Gabriel's Real World group of companies. 'The format goes beyond the world of computer games. The 650 megabytes of storage on the dise is not really enough but it will do for now." Large believes this first relea rcial proposition. It cost between $200,000-$500.000 and will be launched initially in the US with a price tag of about $50. Apple Mac computers have had a slow start in Europe but there are now over a million of them with CD-Rom disk drives. 

Voltage where the broadcasting staff ail go home at seven after pre-recording ail their links but we wouldn't do that." But while the marketing, distribution and transmission arms of the industry go space âge, the formats continue to proliferate. Champions of both MiniDisc and DCC have put a brave face on the limited success of the first year. They point to the similarities with CD's early history. But manufacturers of DCC software and hardware have been having very serious discussions about future policy since few stores are stocking anywhere near the proraised sélection of software in either format. Sony and Dixons have just started a £lm promotional campaign to give MiniDisc an extra boost but ifs unlikely that the foi-mat will supplant the five-inch silver dise in the forseeable future, CD itself is firmly established as the industry's standard delivery platform. But as an audio médium it too has been recently upgraded thanks to the Super Bit Mapping data compression Systems which effectively allow 20-bit recordings to be contained within a 16-bit 
But CD-i and CD-Rom have made the compact dise even more exciting. Peter Gabriel and Todd Rundgren are among the first artists to launch dises for CD Rom. Rundgren's new album plays as a CD should. But the CD-Rom version, when interfaced with a Macintosh computer, offers the c the opportunity t tracks to suit his own ears. Gabriel's CD-Rom contains 90 minutes ofslightlyjerky 

beyond common sense levels for ail but the biggest stars. Large admits that it takes a huge team of creative people to devise such a dense and broad-based form of entertainment. Butitrams home the multi-media natm-e of future entertainment. And it offers artists the chance to strengthen their position in an industry which some claim has become faceless. "People don't only want to talk about music, they want to relate to stars, and without 
form," says Sony's Bowen. "Bands like Future Sound Of London are creating a new artform which is a joined-at- the-hip audio and visual experience. That really is the cutting edge and it is being artist driven." Bowen believes that, whatever the technological advances, music is still the industry's timeless and most valuable asset. But although he believes that there will still be record retailers in 20 years' time, he predicts that as more new ways are discovered to exploit the médium, the more likely we are to stop referring to the record industry and start talking about the music industry. Furthermore, every new technological development is only of genuine interest when linked to the creative work of human beings. Without the stars, the people who write, perform and record the music, without the human touch on the artwork or the chatter of the dise jockey, where would we be? And whatever technological leaps are made over the next few years, one factor is likely to remain constant. No amount of "free" or "direct"   usic and video entertainment can dampen the joys ofhome ownerslnp. Even if ifs only on a floppy dise! 
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THE AUDIO FAX IS HERE 

; 

The fax machine changed the way people send documents to each other. 
Now Dolby digital technology can do the same for audio. 

Record Companies can send rough mixes of new material to other territories or 
subsidiary labels. 

A/R Executives can check mixes in their own office, from studios worldwide. 
Music Publishers can send song démos directly to Record Companies, 

Management Companies or Studios. 
Music Studios can exchange samples or tracks with other studios. 

Sending Dolby coded digital audio through ISDN saves travel expenses, shipping 
costs and time and the delivery of the music is guaranteed - no more lost tapes! 
To see the system working live corne to Stand No. 030A at this year's APRS show, 
Olympia. Or contact Andy Day on 0793 842100 to arrange a private démonstration. 

»tonta"aett" wlilshire SN4 8QJ • Tel; 0793-842100 • Fax; 0793-842101 TWl ^ | iU» f — o Avenue • San Francisco CA 94103-4813 • Tel; 415-558-0200 • Fax: 415-863-1373 I 11 jj|^||QM Dolby and the double-D symbol are .rademarks of Dolby Ubora.ories Licensing Corporation W93/075 fc-T ^ U 



TECHNOLOGY 

Images on dise présent m w- _ , . ^ n i i 4 4-^ V*-î rrV* nrn "hlrno rx-n rl-îr,~ T^I_ While Pioneer's LaserDisc has stmggled to find a market for its high quality films on dise, Ph 
Video may be a successfiil, mass market product but by dise standards pictures on tape are a low-end, low- quality experience. The différence in quality between VHS tape and LaserDisc playback is clear to ail. Yet the 12-inch format - which is older than the audio CD - has still to win over the British consumer. High price, combined with the industry's opposition to the spread of dual standard (PAL and NTSC) hardware, and a dearth of decent films in PAL form have so far ensured that Pioneer's LaserDisc remains a minority interest. Despite broadening its software distribution t 

video (FMV) on a five-inch dise courtesy of CD-I. Howard Woo, owner of Covent Garden Records says, "1 see LaserDisc as complementary to my CD-I business. LaserDisc is the hardback version; CD-I the paperback." Another important bonus of the more user friendly CD-I is likely to be price. Full-length feature films, including blockbusters like Top Gun and Apocalypse Now, should sell for around £15, compared with £25 for the same movie on LaserDisc. And the portents seem good for the format's long-term success. Sandy MacKenzie, director of UK publishing, Philips Interactive, points o include ail Virgin Megastores, that conférences such as In selected HMV stores and Tower Records, as well as a recent link with CIC to expand the film catalogue, many retailers still perceive LaserDisc as a collectons market. Now the prospects for video  totakeoff 

]SZESSE33SnM 
LaserDisc 
ScentOf AWoman Patriot Games Death Becomes Her Housesitter Wayne's World Peter Gabriel: Ail About Us 

Pioneer/CIC Pioneer/CiC Pioneer/CIC Pioneer/CIC Pioneer/CIC Pioneer/PMI 
CD-I 

Virgin Philips    Philips Todd Ruridgren: No World Order Rhino Records The Joy Ot Sex The Hunt For Red October Billy Ray Cyras Live on Tour James Brown 

categoiy 

Link International Tennis Open 

Philips Paramount Phonogram Philips Philips/Nintendo Philips 
The City have "highlighted the industry's perception of multi-media in général - and CD-I in particular - is changing from that of threat to opportunity." Compared with the uncertain launches experienced by DCC and 

formats of the Nineties, worldwide player sales of 300,000 machines and 2m software purchases also indicate a healthy kick start for CD-I. Meanwhile, 
in September. Although CD-I has yet to gamer the street level exposure and the availability 

with the advent of full motion MiniDisc, those other ne 
Commodore Amiga's rival CD of the purely audio CD, 32 player - which will play Philips says that the dealer Video CD and its own CD 32 network now stands at 2,000 

Wayne's World: an 'excellent'LaserDisc 

Philips-branded players; the numbers will grow as co- licencees such as Sony, Goldstar and Samsung increase their activity. Philips' high-gloss advertising has aiready 
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dustry with bigger picture 
p]iiUps^^u^h he^^dded CD Interactive format seems set for wider success, says Ken Kessler 

CD-I offers compatibility with existing music-only CDs 
hammered home that CD-I does for the visual arts what CD does for music, and its carrent £3m advertising spend is now enhanced by the formats first specialist magazine CDi, published by Haymarket. This widespread promotion 

is necessary if CD-I isn't to go the way of those formats which have failed. Undoubtedly, dise and player compatibility remains key to driving the market. So a lot of the emphasis is being placed on the fact the CD-1 player can plug into any TV 

and hi-fi set, unlike CD-Rom, which can only fonction as a computer add-on. However, when it cornes to adding film and video it is more difficult to achieve that all-important compatibility since CD-I, Video CD and CD Rom ail provide différent 

approaches to playing movies. But Philips has adopted a new Video CD standard, known as the white book, which will soon enable it to produce low- cost players that will deliver video - as well as audio - programmes minus the interactive capability. The ability of any manufacturer to produce both hardware and software could prove to be one of the format's biggest advantages. As Sandy MacKenzie puts it, "Consumers don't like to take risks. They've been through eight-track versus cassette, VHS versus Betamax. If they're confused, they won't buy. "CD-I is backwards compatible and forwards upgradeable via plug-in technology." But will the software side - as it appears to have done with the DCC and MiniDisc launches - let down the 
Philips has been careful, forging alliances with ail of its own divisions; Virgin for games; Paramount for films; 

Reed for book publishing and others. The music-only business is poised to benefit from CD-I's interactivity because, as MacKenzie states, "Industry figures such as Steve Lewis at Chrysalis and Martin Heath at Rhythm King believe that interactive technology offers a new and exciting way for the music audience to get back in touch 
Depending on the imagination of program designers, music playback in the future will be a case of multiple choice. Audio only in the traditional manner, accompanied by a video as has been the norm for over a decade. Altematively, it will 

fashion, as with Todd Rundgren's listener-editable No World Order album. And the most convincing reason for why CD-Interactive is a potential winner is that even if the customer never buys a CD-I title, the CD-I hardware can always be used for playing good, old audio- only CDs. g| 

SBM Super Bit Mapping 

HIGH RESOLUTION MASTERING 

TR1NITY MEWS CAMBRIDGE GARDENS LONDONW10 6)A 081 960 8128 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Small wonders d 
MiniDisc and DCC: it's been a painful birth, with neither format showing any breakthrough: 
Two formats; two lavmches; two Christmas campaigns. A year down the line for DCC and MiniDisc and the public, yet to vote with their wallets for either, are getting a seasonal nudge. Son/s first big above-the- line advertising campaign for MiniDisc broke in the national press at the beginning of this month, taking up £500,000 of the company's £lm promotional budget assigned to the format between now and January. The rest of the spend is paying for a promotion olfering purchasers of MiniDisc players £40 worth of vouchers, each representing £2 off software titles, a 13- track MiniDisc compilation and a pack of five blank recording dises with the combined value pushing£100. The 136 music store participants, including HMV, Virgin, Tower, Sam Goody's and 80 key independents, are 

THE PUNDITS 

ie oifer with démonstration consoles and point of sale material. At the same time Dixons, which last month began a national roll out of MiniDisc from 20 outlets to 200, is planning an ad campaign for both DCC and MiniDisc before Chris JeffTaylor, group marketing manager for Sony Consumer Products which is financing most of the current MiniDisc activity, describes the company's campaign as format rather than product led. "Ifs about driving customer traffic into specialist music stores," he says. Philips has not been resting on its laurels either. Last month the company mounted a sériés ofprc rs the chance to exchange their old cassette System for a voucher providing £150 off any DCC player or System or use a DCC "passport" cover mounted on Hi-Fi Choice magazine to receive £150 off the DCC600 and £25 off software. The focus sounds familiar. "It's about getting people into stores," explains Philips spokesman Andrew Burslem, The promotion, supported by a six-figure spend from PolyGram, is part of a £5m auturan budget earmarked by Philips for a wide range of products including CD-I. A further boost is coraing from Panasonic which is planning promotional activity for the launch of its first DCC in-car model due before 

"There is no customer 
demand whatsoever," 

European 

m 

Christmas. Panasonic's input follows its £500,000 press and poster campaign for the arrivai of the company's portable DCC player in October. From the start Philips has adopted a high profile philosophy. A lavish£2m launch campaign last November, including a glossy télévision commercial and heavyweight press ads and was backed by regular retail initiatives throughout the year plus in- store promotions with magazines including Hf Fi Choice and Q. Sony, conversely, has taken a more low key approach. A cover mounted promotion with Q last January, offering readers the chance to win a MiniDisc player, limited press ads in trade publications and point of sale formed the bulk of the company's MiniDisc marketing during the year. But ambitious campaigns and big money are now the order of the day for both formats, timely after a year which, say record retailers, has failed to yield significant sales of either. Philips is unwilling to release sales figures for DCC hardware and Clive Swan, PolyGram's UK DCC co- ordinator, will only note that software is selling "quite well". Sony, however, is more open. The company claimed to have shipped (as opposed to sold) around 300,000 MiniDisc machines (ail brands) globally, with around one third to Europe, by the end of August 1993. Whatever the officiai figures, many retailers are disappointed. Ken Sockolov, managing director of European opérations for Tower Records, describes sales for both formats as minimal. "There is no customer demand whatsoever," he says. And Alan McDonald, marketing manager of HMV, admits that DCC and MiniDisc "are not settingtoo many tills alight." Similarly Simon Burke. managing director at Virgin Retail, is unimpressed by weekly sales in single digits ofunits across ail stores (ail 21 Virgin Megastores stock MiniDisc, a third of them alsostockingDCC). Hardware tells a similar story. Howard Woo, owner of Covent Garden Records, has 

sold around two dozen DCC players and slightly more MiniDisc machines during the year. The heart of the issue for the retail sector is price. Howard Woo doesn't envisage mass sales until hardware prices drop to the £199 mark and Simon Burke says software for both formats should go out at under £10. "Consumers won't start buying until software prices improve," he argues. He cites thesuccessofLaserDisc, currently outselling DCC and MiniDisc "many times over" across the chain, as an example of new technology generating interest partly because of reasonable price 
Prices for hardware at least look set to come down over the next few years for both formats. Andrew Burslem estimâtes that prices for DCC machines will fall by 40% by the end of 1994 and a further 30% by the end of 1995. And JeffTaylor predicts a drop of 10-20% for MiniDisc players 
In the meantime, says Clive Swan, retailers will have to be patient. "Getting from nought to the first 100,000 is difficult, but after that it gets easier," he asserts. "I don't think anyone involved with DCC expected more from the first year. Extemally, people have been looking for results after 20 minutes, but tough - it takes time." Swan claims that, compared to CD, DCC is already ahead. Viewed in that light the format's potential could be astounding. According to the BPI, sales of CD unitsinthe UK amounted to 400,000 after the first 12 months and 10 years on stand at around 85m. Both DCC and MiniDisc are making headway with their distribution networks. From a start up of around 400 hardware outlets, MiniDisc players are now on sale in 850 stores while software is available in about 150 stores. DCC hardware, which launched into some 20 outlets, is currently in 900 with software racked in 182 stores. Catalogues are also expanding. The nuraber of MiniDisc titles, including releases from Sony, EMI, Virgin and Warner Music, now totals 850 Worldwide (400 are available in Europe) while DCC boasts a global figure of 800 titles from companies 
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duel to the death 
Lgh: But with fresh campaigns planned, 1994 could reveal the winner. By Paula McGinley 

THE FORMATS 

The ncw génération of Sony MiniDisc Walkman: nom little larger than the dise itself 

such as PolyGram, BMG, Warner, EMI, Virgin and MCA. AJthough record companies admit that sales across both formats have been slow, the 

ofDCC and MiniDisc - the arrivai of second génération hardware; the players with mass market appeal. Philips is poised to launch its first in-car DCC player, the industry clearly recognises the DCC811, expected to retail at importance of continuing to invest in new formats, although some are inevitably more partisan than others. Since last year's launch PolyGram, BMG and MCA 

around £499. It also has plans to release a smaller personal stereo and mass market midi System next spring, while companies including JVC, Panasonic, Technis, Sharp and have made no secret of the fact Sanyo are also planning to that allegiances lie firmly with bring ont a range ofDCC DCC, to the >   "DCC hardware needs to establish itself in terms of price and type before it can take off and I believe these new machines will provide a shot in the arra," says Stuart Watson, senior vice président of MCA International. Sony is expected to head the new wave of MiniDisc players next spring with a range of smaller models, including Walkman units, not much and the technology bigger than a cassette, offering extended playback time of 2.5 hours running to 7.5 hours with a clip-on dry- However, he does add that if sell battery pack. 

have not released any titles oi MiniDisc, and remain convinced that tape will ultimately triumph over the rival dise. BMG, which has released around 25 DCC titles and plans to reach a total of 50 by next spring, is unequivocal. "We regard DCC as the more viable format because its backwards compatibility is more likely 
is more suited to portability," says David Pullan, executive t to the chairman. 
proven wrong and the consumer chooses MiniDisc, BMG will provide software. Meanwhile over at EMI, vice président of communications and extemal 

Products from a brace of other brands including Aiwa, Denon, Pioneer, Sanyo, Sharp and JVC are also scheduled for Europe at the saine time. And when these m affairs David Hughes says the market products go on sale, company has shifled less than 100 units per title in the UK i both formats. He is 
itially generating the luch needed critical mass fc both formats, the might of about to sound the death knell both suppliers will be firmly for either. "We remain optimistic that one format rather than both i through. However /e have one, we will continue support them both. And if the time cornes to support one or the other we will have to make a décision based on commercial judgement," he says. And David Evans, vice président of marketing for Warner Music Europe says his company will bring out selected 

behind then marketing campaigns axe already on the drawing board with Sony considering its first foray into télévision for MiniDisc, although detaûs reraain under wraps. Ail of which must begood news for the record industry which has yet to see much 
although, as Alan McDonald points out, it's better to be too early than too late. "HMV was early with CD and we reaped the benefits _o  afterwards, so we reraain mllaneous releases on both committed to both formats formats. "We are open minded about he explains. hich represent the future." 

both formats," he says. "Ove the next 12 to 18 months we will build up a représentative cross section of our evergreen catalogue on both formats although there is no économie hurry," he says. And yet while record companies and retailers are watching and waiting, the suppliers are actively preparing for what many consider to be the real launch 

What motivâtes ail parties involved is the past experience that new formats do expand the market overall. Few hardware or software companies relish the prospect of music becoming merely a single format business - even if that format is the relatively high margin CD. It's for this reason that DCC or MiniDisc-or both- must succeed. m 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Giving CD that bit more 
The CD price row did the format few favours, but new technology is now giving 
enhanced performance at no extra cost to the consumer. Sue Sillitoe explains how 
Record companies are still smarting from the accusations they have faced this year that compact dises - the industr/s benchmark of audio fidelity - 

In the light of the criticism, any new technology that improves the audio quality of CDs without causing a hike in the retail price has to be seen 
Recently a number of technological developments have emerged which should do just that. By improving the clarity and dynamics of the sound the consumer hears, they daim to boost the subjective performance of CD to a level that would have been unimaginable even to the people who developed the format over a decade ago. The new technology ranges from Sony's Super Bit Mapping process - which is used as part of the mastering process - to Deutsche Grammophon's 4D Audio recording System, used when the music is actually being recorded. Other products such as Cedar's DC-1 Stereo De- clicker and CR-1 Stereo De- crackler have also been finding increasing favour, while Thom EMI claims its Sensaura "audio reality" recording System enables listeners to hear three- dimensional sound from a standard two-speaker hi fi. In the main, though, the developments are to do with getting 20-bit performance out of a 16-bit CD. The professional audio industiy has become increasingly aware of the potential of 20-bit recording and mastering for when it cornes to digital recording in short the more bits the better. These products, which include Sonic Solutions' editing System, are already widely used by mastering facilities, but problems have been arising when the source tape is converted back into 16- bit at the CD mastering stage. Original 20-bit masters have to be reduced to 16 bit for the consumer since that is the established format for the CD. However mastering facilities have discovered that the process of conversion is inevitably accompanied by the introduction of digital noise that spreads uniformly across the audible spectrum. In other words the noise level is the same at ail frequencies. Super Bit Mapping, Sony's 

12 

this n< îo that it concentrated in parts of the spectrum where the ear is less sensitive, therefore making the listener unaware of it. This is achieved by squeezing the sonic performance of a 20- bit master recording on to a conventional 16-bit compact dise and the resuit is a better sounding product which has a lower noise floor, better distortion performance and improved resolutions. The consumer doesn't need to replace his or her existing CD player because the dises that have been SBM encoded will replay on existing CD hardware without the need for any modification. Deutsche Grammophon's 4D audio recording System meanwhile is a complex process which combines good engineering techniques with commercially available products and some proprietary pièces of hardware to give an overall efiectof better than 16-bit dynamic performance and less distortion. The 4D System is a proprietary one, so far used only by Deutsche Grammophon's engineers on its classical recording projects. Sony's SBM encoder meanwhile is available to ail mastering facilities and the company is giving away free licenses to manufacturer and distribute SBM encoded dises. With both Systems the end resuit is the same - better sounding CDs that cost the same as an ordinary CD and can be played on a standard 
Although Super Bit Mapping is a Sony product the company is keen to see it taken on board as a marketing tool by ail record companies so that the SBM symbol on a dise will corne to represent quality in the mind of the consumer. Mastering facilities and mastering engineers are 

already welcoming the enhancements. US engineer Bob Ludwig describes SBM as "the best technique l've yet heard for digitally transferring 20-bit masters to 16-bit compact dises". His views are shared by Simon Hayworth, engineer at London's Chop Em Out mastering facility, who says, "SBM is great for enhancing back catalogue material as well as dealing with new recordings - especially classical. "For example, SBM enables the listener to actually hear a piano string resonate when the foot is taken off the soft pedal. Before we had this process that kind of détail would never have been possible. It's no wonder audioflles love it." Cleaning up old masters by removing clicks and crackles also enhances the end resuit, says Steve Angel, product specialist at HHB which is responsible for selling in the new Cedar products developed as a resuit of research between Cambridge University and the National Sound Archive. He explains; "Given the amount of back catalogue material being released by record companies, the timing of these products is perfect. They are not cheap - around £10,000 each - but mastering facilities and record companies like Charly that spécialisé in back catalogue material have been buying them because they do so much to improve the sound of the original master." For Porky's mastering facility, investraent in Cedar products has paid off. Director Denis Blackham says, "For us the Cedar products have been a boon, even though there are some record companies that don't want to use them because they add a little more to the overall cost of mastering. "But I expect that in the 

— 

long run everyone will round because the will start demanding the highest quality possible. The only thing we have to be wary of is that we don't clean up a track to the extent that it loses its atmosphère," he says. Record companies ai e already beginning to see the value of enhancing their CDs by using these new technologies. Several SBM-processed recordings have been released with considérable critical success, including Miles Davis' Kind Of Blue and Dave Brubeck's Time Out. On the new product side, Epie has used SBM to enhance the new Paul Young release, The 
Declan Colgan, A&R man at Virgin Records, has recently supervised the production of a Brian Eno box set which spans Eno's entire recording career. Noise réduction techniques and Super Bit Mapping were used in the mastering process to make the end resuit less jarring for the listener. He explains, "We were working with a number of original masters and the quality varied enormously. We felt that the best way to clean up the tapes was to go up to 20- 

■ery click, pop, crackle and drop-out so that the early tracks ended up sounding as good as Eno's later work. Super Bit Mapping was then used to convert the 20-bit information back to 16-bit. "That was really the icing on the cake and we are completely blown away by the resuit," he says. There is no doubt that anything that improves the perceived value of a CD must be a good thing. David Hughes, vice président of communications and extemal affairs at EMI Records, says: "As a company we are always looking at ways of improving sound quality. We take advice from our technical staff at Abbey Road who are constantly assessing ail new technologies that come onto the market." And Ivo Watts-Russell, managing director of 4AD, believes that improving the quality of back catalogue material could, in theory, afford record companies the opportunity to milk the back catalogue market yet again before another new technology like fibre optics cornes onto the market. "But in truth I doubt whether the industry would be foolish enough to do that because the consumer just wouldn't stand for it," he adds. Watts-Russell does, however, welcome anything that improves the quality of the product. "Tm sure that we will find ways of using these new processes if they are as good as they claim to be," he says. Consolidating CD's position in the future is an objective that every record company must share and Sony, as one of the main players in the CD field, is hoping that other record companies will grasp the opportunity it believes its product provides. To that end it is not only issuing free licenses but also keeping the Sony name well away from the Super Bit Mapping logo in the hope that other companies will use it on their releases. Whatever generic name is eventually given to CDs that offer the consumer audiophile quality, the hope is that the industry agréés on one soon. Then perhaps retail outlets might be even rack these products separately so the public will know that such CDs do represent even better value for money. | 
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R/lastering the leap to CD 

: comTetitofrom^ giantS 0f UK CD ^"^cturing, but they face 
^°^mSmalleroPerators eyeing the market. Robin Cobb reports Similarly the move to tweak facilities to cater for CD-Rom and CD-I did not gain raomentum until earlier this year, and even those which could adapt relatively cheaply to MiniDisc production are still holding hack for when the much heralded demand matérialisés. Most of the main CD manufacturers are now handling the former's variants and hanking on CD-Rom applications for the games market as the higgest future 
At established CD manufacturer Disctronics, managing director David Mackie calculâtes that investment in CD equipment and building since its start-up in 1987 has totalled around £25m. Supplementary production represents the only equipment to enable the way forward. production of CD-Rom and But the décision to begin CD CD-I accounted for around production, usually at a cost of £250,000 of this. Total annual between £lm and £2m, has capacity is about 4m CDs and not been taken lightly by there are plans to install manufacturers. another line next year to take 

«■TThile the potent image 
Wl of a g'eaming silver VV dise is still Jonymouswithhightech 

î,nger 
Longs exclusivelyto the niCsleading manufacturers. TbigpUofPDQ. Disctronics and Nimbus, which dominated the market inrecentyears, are increasingly facing compétition from former tape andvinylspecialists. Companies including Ablex, Mayking and the Forward Sound And Vision Group (which carries Tape Duplicating, Optical Disc, Orlake Records and FPA Duplicating under its umbrclla) have recognised that with ail formats in décliné against CD, dise 

0 

MiniDisc production at Sony DADCAustria 
it to 5m. investing and will continue to At Nimbus, which currently do so, not necessarily in more boasts an annual CD Unes but in improvements in capability of 46m, commercial the technology to increase director John Denton says, efficiency. These days you "We have never stopped have to be a low cost producer 

and that takes investment in the newest, most cost effective equipment." Former vinyl specialist Damont has adjusted its corporate image since entering CD production relatively inexpensively in 1991. With its first line purchased second hand from the now defunct Music Manufacturera division of Sleeveprint and a recent second line, set up by UK installer Advent 2000, sales manager Andy Kyle says that the total investment was around £1.5m. Building costs have been minimal, since the second line was designed to fit available space. "We own a large site and have recently acquired some adjoining land. So we have the potential to expand as we need to," says Kyle. Further investment is now planned in the packaging department which along with other product developments is becoming increasingly ► 
SUJSaa Comm lunicating through technology 

When it cornes 

to making 

perfect copies, 

Ablex has got what 

it takes! 

Finding a company that can handle ail your duplication requirements isn't easy. 
You may need audio or data cassettes, floppy disks or even the latest audio CD or CD-ROMs, plus ail the associated print and packaging. 
Whatever your needs, Ablex has the staff, the latest high capacity equipment and 
the necessary stringent quality standards that you'll be looking for. 
With 25 years1 experience as one of the UK's largest independent duplicators, backed by the Racal Electronics Group, you'll be choosing a partner you can rely 
UPOn Twinning with Ablex could be the best move you'll make! 

Contact Ablex direct toflnd et 
Ablex Audio Video Limited. Harcourt, Halesfield 14, Te Téléphoné; (0952) 680131. Fax: (0952) 583501. 

, Shropshire, England, TF7 4QR. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

5c. 

CD production at Nimbus where 47m units are produeed every year 

► demanding. "A lot of customers are producing spécial cardboard packaging which can only be done by hand," Kyle explains. "These represent our biggest shifts, worldng 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to keep pace." Because of its affiliation with Philips and therefore with PolyGram, PDO is not regarded by its competitors as an "independent". But sales manager Roger Twynham insists that while PolyGram is by far its biggest customer the relationship is strictly a commercial one and PDO looks to independent record companies for a large part of its business. With 16 lines and an annual capacity of 40m units, PDO is one of the UK's biggest CD raanufacturers entering the CD market in the late Eighties, just aller Nimbus and Disctronics. Although its equipment dates from 1987, this does not of course affect the quality of the product which meets the same standards as any other manufacturer. As Twynham puts it: "Raw polycarbonate granules go in at one end and you get a printed dise at the other." What slower and more labour intensive equipment does mean, however, are extra costs that cannot be passed on to the customer. Twynham says this is now being addressed. "New equipment will be phased in over a period of time," he says. With a good réputation and strong customer base it is possible for any company to make an astute U-turn. After specialising in audio tape duplication for the last 25 years, Ablex recently became one of the UK's newest CD manufacturers, at an initial investment of £ 1.25m. "It was obvious that if we had stayed in audio cassettes it would have been a depreciating market, while CD will be growing for at least the next five years," believes managing director Peter 
Key'toAblex's business expansion has been floppy disks production for the software market. Now with the growth in video games on CD-Rom and with CD promising to supplément or replace floppy disks in computers, Banks is keen to capitalise on the convergence of the music and software markets into optical dise technology. "We can see that in the US CD-Rom is expanding almost exponentially," he says. "It is going to happen here and I would place bets that our equipment will be used almost 50% for CD-Rom next year." Récognition of the way médias and markets are converging was similarly the reason for the Fast Forward group's entry. Group 

marketing director Mike Carey explains, "There is a definito move towards the dise format, both for video and computers, as well as for audio and games, We made the commitment this year because the equipment is significantly better than the earlier génération in tenus of cycle time, quality, low wastage and cost effectiveness. It's a décision we don't regret." Indeed the group is already planning the installation of a second line and, possibly, the 

purchase of mastering equipment instead of putting some of this work out. Training in the use of the equipment is usually straightforward as in most cases the suppliers and installées provide courses as part of the package. At the end of the day new technology proves to be capital rather than labour intensive, borne out by the fact that a team of between six and 10 operators is sufficient to keep a CD line operating around the clock. 

Clive Robins, sales manager at Mayking which manufactures CDs both in the UK and on a larger scale in France, reports that orders for CD-Rom have started to grow. "It's a new area for us but with less product being imported from the Far East, we are responding to the fact that software houses in the UK and Europe are looking for local suppliers." CD singles are also a significant factor: "CD singles have taken off dramatically 

and we are seeing a lot more orders than a year or two ago," he says. EMI is the only major record company to manufacture its own CDs in the UK. Manufacturing manager Tim Crouch says that investment in CD-Rom mastering equipment is going ahead in readiness for any décision by EMI to develop into this format. While Nimbus and PDO still score by being among the few independents which are able to carry out CD-Rom and CD-I mastering in-house, Distronics has recently become the first 
produce video CD to the international White Book standard agreed for full motion video (FMV) by Philips, Sony, Matsushita and JVC, which allows dises to be played on ail platforms includingAmiga CD32, CD-I and Multimedia PC. The main replication equipment is the same for any variation of the CD. Différences in technology between digitising audio and the more complex programs employed in CD-Rom and CD- I applications occur at the front end before manufacturing, although in some cases additional quality control instrumentation is also called for downline. Dearth of demand for DCC means that manufacturers have shown little or no interest in catering for it. The advantage with MiniDisc is that existing CD lines can be adapted easily when orders start to appear. ODME in Eindhoven, one of the main suppliers of CD production packages, has developed an add-on module for this purpose But for the time being Sonys own DADC plant in Austria is able to meet existing demand for the MiniDisc, with a production capability of 500,000 a month. Sony contends that there will be a hike in demand when it launches its second génération ofMD players including one about the size of 
Europe next spring. Elie Dahdi, managing director of manufacturing broker COPS corroborâtes this optimism when he says, "The French plant we use has invested in MiniDisc manufacturing and will be ready to produce them from the beginning of next year." However, Dahdi is looking three years ahead before meaningful volumes start to matérialisé, 
stratégies, manufacturers believe that when new dise formats really take off they will be in a strong position to adapt and capitalise. Until then, expanded capacity means they will have to fight harder for business than ever before. gg 
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CD AUDIO CD-ROM 

From master tape to fully 
packaged CD, ail IN HOUSEi 

Faster delivery 

Highest Quality 

Best Service 

CD AUDIO 
Sue Stephen 

CD-ROM 
John Metcalf 

on 0403 732302 
or freephone 0800 592156 

UK Manufacturing Facility 
Southwater Business Park, Worthing Road, Southwater, v 
West Sussex RH13 7YT England 
Téléphoné: (44) 0403 732302 Fax: (44) 0403 732313 
Customer Services (44) 0403 732650 Fax: (44) 0403 733786 
Freephone (0800) 626698 Sales - Freephone (0800) 592156 
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A souvenir supplément to celebrate Ten Years of Création Records 



Sony Music & CREATION - The perfect match . 

CONGRATULATIONS 
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'AUTHENTICITY' IS THE 

ESSENCE OF CREATION 
Création Records celebrates its 1 Oth 
birthday this year. For the record, 
Alan McGee and Dick Green issued 
the first Création single in 1983. 
Self-distributed, The Legend's 73 in 
83, sold vvaround 47 copies". 

The label launched in earnest 
with a Rough Trade pressing and 
distribution deal in 1 984, and has 
survived an unpromising beginning 
to break into the Nineties as a fully- 
fledged independent. Luck has 
played its part, but tor the most part 
that survival stems from Creation's 
canniness and ability to surf on 
every indie rock wave, while 
sidestepping the inévitable backlash 
to produce consistently innovative 
and popular music. 

Underpinned by its deal with 
Sony's Licensed Repertoire Division, 
Création now competes on the world 
stage. The first of a sériés of heavy- 
weight 1994 releases from the 
company is Primai Scream's follow- 
up to the Mercury prize-winner 
Screamadelica, produced in 
Memphis and LA by Tom Dowd and 
George Drakoulias. The album's title 
- Give Out But Don't Give Dp - 
supplies a due to just how Création 
has stayed ahead of the compétition 
for the last 10 years. 

e getting back to basics," says Alan I McGee, the last person you would expect to reiterate John Major's overworked maxim. But Creation's "président of pop" has chosen to subvert the slogan to demonstrate the label's stripped-down approach in its 10th year. Although 1994 will see McGee take Création a step doser towards the big league, he intends that further success will be achieved without compromising the company's status as the UK's leading independent. 

, ^ : 
'0 

Alan McGee: 'Blamed for more indie trends than i gare to think about' 
McGee fiercely déniés that ties to Sony Music's Licensed Repertoire Division have destroyed Creation's indie credibility. "Today it is possible for cells of independence to operate within corporate structures," he says of the 1992 deal which gave LRD a stake in return for international licensing. "Apart from signing Primai Scream, the Sony deal was the best thing 1 have ever done for Création." McGee's current watchword is "authenticity", which he claims is to the Nineties what "marketing" was to the Eighties. "Authenticity sums up our approach. Primai Scream's fans know the band are for real and that they live their lifestyles - our acts are not stylised." By allowing Création acts to flourish organically McGee has kept the flavour of the label he launched in his tiny club above The Roebuck in London's Tottenham Court Road in 1983, despite the fact that Creation's turnover has risen from less than £100,000 in 1984 to close on £10m this year. 
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TO ALAN, DICK 
& THE GANG AT WESTGATE 

WE'RE DAMN PROUD TO BE YOUR 
NEW YORK CONNECTION 

HAPPY FIRST 10 YEARS 
AND MANY MORE! 

CREATION 

Jerry Jaffe 

Lisa Prosper Tim Broun 

1560 Broadway Suite 1212 New York N.Y. 10036 Téléphoné : 212 869 6912 Fax : 212 869 7102 

j. p. Kennedy &Co. 

Music Week John Kennedy 
Spotlight Publications 
Ludgate House 
245 Blackfriars Road 
London SE1 9UR 

Dear Music Week, 
We are very sorry, it is our policy not to advertise. We would like everyone to know how proud we are to have been 
involved with Création from day one, but it is against our policy to advertise. In any event, it would be embarrassing 
for us to say publicly that we think Alan is a genius and if we said how much we value Création as a client they might 
try and negotiate down our fees. 
So we will stick to our normal policy. 
Hope you don't mind. 
Yours faithfully. 

T.P. KENNEDY & CO. 



"l'd spent six years in a sériés of terrible jobs, working on building sites, making shirt collars in a factory, truck-driving," reminisces McGee, who moved from Glasgow to London in 1980 and opened The Living Room with Création co- owner Dick Green the next year. The club provided a catalyst for the label and any profits were invested in recording. By the time McGee and Green struck a manufacturing/distribution deal with Rough Trade in January 1984, Création Records was registered as a limited company. A grant from the Enterprise Allowance Scheme funded releases by McGee's own band Biff Bang Pow!, Revolving Paint Dream (with Primai Scream's Andrew Innés), Jasmine Minks and The Pastels. McGee's pivotai contact with the Jésus & Mary Chain was sparked by his boyhood friendship with drummer (and later Primai Scream prime mover) Bobby Gillespie. Although Création only released the JAMC's first single Upside Down (as manager, McGee quickly signed the East Kilbride noise marchants to Warner marque Blanco y Negro), that one release marked out the label from the rest of the post-punk pack. For the first time, but not the last, McGee displayed his ability to tune into emerging trends. Against a background of feedback, concert riots and truncated performances, the single sold around 50,000 copies. McGee promptly ploughed earnings and his management commission back into the label. By 1985 the Création roster included music press heroes such as the Weather Prophets, and a group of Stooges-obsessed Scotsmen led by Bobby Gillespie. "We signed Primai Scream in October 1984 and they didn't have a hit until February 1990 - now that's what I call artist development," proclaims McGee. "The différence between us and the majors is that we give a band six years to develop not six months. Artist development is not simply a convenient term for us, but a commitment." Despite his misgivings about aspects of the majors' opérations, McGee realised in the mid-Eighties that the only escape from the indie ghetto lay in harnessing his company to the strengths of a larger entity. McGee sidestepped the mounting "C86 bands" backlash by repositioning the label _ with a licensing deal with WEA. The Elévation imprint carried top-line Création acts such as the Weather Prophets and Edwyn Collins, while the label stayed left-field with Felt and Momus. "The Mary Chain had just had a Top 10 hit with Some Candy Talking, and Wamers believed I knew things they didn't," McGee explains. "But we weren't 
Idha: a Face for 
Creation's Future 

ready for that deal. The time wasn't right and nor were the acts - it's différent this time around with Sony, l'm still a brat, but at 33 I know what I want." When Elévation faiied to deliver, McGee's talent- spotting skills came to the rescue. He had seen The House Of Love third on the bill to Primai Scream at k the Marquée at the end of 1986. "In 1987 we recorded their first album, which went gold and saved fny arse one more time," he concédés. McGee followed up by signing My Bloody Valentine, a late-Eighties fixture at Création. THOL moved to Phonogram, where their lack of subséquent success is credited by McGee to "suffocation" by the major. "The A&R manager applied the 1982 U2 Stadium Rock Blueprint," he says. "It's ironie that U2 themselves have now moved on to use the 1989 Happy Mondays/Primal Scream Blueprint." Having surfed the various waves of indie rock, McGee was subjected to a revelatory experience when he encountered acid house. "It opened my mind to ail sorts of music and possibilities," he says. The influence of acid house is easily detected in Création acts such as Primai Scream and My Bloody Valentine, and their popularity coincided with a growing maturity at Création. "It was a hobby for the first four years," admits McGee. "We took the music philosophy seriously, but as a business we didn't until 1988 when we suddenly realised - it's on!" Since then his A&R policy has ensured that Création scores hits more frequently than its competitors. Ride were signed in December 1989 "from under Warners' nose" and Teenage Fanclub in the wake of a short-lived deal with Fire Records. But the addition of Slowdive and- Swervedriver led to accusations that Création had become a "shoegazers" label, "l've been blamed for more indie trends than I care to think about," déclarés McGee. "We've been through the riots with the early JAMC gigs, C86, indie dance, and shoegazing." In 1988 Création withdrew manufacturing from Rough Trade, and switched distribution to Pinnacle two years later, ahead of the collapse of Rough Trade Distribution. Sales really started to build in 1991, led by Screamadelica, Teenage Fanclub's Bandwagonesque and St Etienne's Foxbase Alpha. By 1992 the Sony deal was in place "because overseas licensees could deal with Depeche Mode, but nobody worked our product effectively." Yet McGee is determined that his A&R approach will remain untainted by the relationship with Sony, "Don't try and tell the group what to do" is his credo. "Record 'companies shouldn't be fascist states, but so many turn into exactly that. That is the différence between us and the rest." «e 
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BIG PLANET CALLS FOR SI 
Dhe Laughing Apple may yet prove to be the most influential band m the history of Création, though the label never released any of the band's tracks. It was this beat combo that introduced Alan McGee to Dick Green his label partner and the company's international director. Green and McGee both played guitar m The Laughing Apple, and established a loose work.ng relationship when they moved on to taking the money on the door of The Living Room. and helpmg out for Création when 1 was still a pensions clerk and Alan first gave up his job at British Rail," says Green. Mis responsibilities these days include the company's international affairs, and maintaining the relationship with Sony's Licensed Repertoire Division. The LRD agreement's main plus is that Creation's approach worldwide is harmonised, according to Green. "When'you work with a patchwork of third- party licensees ail sorts of problems can arise, from accounting to release dates," he says. "By working with Sony we can smooth out any of the bumps." In its first six years the company handed over international licensing to affiliâtes of UK distributor 
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STREETS^—^AHEAD 

specialist 
markëtmg 

• & Pro Wlbtipn y 

the independent 
alternative 
for promotions & marketing 
to the youth sector 

Happy lOth Birthday 
Création Records 

Contact: 
Cathy Richards or Stéphanie Reid 
Tel 081 852 8836 Fax 081 297 0540 

SMART LICENSIN6 DEALS 
Rough Trade, such as RTD in Germany and RTBV in Rolland, as well as Sonet in Scandinavie and Megadisc in Bénélux. But whatever the success of individuel opérations in certain territories, Green and McGee knew that the patchwork was no match for a fully realised international strategy. "The bands were suffering, because we couldn't harmonise release dates and straightforward exercises such as promotional tours," says Green. The Création executives "talked to a lot of people" to find the solution eventually supplied by LRD's Jeremy Pearce. "Ifs a unique arrangement, because we get the financial back-up crucial for an independent operating globally, and we achieved unification in Europe and the rest of the world outside North America." Green says the Sony deat is beginning to pay real dividends, as the various agreements in Europe wind up. "It's working better and better," says Green, who works with international promotion head Karen Parker. "A lot of the European territories have taken on spécifie people and separate promotional teams tailored to our requirements." «e  
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"Ten years of Création, 
Ten years of 

Casson Beckman are proud 
to he associated with 

CREATION RECORDS 
and wish to congratulate them 

on their tenth anniversary. 

J CASSON 
ial BECKMAN 

chartered accountauts 
& business advisers 
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THE NEW CREATION: 

PURVEYORS OF TASTE 
reation's 1994 rester covers Cthe waterfront, mixing neweomers like Oasis with critics' faves Primai Scream, who helped establish the label. Genre boundaries are also ignored, as equal value is given to a range of musics from the cutting-edge dance of Dreadzone to the trash-a- billy of The Cramps. 

PRIMAI SCREAM- signed to Primal Scream: Creation's prime movers Création since 1986 and winners of the 1992 Mercury Music Prize for their séminal Screamadelica album. Tipped for repeat success with follow-up, Give Out But Don't Give Dp. 

BMX BANDITS - influential Scottish combo whose members have included Teenage Fanclub, Eugenius and Superstar personnel, and whose Life Is Good album won praise. 
IDHA - Swedish singer and songwriter following up her critically-rated new album, Melody Inn. 
DREADZONE - ex-members of Big Audio Dynamite, the dub rockers latest album is 360 Degrees. 

Sugar: sweeter than the rest 
TEENAGE FANCLUB-signed in 1990. the Scottish four-piece have received critical plaudits and commercial success with the Bandwagonesque and Thirteen albums. 
RIDE - Oxford-based band who have just completed recording the much-anticipated, and as yet untitled, follow-up to their second album Going Blank Again. 
B00 RADLEYS - the acclaim which greeted Giant Steps was capped with awards as album of the year by NME and Select. 
SLOWDIVE - Thames Valley outfit pursuing a more ambient pop direction, as on their last, Souvlaki. 
SWERVEDRIVER - the Oxford rockers' Mezcal Head has propelled them to popularity in the US. -r r- The Fannies line up 
VELVET CRUSH - Rhode Island residents poised to reiease their Scott Litt/Mitch Easter-produced new album Teenage Symphonies To God. 
SUGAR - hugely successful US three-piece formed by ex-Hûsker Dû Bob Mould, who is planning a new reiease for later this year following the Top 10 places for the Copper Blue and Beaster albums. 

Nature Boys:18 wheeler 

© 

Adorable seek perfection 

ADORABLE - Coventry popsters' sequel to Against Perfection is almost complété. 
THE JAZZ BUTCHER - vétéran of the indie scene, The Jazz Butcher intermittently records for the label. 
MEDALARK 11 - Manchester-based 3-piece with ex-Bodine Mick Ryan. 

ED BALL - songwriter/producer/ instrumentalist whose many Création projects include The Times, Love Corporation, Teenage Filmstars and Conspiracy Of Noise. 
LESLEY RANKINE - former Silverfish, who left the band to pursue a solo career. A reiease is expected in the late summer. 

TELESCOPES - Burton-on-Trent shoegazing survivors plan new material soon. 
18 WHEELER - mélodie outfit from north of the border, whose first two singles, Suncrush and Nature Girl, were well-received. Their much-anticipated _ début is released this spring. * " ~ THE CRAMPS - cuit American group, freshly signed, have a new album lined up for late spring/early summer. 

OASIS - hotly-tipped new signings from Manchester, with a début single, Supersonic, set for reiease shortly. 
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THANKS FOR 

KEEPING US MILES 

FROM BOREDOM 

DURING THE LAST 

10 EVENTFUL 

YEARS! 

0 
Windsong International 

Electron House, Cray Avenue, 
St Mary Cray, Orpington, 

Kent, BR5 3RJ 
Tel : 0689 836969 Fax : 0689 890392 

'BRANDING ALAN McGEE' 
Qim Abbot's first task at Création was to undertake a market audit in 1990, asking retailers, distributors and the industry at large for their views of the label. "The message came back loud and clear," says Abbot "Création was seen by the trade as the perfect indie in many ways, but it wasn't providing the requisite standard of service. Here was a cottage industry which was turning over between £1 m and £2m a year." Called in by Alan McGee to provide marketing advice, Abbot - previously a marketing consultant for Levi Strauss and Pernod Ricard - joined full-time in February 1991 when he saw that the construction of TIM ABBOTT long-term industry relations were crucial to the success of the company. "We started to develop ties with Pinnacle, using them as our sales team, regularly attending sales meetings and allowing them to help us get our house in order," he says. Abbot also opened up channels to the leading retailers. "Similarly, we discovered that the multiples' staff consists of music fans, many of whom really respect what Création stands for." 

Congralulalions from everyone 
al Nimbus lo Crealiou records. 

MmPi/s- 
| manufacturing 

Nimbus Manufacturing (UK) Limited 

Gwent NP44 3AB 
Téléphone (0633) 877121 
Facsimile (0633) 876131 

Tbe compact dise inanufac 



l'S EARS', AND DOING IT FOR THE KIDS 
As well as reshaping manufacturing and production to overcome the problem of "frightening" overpressing, Abbot persuaded McGee and Green to 1 

look at the wider commercial opportunities. "People here started to pay attention to the chart books and plugging became a priority. We encouraged the régions by appointing a régional plugger. "The challenge was to create a brand out of Création," says Abbott. "But how do you brand Alan McGee's ears? It's a difficult task - he can pick up on I a hit sound and create a scene around it and then move on to something new." Despite a shift towards professionalism, the company has maintained its    
"family" approach. "A lot of people have worked here Mark and CLARE a long time, ail of whom are excellent at their work," Abbot says. "What we did was allow them to continue contributing by focusing the business." Creation's sharpening-up included a switch to a Mac-based computer System 18 months ago, which has brought ail design in-house under the aegis of 22-year-old Mark Bown. Mark and production manager Clare Rowell will be handling the design aspects of Creation's promotional campaign this 

spring to celebrate its 10th anniversary. "We're going to work with Pinnacle's Network shops, those outlets who supported the label from the very beginning," says Abbot, who promises indie retailers "something extra - additional formats or tracks, something to ensure they have the edge over other shops". The birthday campaign will highlight a number of spécial releases. And on the Network campaign, retail co-ops with Virgin and Our Price will form the backbone of the drive. "We intend to make as much of the back catalogue as possible available at either budget or mid-price," adds Abbot. The only full-price releases will be Creation's Top 10 albums. The campaign will be supported by a sériés of Radio 1 FM sessions before a June 4 birthday party at the Royal Albert Hall, backed by major corporate sponsors. A marketing blitz like this one, which relies on strict planning and the maximum support from retailers and distributors, would have been unthinkable at the old Création. Three years after Abbot first arrived at the label, Création is capable of taking this giant step. «e 
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Best Wishes to ail at 

CREATION 

From lan & Zoë at 
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ROHAN MEDIA SERVICES^ 

ASl 

JLtd.^ 
For the 

(ffflmTIOM 
of your 

VINYL, TAPE 
& CeD.S 

+ 
Mastering, Cutting, Print 

Origination and Processing 

THE COMPLETE SERVICE 
Fine Quality at Great Prices! 

TEL: 071 739 9672 
FAX: 071 739 4070 



CREATION the birth of music! 

MASTERING the death of art! 

Here's to 10 more years 

of real sound 

PORKY'S 

MASTERING 
55/59 Shaftesbury Avenue London, W1V 7AA Téléphoné 071 494 3131 Fax 071 494 1669 

MAGNETIC IMAGE MASTERING 
6 Grand Union Centre, West Row North Kensington, London, W10 SAS Téléphoné 081 960 7222 Fax 081 968137 

Création Records 

Very Reproductive. 



BEHIND THE DESK AT THE BEAT HOTEL 
ALAN McGEE: el présidente 
D1CK GREEN: partner/international director 
TIMABBOT: managing director 
JAMES KYLLO business and légal affairs 
MARK TAYLOR: financial controller 
JOE POSTER: head of Rev-Ola 
CHRISTINE WANLESS: label manager 
KAREN PARKER: international promotion 
KLEANTHI BOUT1S: artist liaison and 
pa to the président Garrow-Fisher 
EDWARD BALL: executive without portfolio and Taylor 
GRAHAM GILLESPIE: warehouse manager 
ANITA HERYET: national TV and 
radio promotion 
ANDY SAUNDERS: head of press 
MATTHEW RUMBOLD: national press slave Hopkins 

To Alan, Dick and ail 
at CREATION. 

x; - :v'v rV 
u w 

Congratulations on a kickin decad 
from Martin, lain and au 

at Complété and Cherry Kea- _ 

VANESSA COTTON: 
régional press officer 
CLARE ROWELL: 
production manager 
MARK "TYPO" BOWN: 
art director 
AUDE PRIEUR; régional TV & radio promotion 
JOHNNY HOPKINS: artist development manager 
JANE GARROW-FISHER: assistant accountant 
CHLOE WALSH; reception/a&r scout 

"To me Alan McGee is Pure ■ ROTHERHAM, AND l THINK I MEAN I 
THAÏ AS A COMPLIMENT. HE SAID THE 1 LRD DEAL WOULD NOT CHANGE THE 1 WAV CREATION OPERATES, | AND HE WAS RIGHT" | 

JEREMY PEARCE; NID, SONY LICENSED REPERTOIRE DIVISION 

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO CREATION 

RECORDS ON YOUR 
IOth ANNIVERSARY 
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CREATION 
•THE KINGS OF POP' 

ON YOUR 
.TH 

1^ 
ANNIVERSARY 

LONG MAY VOU REIGN 

IA 

SALES • TELESALES • DISTRIBUTION 
EXPORTS AND VAN SALES 

2A-B HILLGATE PLACE, LONDON SW12 9ER TEL: 081 675 9947 FAX: 081 675 9948 

création, you made me 
realise, to take giant steps 

& leave them ail behind, 
getting loaded on filthy 

serious drugs, cigarettes & 
alcohol was a damn fine 

good idea, just for a day at 
least .... can't wait 'til 

you're thirteen!!! 

congratulations 

TEL: 071 255 2636 FAX: 071 255 2633 

LlSTED BELOW ARE THE KEY CREATION RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE FROM THE BACK-CATAUOGUE. MATERIAL FROM SUBSIDIARY LABELS INFONET, AUGUST, BALL Products and Reissue imprint Rev-Ola, AS WELL AS 7-INCH AND 12-lNCH CREATION FORMATS, ARE ALSO STOCKED. 

MY BL00DY VALENTINE You Made Me Realise MY BL00DY VALENTINE Feed Me Wilh Your Kiss PRIMAL SCREAM lvy,lvy,lvy PRIMAISCREAM ' ' J"- 

FROM 1983-1993; PRIME 

CRESCD072 RIDE CRESCD073 CRESCD075 CRESCD076 
MYBL00DY VALENTINE Soon RIDE Play LOVE CORPORATION Palatial PRIMAL SCREAM Corne Together SWERVEDRIVER Son 01 Mustang Ford TELESCOPES Precious Little HYPN0T0NE Dream Beam MY BLOODY VALENTINE Trémolo E.P. RIDE Fall E.P. 

VELVET CRUSH ADORABLE MEDICINE 

Outside Your Room Never Lose Thaï Feeling Leave Them Ail Behind 
ADORABLE CRESCD128 B00 RADLEYS CRESCD130 TEENAGE FAN CLUB CRESCD131 BMX BANDITS CRESCD132 MEDAL-RK11 CRESCD133 ADORABLE CRESCD134 MOMUS CRESCD135 MEDICINE CRESCD136 SWERVEDRIVER   B00 RADLEYS 

SUGAR MEDALARK11 B00 RADLEYS 
CRESCD152 POSTER CHILDREN ADORABLE BMX BANDITS 

R SLOWDIVE TIMES ADORABLE DREAD ZONE 
CRESC0168 BMX BANDITS 

Clock Street Sisline Chapel Ceiling Kylie'sGotACmshOnUs 

TheWaming BabyGirl Litlle Hands 

CRESCD169 B00 RADLEYS Wish 1 Was Skinny CRESCD174 SWERVEDRIVER LastTrain/Satansville CRESCD178 BOO RADLEYS Bamey(andMe) 
CRECS078 PRIMAL SCREAM Corne Together CRECS100 RIDE Today Forever CRECS104 LILACTIME Dreaming CRECS110 PRIMAL SCREAM Don't Fight It Feel II CRECS111 TEENAGE FAN CLUB The Concept CRECS114 TIMES Lundi Bleu CRECS115 TEENAGE FAN CLUB WhatYouDoToMe CRECS117 PRIMAL SCREAM DixieNarcoEP CRECS123 RIDE Leave Them Ail Behind TEENAGE FAN CLUB Radio CREC5142 TEENAGE FAN CLUB Norman 3 CRECS143 SUGAR AGoodIdea CRECSI49 SUGAR If ICant Change YorrMrd CRECS150 RIDE Twisterella CRECS169 BOO RADLEYS Wish 1 Was Skinny CRECS178 BOO RADLEYS Bamey (and Me) 
CRELP006 MEMBRANES The Gift 01 Life CRELP007 JASMINEMINKS Jasmine Minks CRELP010 VARIOUS PurveyorsOfTaste CRELP013 JASMINEMINKS CRELP014 BILL DRUMMOND The Man CRELP015 BIFFBANGPOW! GirlWhoRuns The Beat Hôtel CRELP018 REVOLVING PAINT DREAM OffToHeaven CRELP019 WESTLAKE CRELP027 JAZZ BUTCHER Fishcothecque CRELP029 BIFFBANGPOW! Love Is Forever CRELP031 PASTELS Suck On The Pastels CRELP033 WEATHER PROPRETS Judges^luries.Horsemen CRELP038 THE TIMES Beat Torture CRELP039 REVOLVING PAINT DREAM Mother Watch Me Bum CRELP040 MY BLOODY VALENTINE Isn'tAnything CRELP042 DUNCAN DRU Duncan Dhu CRELP044 JASMINE MINKS Scratch The Surface CRELP047 THE LOFT Once Round The Fair CRELP050 WEATHER PROPHETS Tempérance Hôtel CRELP051 BOUNTY HUNTERS ATearStainedScar CRELP052 MOMUS Here Cornes The Night CRELP054 PRIMAL SCREAM Primai Scream CRELP056 LOVE CORPORATION CRELP058 BIFFBANGPOW! SongsForTheSad EyedGirl MonstersOfLove CRELP060 MY BLOODY VALENTINE CRELP061 TANGERINE Tangerine JAZZ BUTCHER Cuit Of The Basement CRELP063 VARIOUS DoYouBelievelnLove CRELP054 SIMON TURNER Simon Tumer CRELP065 PETER ASTOR Submarine CRELP666 BRIDES OFASHTON Church Of Raism CRELP067 HYPNOTONE Hypnotone CRELP068 LOVE CORPORATION Lovers CRELP070 TIMES Et Dieu Créa La Femme CRELP071 BIFFBANG POW! Me CRELP072 FLUKE TechnoRoseoIBlighty CRELP073 TIMES PrkBalBrownBalEdBal CRELP074 RIDE Nowhere SOMETHING PRETTY BEAUTIFUL S'thing Pretty Beautiful CRELP076 PRIMAL SCREAM Screamadelica CRELP078 JAZZ BUTCHER Edwards Closet CRELP079 TELESCOPES TheTelescopes CRELP080 HYPNOTONE CRELP081 VARIOUS Keeping The Faith 1999 CRELP082 VARIOUS PensionersOnEcsIasy CRELP084 SLAUGHTER JOE Pied Piper Of Feedback CRELP085 WEATHER PROPHETS Live CRELP086 BLACK EG Black Eg CRELP087 PACIFIC Inferance CRELP088 VARIOUS Palace In The Sun CRELP089 SAND TheDynamicCurve CRELP090 PETER ASTOR Zoo CRELP091 TIMES CRELP093 SWERVEDRIVER CRELP094 SLOWDIVE Just For A Day CRELP095 VARIOUS American Penskxieis On E CRELP098 LILACTIME Astronauts CRELP099 BIFFBANG POW! L'Amour, Denture, Stenhousemuir 



INGREDIENTS FOR THE CREATION SOUP 

CRELP121 CRELP122 CRELP123 CRELP124 CRELP125 CRELP129 CREIP131 CRELP133 CRELP134 CRELP137 
CRELP138 

Volume Four Volume Five Bandwagonesque AH The Heartbreak Stories In The Presence ot Greatness Condition Blue Seul Station Voyager AreaCode212 SortedSnorted&Sported Organ Fan Pattems On The Waler Everything's Alright Forever Absolutely Dali Surprise LiveAtThe Astradome Going BlankAgain The Debasement Tapes Copper Blue Daisychain Reaction LifeGoesOn Greatest Hits Volume I 

VARIOUS TEENAGE FILMSTARS MEDICINE 

POSTER CHILDREN JAZZ BUTCHER JAMES YOUNG 
CONSPIRACYOF NOISE 
DREADZONE HOLLYFAITH 

CRECD002 CRECD005 CRECD007 CRECD009 
CRECDOtO CRECD011 CRECD014 CRECDOtE CRECDOt? 

VARIOUS VARIOUS VARIOUS JASMINEMINKS 

Tool Of The Man Waiting For The Love Sus Songs They Never Play On The Radio Melody Inn Chicks With Dicks 8 Splatler Flicks 360 Degrees 

Alive In The Living Room WildSummerWow It's Différent For Domeheads Jasmine Minks Let The Snakes Crinkle Their HeadsToDeath PurveyorsOfTaste 

FELT WESTLAKE MOMUS N.SUDDEN/R.HOWARD VARIOUS JAZZ BUTCHER PASTELS WEATHER PROPHETS 

CRECD040 CRECD041 CRECD043 CRECD046 CREC0047 CRECD048 CREC0049 
ORECD052 CRECD053 CRECD054 CRECD056 

MOMUS VARIOUS THE TIMES REVOLVING PAINT DREAM MY BLOODY VALENTINE NIKKISUDDEN SNEETCHES BIFF BANG POWI THE LOFT HEIDIBERRY JAZZ BUTCHER WEATHER PROPHETS BOUNTÏ HUNTERS MOMUS THE TIMES PRIMAL SCREAM LOVE CORPORATION MOMUS MY BLOODY VALENTINE 

The Man Texas/Dead Men Tell No Taies PoemOfThe River 
The Poison Boyfriend Kiss Your Captured Charabanc Doing Gods Work Fishcothecque Suck On The Pastels Judges.Juries.Horsemen Train Above The City Tender Pervert Doing ItForTheKids Beat Torture Molher Watch Me Bum ' IsnTAnything Groove Sometimes That's Ail We Have The AcidHouse Album Once Round The Fair Beneath The Waves Big Pianet, ScareyPIanet Tempérance Hôtel Threads-ATearStainedScar Here Cornes The Night E For Edward Primai Scream Tones MonstersOfLove 

CRECD064 CRECD065 CRECD067 CRECD068 CRECD070 CRECD071 CRECD073 CRECD074 CRECD075 CRECD076 CRECD077 CRECD078 CRECD079 CRECD080 CRECD081 CRECD082 CRECD083 CRECD084 CRECD085 CRECD086 CRECD087 CRECD088 CRECD039 CRECD090 CRECD091 CRECD092 CRECD093 CRECD094 CRECD095 
CRECD098 

TANGERINE ' JAZZ BUTCHER VARIOUS SIMON TURNER PETER ASTOR HYPNOTONE LOVE CORPORATION TIMES BIFF BANG POWI TIMES RIDE 

Cuit 01 The Basement DoYouBelievelnLove Simon Tumer 

Pink Bail Brown Bail, Ed Bail 

SNEETCHES JAZZ BUTCHER TELESCOPES HYPNOTONE VARIOUS ' VARIOUS 
SLAUGHTER JOE WEATHER PROPHETS BLACK EG PACIFIC 

BOUNTY-HUNTERS 

CRECD103 CRECD104 CRECD105 CRECD106 CRECD108 CRECD109 CRECD110 CRECD111 CRECD112 CRECD113 CRECD114 CRECD117 CRECD118 CRECD119 CRECD120 CRECD121 CRECD122 

CREATION SOUP CREATION SOUP CREATION SOUP CREATION SOUP CREATION SOUP TEENAGE FAN CLUB DAVE KUSWORTH VELVET CRUSH JAZZ BUTCHER TEENAGE FILMSTARS JASMINEMINKS MOMUS VARIOUS VARIOUS SILVERFISH RAZORCUTS BOO RADLEYS SHEER PIE FINGER 

CRECD125 BIFF BANG POWI CRECD126 CRECD127 CRECD129 CRECD131 CRECD133 CRECD134 CRECD137 

SUGAR POSTER CHILDREN BMX BANDITS SUPERSTAR 
CRECD138 CRECD139 CRECD14t CRECD142 CRECD143 CRECD144 CRECD148 CRECD149 CRECD151 CRECD153 CRECD155 CRECD156 CRECD158 

ADORABLE SLOWDIVE TEENAGE FILMSTARS MEDICINE 
TEENAGE FANCLUB JAZZ BUTCHER BOO RADLEYS MOMUS SUGAR POSTER CHILDREN JAZZ BUTCHER JAME5YOUNG 
IDHA 

LightsOul Edwards Closet TheTelescopes 
KeepingTheFaitht Pensioners On Ecst Back From The Coa The Pied Piper Of F 

Wives Weddings & Roses 

Stenhousemuir Volume One Volume Two 

AlIThe Heartbreak Stories In The Presence Of Greatness Condition Blue 

Smile Five Grains Copper Blue Daisychain Reaction Life Goes On Greatest Hits,Volume I Alternative Commercial Crossover Agamst Perfection 

Western Family Giant Steps Timelord Beaster Tool OfTheMan Waiting For The Love Bus Songs They Never Play On The Radio 

MY BLOODY VALENTINE 

Forever Breathes The Lonely World GirlWhoRuns The Beat Hi Doing ItForTheKids IsnTAnything Here Cornes The Night 
BIFF BANG POW! 
MY BLOODY VALENTINE TANGERINE JAZZ BUTCHER PETER ASTOR HYPNOTONE LOVE CORPORATION 

Et Dieu Créa La Femme 

PRIMAL SCREAM JAZZ BUTCHER TELESCOPES 
WEATHER PROPHETS Keeping The Faith 1990 Live Palace In The Sun 

In The Presence Of Greatness 

TEENAGE FANCLUB BOO RADLEYS MOMUS SUGAR 

Everything's Alright Forever Live At The Astradome Lunaville Going BlankAgain Copper Blue Against Perfection Souvlaki Mezcal Head Thirteen Giant Steps 
Beaster Melody Inn 360 Degrees 

CREDCC060 MY BLOODY VALENTINE Loveless CREDCC076 PRIMAL SCREAM Screamadeiica CREDCCtOB TEENAGE FAN CLUB Bandwagonesque CREDCC129 SUGAR Copper Blue 
CREMD060 MY BLOODY VALENTINE Loveless CREMD076 PRIMAL SCREAM Screamadeiica CREMD106 TEENAGE FAN CLUB Bandwagonesque CREMD129 SUGAR Copper Blue 
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